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CHll.PTER ONE .... ~ 

Processing Juvenile .Delin~ue~C J R S 

Statement of the Problem 
AUG 1 21q7R 

It has long been noted that deviance in~£;?k!~;;r~an just" an act 

committed by a perpetrator. It also entails a societal response to the act. 

This involves a definition of the act by certain others as deviant and the 

application of formal or informal sanctions to the person suspected of committing 

the act. As Kai Erikson has noted, "deviance is not a property inherent in any 

kind of behavior; it is a property conferred upon that behavior by the people who 

come in direct or indirect contact with it." (Erikson, 1966, p. 6.) It thus 

becomes a problem for societal scientists to determine the context within which 

a particular act will be d~fined as deviant. This involves an analysis of the 

origin and meaning,>f social norms, and an analysis of how these 110rms are defined 

and enforced, eithnr informally, by members of society, or formally by 

institutionalized agents of social control. The present research is an attempt 

to examine the process in which agents of social control perform their assigned 

task of interpreting and enforcing social norms. 

The function of interpreting norms, is an integral part of all· law enforce-

ment. It becomes particularly important, the more vague and general the laws are. 

Vague and imprecise statutes allow wide discretion concerning how,'when, and 

against whom th:y should be enforced. It is the assumption of this paper that 

this is a particularly important factor in the enforcement of statutes of juvenile 

delinquency and the application of sanctions to delinquents. The ambiguity 

of delinquency statutes and the wide discretionary powers given to agents of 

social control who apply societal sanctions to delinquents means that the 

delinquent is not being judged solely on his actions, but on other criteria 
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that these agents'deem relevant! This research was conducted to determine what 

criteria are used by agents of social control in deciding how to deal with 

juvenile delinquents. The particular focus of this study will be on decision

making within juvenile cOl;rectional institutions. Inst;itution staff are given 

2. 

the task of deciding whether to det,ain juveniles who are committed to the 

inst.::!tution or whether to return them to the community on probation. For those 

juveniles who are kept in the institution, t~e staff is given the task of deciding 

when and with what conditions or stipulations to return the juvenile to tht~ 

community on parole. These two decisions will be the focus of ~his study. An 

attempt will be made to determine the criteria used by the staff in making these 

decisions, and the manner in which they perform that task. 

In the remainder of this Chapter, the role of discretion in the criminal 

justice system will be explored, particularly as it relates to juvenile justice. 

An attempt will then be made to examine how this discretion is manifested by 

agents of social control in an organizational setting. The setting for the study 

and methods used to research the decision-making process will be discussed in 

Chapter Two and the results will be examined in Chapters Three, Four, and Five. 

Chapter Six will attempt to draw conclusions from the data and suggest some 

implication for social policy and recommendations for improving the decision-

, making process. 

The Ethos of Juvenile Justice and the Role of the Juvenile Institution 

It is not surprising that discretion plays a central role in the 

administration of juvenile justice. To begin with, many of the factors which 

produce discretion in the ad~lt justice system are also present in the juvenile 

justice system. More important. however, it must be recognized that the very 

purpose of the establishment of a separate system of justice for juveniles \Olas 

to permit a more informal and personal handli~g of juvenile cases. The belief 
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was, and still is to a large ex~ent, that juveniles are not set in their behavior 

patterns, that given the proper environment and moral education, they can be 

deflected from criminal directions into law-abiding ones. State intervention 

into the lives of juveniles i~ thus justified on the basis that the state is 

acting in the child's behalf. It is acting because the child is viewed as too 

immature to be responsible and fully aware of the consequences of his or her own 

behavior. (For a full discussion of the orig;i..ns of the "juvenile justice" 

movement, see Platt, 1979.) 

This functioning as an intervener requires much discretion, since the so

called "protectors" of the child have to be able to identify the symptoms of 

future delinquency. If~agents of social control, therefore, feel that delinquency 

results from a "negative" home environment or from "negative" peer influences, 

the belief that such a condition exists for a particular child will justify 

societal intervention. In'the extreme case, then, a juvenile may be 

institutionalized, not because he or she has committed a criminal act, but 

because his or her environment suggests, in the eyes of agents of social control, 

a situation which may lead to future delinquency. The agents of juvenile 

justice, then, must be given great latitude or discretion in order to assure 

that they effectively fulfill their task of identifying and correcting delinquent 

. and pre-delinquent youths. The juvenile, therefore, is not judged solely on 

the acts committed but on the way these acts are interpreted in light of the 

context and circumstances in which they occur. 

What the foregoing suggests, is two basic viewpoints on the nature of 

juvenile delinquency. The first holds juveniles responsible for their acts and 

seeks to punish them when they commit crimes. The second views the delinquent 

as a troubled, misguided youth, the product of a deficient environment, who needs 

the help of state agencies to overcome the problems which underlie his delinquency. 
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It is the latter viewpoint which formed the basis for the establishment of the 

juvenile court, as Circourel [1968] points out in his analysis of juvenile 

justice: 

The concern with juvenile delinquency has often led to a view 
that delinquents are res,ponsible for their acts and' should be held 
accountable and be punished for them, although the conceptions of 
what are 'good' adolescents and what the punishment should be have 
changed. A second view holds that adolescents are continually 
having 'natural' problems growing up, and since a certain amount 
of permissiveness is necessary, their acts therefore should not 
be viewed within, the context of adult activities, but treated as 
temporary outbursts to be controlled gradually when maturity is 
reached in adulthood. This second view translates 'natural' 
problems into environmental, community, familial, or personal 
problems and absolves the juvenile from serious responsibility ..• 
The juvenile court law, therefore, can be viewed as a social 
movement designed to standardize and regulate procedures for 
articulating rules governing juvenile conduct with their 'natural' 
problems as delineated by the second view. [Cicourel, 1968, pp. 23-24]. 

In recent years, however, reformers of the criminal justice system have 

argued that the effect (aside from the intent) 'of institutionalizing juveniles 

is to punish them, since authorities are forcibly removing juveniles from their 

homes and placing restrictions on their activities. The argument of thes~ 

reformers is that juvenile court proc/~edings are, in essence, criminal proceed-

ings, and that juveniles are, in fact, being denied their coustitutional right 

to due process under the law. 

These reformers have questioned the right of the state to intervene in 

the lives of juveniles "for their own good". In addition, they argue that 

despite all the rhetoric of advocates of juvenile correctional institutions, 

nothing rehabilitative has been shown to have been accomplished in these 

ins ti tu tions • 

4. 

This debate suggests an important dilemma facing the enforcers of juvenile 

justice today. On the one hand, juvenile justice still maintains that it's 

interests are the treatment and proper training of needy juveniles. On the 

other hand, some juveniles commit crimes and are viewed as dangerous to society. 
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The juvenile justice system has an obligation to protect society. The question 

of how the members of this system deal with this dilemma is an integral part 

of this study, because before they can make decisions about specific juveniles, 

they have to come to some conclusions regarding the purpose of juvenile justice, 

and the ends served by it • 

Robert Emerson's excellent analysis of the juvenile court (Emerson, 

1969) has suggested that the treatment-punishment dilemma underlies much of the 

juvenile court proceedings. While the juvenile court officially. maintains 

that it is acting in behalf of the juvenile's welfare and that all decisions 

and dispositions of cases are made in the interests of "what is best for the 

child," there is also a realization that commitment to an institution serves a 

more punitive purpose than mere probation. Treatment is, therefore, relative. 

It ranges from "pure" treatment, such as individual psychiatric therapy to 

more punitive, restrictive types of treatment such as incarceration in a 

juvenile institution, although the latter is still seen as treatment designed 

to help the juvenile become more responsible for his or her behavior. 

Emerson suggests that the court is pulled in two directions. On the 

one hand, its treatment philosophy demands that it not treat juveniles as 

official criminals but rather, that it provide some form of community or group 

treatment. On the other hand, the court is a political agency, dependent upon 

the public and other official agencies for support. The public, the police, 

schools and often the parents of juveniles view delinquents as a nuisance and 

danger to society and demand action. To quote Emerson: 

One fundamental set of problems and demands confronting 
the juvenile court arises from the pressure and expectations 
of those initiating court action that 'something be done.' I~ 
this sense, the court must work out practical solutions to cases 
that satisfy, or at least take some cognizance of the concerns 
of complainants [po 83]. 

5. 
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One of the criteria the court will use in making dispositions is the 

availability of ' a community placement. But social welfare agencies do not want 

those hard core kids that refuse to benefit from, or disrupt their programs. 

Since the court depends on these agencies to ease its work. load and provide 

altern~tive placements for delinqueQts, the courts must cqoperate with them. 

As a result, those delinquents with less serious problems are handled by 

con~unity agencies and those with, perhaps, a greater need for treatment, are 

sent to juvenile correctional institutions. 

"In the course of negotiating with other agencies, the 
juvenile court treatment goals are subtly displaced •.. Treat
ment is undermined through court cooption into a system of ' 
placements biased against delinquents ..• The court funnels the 
most desirable and promising delinquents out into the child 
care system, while transferring the most troublesome cases 
from this system into correctional and custodial 
institutions. 1I [po 80, Emerson] 

Thus, juvenile correctional institutions usually receive juveniles after 

other alternatives have been rejected. The dilemma for decision makers has to 

some extent been made easier. The court has already decided that juveniles sent 

to institutions cannot be handled in the community. Nevertheless, juvenile 

6. 

correctional authorities, according to Department of Corrections guidelines, must 

still justify a recommendation for treatment in the institution. There are 

several grounds for such a decision, among them the seriousness of the offense 

and the exhaustion of all possible community alternatives, either because they 

are unavailable, or because they have been tried and failed. The staff at the 

juvenile institution has to come to a conclusion about the threat or danger 

imposed by a particular delinquent as well as his or her suitability for community 

treatment. In addition, the staff will want to consider the needs of the juvenile, 

to determine whether he can best be helped by the institution or by an alterna-

tive placement. This, then, becomes the crucial dilemma confronting the staff 

in making decisions. To what degree should they make ded,s~_ons itl terms of 
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puni tive and custodial considerations (1. e., punishing criminals and 

protecting society), and to what extent should'they make decisions in terms of 

the needs of the juvenile for treatment? The way the staff resolve this issue 

most likely rests on their conception of the purpose (',f the institution in 

particular, and the purpose of juve~ile justice in general. Staff members who 

conceive of the role of their in~titution in punitive terms might justify the 

need for incarceration in terms of punishing the juvenile for his serious 

delinquent acts. Treatment oriented staff may see the need for treatment to 

prevent the juvenile from committing serious delinquencies. In either case, the 

staff member will have to have some way of looking at the juvenile and all the 

information assembled about him and arrive at a decision regarding the serious

ness of the delinquency and the danger which the juvenile presents to society. 

7. 

The same is true regarding consideration of the treatment needs of the 

juvenile. Some conclusions will have to be dr'awn from the available data 

regarding what types of treatment will most benefit the child. A de.termination, 

therefore, of the individual's commitment to delinquent behavior, the conditions 

of his home environment, his psychological and emotional problems, his relation

ships with peers and others, are just some of the factors that must be considered. 

Oncp. again, the staff member must sift through a wealth of informatiol\ rather 

. quickly, to reach a conclusion regarding the type of treatment best suited for 

each delinquent • 

The question dealt with by this research concerns how thE: staff goes 

about sifting relevant material from all the information available to them to 

decide what to do with juven~les. What criteria do they use as a basis for 

their decisions? What assumptions do they make about the nature of delinquency 

and the purpose of juvenile justice to aid them in their decision1 In oth~T. 

words, what is the ideology of these institutions concerning their purpose and 
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function, and how does this ideology influence the way its staff makes decisions 

about juveniles. As Cicoure1 maintains, t~e assumptions wh~ch are basic to the 

ideology of the institution will be reflected in the staff member's conception 

of the criteria that should be used to make decisions about juveniles . 

Each career-generatin·g agency maintains and selects "facts" 
for interpretation by means of its.own ideology, theories, 
organizational policies, and practices. Therefore, categoriza
tion into "points of no re.turn" or the view that "nothing more 
can be done" or "the right foster home \OTi11 do the trick" or 
"the right peer group \oJi11 change him," and so forth, are 
needed in the kinds of structural arrangements the agency feels 
are possible, and the particular encounters a representative of 
the agency maintains with the juvenile in question. 
[Cicoure1, 1968, p. 68.] 

It is suggested here that the decision-making process will be influenced by 

the way the staff resolves the question of the custodial (or punishment) versus 

·the treatment role of the institution. If the institution's ideology reflects 

a punitive-custodial orientation, it is likely that decisions will be made 

primarily on the basis of the offense and prior record of the juvenile, and 

secondarily on the basis of his attitude and demeanor (i.e., is he surly and 

tough, resistant to authority, non-remorseful, etc. or is he repentent, polite, 

likeahle, etc.) which may be viewed as an indication of delinquent values. We 

would expect, under this ideology, that serious offenders are more likely to 

be. institutionalized than non-serious offendet;s, and that juveniles with "bad" 

or "negative" attitudes are more likely to be institutipnalized than juveniles 

"1ith "good" attitudes. 

If, on the other hand, the organization adopts a treatment ideology, 

staffings would be less likely to be based on offense, but more likely to be 

8. 

based on the juvenile's home environment, psychological problems! and educational 

needs. The juvenile's attitude would probably also be important here, because 

a poor attitude would indicate poor values on the part of juveniles, and general 
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problems in dealing with others that need to be worked on. Finally, it is 

possible that both treatment and punitive models are operating at the same time. 

This would mean that those juveniles who have committed serious offenses and/or 

are viewed as dangerous to society will be incarcerated, as well as those 

juveniles who exhibit emotional problems and/or come from an unstable home 

environmen t • In other words, the institution resolves its problems of defining 

its role by adopting an ideology that serves both treatment and punishment/ 

custodial ends simultaneously. To state this in an alternative way, the 

institution fails to resolve the problem of its purpose and accepts juveniles 

on both punitive and treatment bases in order to be sure that all angles 

are covered. 

Summary of Previous Research 

There are no studies that have been done which deal specifically with 

the issue of how juvenile institutions decide upon which juveniles to commit 

to the instit.ution and which not to commit and when to recommend parole.. There 

have, however, been several studies of probation officers l-lhich have attempted 

to uncover the criteria they use to make recommendations to the ,juvenile court. 

Several studies have commented on the relationship ben-leen socio-

. biographic variables such as age, race, sex, and socioeconomic status, and 

disposition of cases. Among these variables, sex has probably been given the 

most attention. Terry (19&7), in a study of juvenile court dispositions in a 

midwestern community of about 100,000 population between 1958 and 1962, found 

that 76.7% of females were institutionalized compared to 59.7% of males. This 

wa~ true even though females tended to have less extensive records of prior 

.delinquent behavior. Cohn (1967), in a study of 175 pre-sentence i~vestigation 

reports 1n the Bronx, N.Y. in 1952 found that girls were three times as likely 

9. 

as boys to be recommended for institutionalization. Most of the girls recommended 
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for institutionalization had cOllUllitted status offenses suggesting that a double 

standard was operating in the recollUllendation process. More recently, Kratcoski 

(1974) And ChesneY'-Lind (1973) have found that females are more likely than 

males to be incarcerated for non-serious, status-type offenses. 

There have been no studies of the relationship of sex to juvenile parole 

decisions. Scott (1974), in a study of adult parole decisions, found that 

women tended to be paroled sooner than men, although the difference was not great. 

In the case of juveniles, hO'-lever, many of the girls brought to the institution 

are status offenders (e.g., incorrigible, wayward, runaways, etc.), and probably 

constitute a different type of individual from those found in the adult courts. 

A simple view of the problem would suggest that if the institution 

adopts a punitive/custodial ideology, it will not be concerned about the sex of 

the juvenile, but merely the offense. However, this ignores the possibility of 

a double standard. It is likely, as the current literature suggests, that 

institutional staff will view status offenses committed by females to be more 

serious than status offenses committed by males. Thus, females may have to 

he "punished" in instances where a male would not. Similarly, if the institution 

adopts a treatment ideology, a female status offender would be seen as having 

more problems and needing more help than a male status offender. It appears, then, 

. that the issue involving the equal or unequal treatment of females is a question, 

not of institutional ideology, but of whether or not a double standard exists 

in the insdtutiona1 segment of the juvenile justice system • 

• 
Neither of the studies mentioned above found a're1ationship betHeen race 

and disposition of cases, when other variables are controlled (See Terry, 1967, 

Cohn, 1967). A similar finding was reported by Scott in his study of parole 

decisions relating to adult felons. It is not expected that the institutional 

ideology will affect the cOllUllitment or parole decisions relating to race, unless 
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treatment oriented i,nstitutional staff believe th'at juveniles of differe'ilt races 

have different kinds of ne'eds and require different types of treatment, or 

punitive oriented institutional staff believe that juveniles of some races are 

"more difficult" or have "poorer character" than others and, therefore, have to 

be punished more severely. This, however, is a question of the existence or non

existence of racial discrimination. 

The relationship of the juvenile's age to decision-making has not been 

studied. It is suggested here that age should be irrelevant if qecisions are 

made on a punitive basis (a juvenile would be committed merely on the basis of 

what they did), but highly relevant if they are based on treatment concerns. 

Younger juveniles, for instance, would be seen as more serious offenders and as 

possessing more problems than older offenders. On the other hand, treatment 

oriented staff might be more fearful of the possibly detrimental effects of 

institutionalization on younger juveniles and might try to find alternative 

placements for them. 

The relationship between court disposition of cases and socioeconomic 

status (SES) has been examined. Terry. (1967), for instance, found no relation

ship between SES and disposition of cases, when the frequency and severity of 

offense was controlled. Cicourel (1968) found that juveniles from lm-le'r class 

. homes were overrepresented in juvenile institutions, but this was largely due 

to other factors in the family/home environment, such as marital discord, lack 

of supervisIon, and so on. Emerson argues that "for the juvenile court, the 

crucial difference lies not between middle and lower class families, but between 

the family life of the 'respectable' and 'disrespectable' poor" (Emerson, 1969, 

p. 131). COhll (1967) found that children recommended for institutionalization 

were more likely than those recommended for probation to have come from father

less homes and to have had bad relationships with their parent-. Monahan (1972) 

----------- -------
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found that a greater proportion of institutionalized delinquents than those 

placed on probation came from "broken homes". Monahan concluded from this that 

juveniles from broken homes are more seriously delinquent than those from intact 

homes, but an equally plausible possibility is that authorities are more likely 

• to assign delinquents to institutions if they come from broken homes. Emerson 

(1969) after a discussion with probation officers, concluded that a poor home 

situation is used by probation officers as an indicator of a delinquent orientation 

on the part of the juvenile. For instance, a mother on welfare is acceptable if 

she maintains control in her home, disciplines children properly. tries to keep 

them neat and clean, and so on. But a mother who drinks and entertains men and 

does not control her childre~~, will be regarded "as someone producing a breed of 

criminal-like delinquents". (Emerson, 1969, p. 232) Zimmerman (1971), in an 

analysis of social history reports filed by probation officers, found that many 

of them attributed the juvenile's delinquency problem to the family situation, 

rather than seeing the juveniles themselves responsible. Nevertheless, the dis-

position was still to institutionalize in most of these cases. 

In summary, most of the juveniles who have made it to the institution 

are from the lower working classes. It appears that class itself, is not the 

crucial factor in making dispositions but that the quality of the home environ-

. ment is. In Chapter Two, the construction of an index of family-home environ~ 

ment will be discussed. In terms of institutional ideology, it is suggested 

• that if the institution is punitive oriented, it will place less importance on 

'. 
the juvenile's home environment tha,n if the institution is treatment oriented. 

Juveniles enter institutions for many reasons. They may have committed 

a serious criminal offense, such as robbery, or they may have come to the 

institution because they could not be controlled at home. The latter category 

has been called "status offenses" because it consists of offenses which are not 
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crimes if committed by an adult but relate only to those with a juvenile status. 

It includes things like running away from home, truancy, incorrigibility, and 

so on. A study of court dispositions in New York City in 1963 (Lerman, 1971) 

found that among boys sent to juvenile correctional institutions, those ,,,ho had 

committed cd.minal acts spent an average of 10.7 months in the institution, 

whereas those who were designated "Persons in Need of Supervision" spent an 

average of 16.3 months in the institution. Lerman also re-analyzed data from 

the U.S. Children's Bureau from 19 of the 30 largest cities in 1965. He found 

that 23% of those juveniles who committed 8 serious crime (FBI Part I crimes), 

13. 

and 18% of those who committed a less serious crime (Part II crimes) were 

committed to an institution. In contrast, 26% of the juvenile status offenders 

were committed to institutions., Cohn (1967) found similar results. Probation 

officers were more likely to recommend institutionalization for offenses committed 

against the family (including running away sud truancy) as opposed to offenses 

against life or. property. According to Cohn, "to the probation officer, 

commission of an act against the parents evidenced a family background and 

personality structure too disturbed to warrant probation. Thus, delinquents 

who had con~itted acts against life or property were more often recommended to 

probn tion . " (Cohn, 1967, p. 200.) 

This suggests that probation officers feel justified in recommending 

institutionalization if either the juvenile has committed a serious crime and 

bas to be punished (and society has to be protected) or the juvenile has 

committed a status offense and needs supervision and control "for his own sake" • 

Cicourel suggests that the seriousness of the offense is not the. crucial factor 

in dispositione. Rather, the important factors seem to be bow these acts are 

interpreted, in light of the juvenile's past behavior, attitude, and home situation. 
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The act itself Clm lead to a variety of actions by law 
enforcement officials, but the seriousness or triviality of 
the act depends upon 0 f,ficials' parochial decisions .•••• The 
important point is how the juvenile's future is conceived 
because of readings of his past and present behavior. 
Notions like "bad attitude", "poor home environment", 
"emotional" problems and the like, transform the juvenile 
into an object for disposition, irrespective of the 
"seriousness" of the acts themselves. Acts viewed as very 
serious may accelerate the process, but ••. acts viewed as 
trivial from the perspective of the criminal law can lead 
to equivalent dispositions. (Cicourel, 1968, p. 302.) 

It appears, therefore, that judges and probation officers resolve the 

question of institutional ideology by' selecting the third alternative discussed 

earlier, defining their role in both treatment and custodial terms. In terms 

of the present study, then, it is suggested that if the state institutions 

define their role in punitive terms, offense will be the very criteria used 

to make decisions, and serious (violent and property) offenders will be 

more likely to be institutionalized than state offenders. If the institutions 

hold a treatment ideology, their decisions will be based on factors other 

than offense (relating more to the perceived "needs" of the juvenile) and, 

there should be no difference between the rates of commitment and length of 

stay for serious and status offenders. Inste,ad, juveniles with psychological 

problems or juveniles from unstable environments would be committed. Finally, 

. if both ideologies are operating at the same time, then both serious delinquents 
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and juveniles from unsatisfactory and unstable environments,. or those with adj ust-

ment problems will be committed. In other words, only those few non-serious 

offenders from a good home environment, with no adjustment problems, with few 

educational deficiencies, and with a healthy or favorable attitude,will not 

be committed to the institution. 
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Several studies have suggested that the attribut~s and demeanor of a 

juvenile will affect the disposition of his (0er) case at various levels of 

the criminal justice system. Piliavin and Briar (1964) found that the demeanor 

of the juvenile (including his dress, his manner of speech, the deference he 

showed the police, and his general attitude) was the key determinant in the 

15. 

police decision to arrest a juvenile. Cohn reported that "if the child cooperated 

with the probation officer during the pre-sentence investigation,'he had a 

slight edge in his chances of being recommended to probation". (Cohn, 1967, 

p. 200.) Emerson (1969) made similar comments, suggesting that a delinquent 

not only had to express remorse, but deference to the court (e.g. stand, address 

the judge as "your honor", speak in whole st'ntences, etc.) and to the legitimancy 

of the societal norm he violated. Cicourel presents several case studies 

where a juvenile's poor attitude and demeanor resulted in his being institution

alized (See Cicourel, 1968, pp .. 239,240,262), and Platt (1969) discusses 

the role of the juvenile's attitude as a determinant of judicial decisions. 

In Chapter Two, the construction of an attitude/demeanor scale to 

measure this variable from case files will be discussed. As suggested earlier, 

this variable may be seen as important from both ideological perspectives, since 

a poor attitude may be construed as indicating both a severe, dangerous delinquent 

from whom society must be protected, as well as a deeply troubled, confused 

juvenile who needs help. 

Scott (1974) failed to find a relationship between institutuonal adjust

ment and adult parole. While this has not been studied in juvenile institutions, 

a strong relationship is expected. Juveniles who exhibit and continue to 

exhibit negative attitudes and behavior may be considered too dangerous, in 

punitive/custodial terms, to be released, and not,yet "cured", in treatment terms, 

to be released. Thus, progress in treiatment and favorable changes in attitude 
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and behavior are expected to be related to ~arole decisions. Unfortunately, 

the nature of the data makes it impossible to obtain a useful measure of 

institutional adjustment from the staffing reports. Conclusions regarding this 

hypothesis will have to be based on observer impressions and staff opinions. 

This will be discussed in Chapter Two. 

If, as suggested above, the institution adopts a punitive/custodial 

ideology, the juvenile's emotional problems are relatively unimportant. His 

anti-social tendencies, however, may reflect his potential for d~ngerous acts. 

16. 

If the institution adopts a treatment ideology, delinquency is viewed as a 

symptom of an underlying disorder or adjustment problem, then the ps'ychological 

characteristics of the juvenile are an important indicator of his (her) commit

ment to delinquent behavior as well as the reasons for becoming delinquent. 

Emerson suggests that a youth may be seen as 1) basically normal despite some 

delinquent behavior; 2) a hard core criminal-like delinquent, or 3) emotionally 

disturbed (Emerson, 1969, p. 91). In the first case, other contingencies 

may be blamed for the delinquency, such as the parents being absent or otherwise 

neglecting the child, the child,as~ociating with delinquent peers, and so on. 

These youths are not seen as dangerous to society and perhaps a warning and a 

little more supervision at home or in a community setting is all that i's needed. 

,Emotionally disturbed youth.are usually placed in a more specialized treatment 

facility if one is available •. Cohn reported that children returned to the court 

psychiatrist were more likely to be those with personality disorders. (See Cohn, 

1967, p. 202.) It is those youths whose psychological profile (based upon an 

interview with the psychologist, an MMPI, and the psychologist's interpretation 

of the "offense" and "s'ocial history" reports) reveal a "sociopathic" or criminal·· 

like orientation who, according to Emerson, are regarded as most dangerous to 

society' and most in need of treat;ment. 
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Perhaps one of the most important determinants of disposition is the 

availability of an alternative treatment program in the community. Emerson 

suggests that, "actual case outcomes reflect the interplay betw~en assessments 

of moral character and practical contingencies affecting what. has to and can be 

done about the case." (Emerson, 19~9, p. 100.) This seems to be especially 

true if the institution holds a treatment ideology. There i.s no research, 

however, which looks into this issue and, unfprtunately, this variable turns 

out to be a very difficult one to measure in this report as well. Most of the 

conclusions about the role of the availability of connnunity placements in 

decisicr.··makillg v,li 11 be based GIl inference rather than actu.al data. 

There has been some research on the custodial vs. treatment nature of 

juvenile institutions. Street, Vintner, and Perrow (1968) have suggested that 

institutions vary along a treatment/custodial dimension. Feld (1974) has 

suggested that the ideological orientations of the organizations are transmitted 

to the staff. It is suggested, therefore, that staff attitudes along this 

dimension will influence the criteria used to make decisions. Street, Vintner, 

and Perrow suggest several components of the custodial/treatment dimensions. 

Among these are: 1) what is the purpose of the institution; to treat, to re

educate and change, or to punish? 2) Who should the clients be - delinquents 

or all youths with problemS (including poor family/home environments)? and 

3) What is the institution's capability of treating delinquents? While treat

ment!rllstodia1 attitudes have been related to various aspects of institutional 

life (See Street, Vintner and Perrow, (1968), Perrow (1963), Za1d (1963) and 

Street (1964), Sarri and Vin~ner (1965) and Feld (1974) for a discussion of 
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some of these results.), no one has directly related these variables to 

decision-making. This research will attempt to examine whether individual staff 

perspectives on the treatment versus custodial nature of juvenile institutions are 
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related to the way they make decisions about juveniles. In addition, this 

research will examine other staff !attitudes, stereotypes and perspectives 

about the nature of delinquency and the role of the juvenile institution to 

determine whether or not they are related to decision-making. These measures 

will be discussed in Chapter Two. 

• The decision-making process is perhaps the most important - and least 

understood - single dimension of the correctional system. The decisions made 

by parole officers, institutional staff, and paroling authorities not only 

determine the specific course of action for a given offender, but also have 

long-range implications for the direction of the correctional process. With 

regard to the individual offender, the decisions made by significant audiences 

may affect the future behavior of the individual since audiences may 1) accord 

or reaffirm the delinquent status, 2) restrict the offender's choice of 

alternative roles, 3) isolate and stigmatize the offender as a delinquent, and 

4) take actions which lead to the offender's conception of himself as a 

delinquent. This research aims at a detailed assessment of the decision-making 

process which is being followed for juveniles committed to the Commissioner 

of Corrections. It is hoped that the results of this study, to be presented 

in Chapter Three, Four and Five, will be useful in giving institutional staff 

. and administrators greater insight into the decision-making process. It is also 

hoped that the rec.ommendations presented in Chapter Six wi1~ result in improve-
. .'~. " . . .'. . . 

ments in the decision-making process and the amelioration of" many of the 

inequities contained in it. 
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CHAPTER II 

Research Setting and Methods of Investigation 

Setting for the Study 

Before presenting the methods used to collect ,information for this 

study, it is necessary to briefly describe the context in which decisions about 

juveniles are made. 

The juvenile's typical involvement through the institution is shown in 

Figure 1. When the juvenile is committed to the authority of the Department 

of Corrections, he or she is committed to one of the three statewide juvenile 

institutions (Minnesota Metropolitan Training Center at Lino Lakes, State 

Training School at Red Wing, or Minnesota Home School at Sauk Centre) depending 

upon his or her county of residence. (To make this presentation more readable, 

the delinquent will henceforth be referred to in male terms. The reader should 

be aware that these statements apply to females as well as males.) Here he 

undergoes a three to four week diagnostic evaluation, in which he is tested by 

a psychologist, placed in a cottage, and observed and evaluated by the staff. 

At the end of this period, a "staffing" is held (Box 3, Figure 1) to determine 

whether the recommendation will be to admit the juvenile to the treatment 

19. 

program at the institution, to recommend that the juvenile be returned to the 

community on probation, or to recommend placement of the juvenile in a supervised 

community setting, such as a group home, foster home, private treatment center, 

and so on. The specific nature of the staffing varies,in the three institutions • 

For example, juveniles and their parents are not present at the staffing at 

the State Training School, but are present in the other two institutions. The 

Minnesota Home School is the only institution which does not have an intake 

cottage. The make-up of the staffing teams differ in the three institutions. 
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There are also some differences in the way staffs at the three institutions 

go about making their decisions. These differences will be discussed in detail 

in the next section. The important point, however, is that a recommendation 

is made. This recommendation is then reviewed by an "Action Panel" (Box 4, 

21. 

Figure 1) made up of three rotating representatives of the institution and 

juvenile probation services. The Action Panel may adopt the staff recommendation, 

reject the staff recommendation in favor of an alternative plan, or accept the 

staff recommendation with modifications. Preliminary observations convinced the 

researcher that the Action Panel rarely overturns a staff recommendation. (This 

will be discussed in Chapter Three.) Therefore, primary emphasis iri this study 

is focused on the staff recommendations depicted in Box 3 with the resulting 

decisions depicted in Boxes Sa, 5b, and 5c (Figure 1). 

A second decision to be investigated concerns the recommendation by 

the staff to parole a juvenile after he has spent some time in a treatment 

program (Box 7b, Figure 1). Usually, this follows several successful limited 

paroles or home visits (Box 7c) which indicate to the staff the juvenile's 

readiness to return to the community. These decisions are not automatically 

accepted by the action Panel, but revisions are usually minor (e.g., granting 

a limited parole for three 'weeks instead of an outright parole so that ,if the 

. juvenile gets into further trouble, the Action Panel will not have to go through 

a formal parole revocation hearing to bring him back to the instit~tion). Once 

again, therefore, the primary decision rests with the staff (Box 6). It is 

also important to note that only actual decisions are reviewed by the Action 

Panel. The staff's decision ~ to recommend parole or limited parole does not 

constitute a formal decision and is not reviewed by the Action Panel, although 

an "institution review" by the Action Panel is required for any youth who has 

not been recommended for parole within one year of the original commitment date. 



The staffing recommendation to parole or not to parole is, therefore, a 

crucial one, determining the course of the juvenile's institutional 

career. 

Once parole has been grant~d, it may be revoked for just cause at 

any time until the juvenile is discharged from the authority of the 

Department of Corrections by the Review Board (Box 15, Figure 1). The 

Review Board consists of the two aforementioned members of the Review 

Panel and the Director of Juvenile Releases. Parole revocations involve a 

hearing before the Action Panel, although the juvenile may waive his ri.ght 

to a hearing. Because parole revocations essentially involve incidents 

occurring outside the institution itself and are more akin to a legal 

proceeding than a treatment related decision, they were not dealt with in 

this study. They are important aspects of th'e juvenile justice system 

and were neglected here only because time and resources required that 

this study focus on just those decisions taking place and r,elated to 

matters within the institution. 

Finally, not represented in Figure 1, which is already over

complicated, is the Appeal Board. Appeals on any Action Panel decision 

can be made by the juvenile, the juvenile's parents or guardian, the 

institution, or the probation officer. The Appeals Board is made up of 

the Director of Juvenile Releases and two rotating members from the Central 

Office of the Department of Corrections. Discussions with the Director 

of Juvenile Releases and rep.orts issued by the Appeal Board suggest that 

most appeals are denied. Those cases that are successfully appealed tend 

to involve parole decisions. The Appeal Board has published its own 

22. 
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summary of its actions and it is not necessary to duplicate their findings 

here. 

Again, limited time and resources required that this paper restrict 

itself to the staffing process. 

It should be noted here that many juveniles are sent to juvenile 

institutions on a one-week or ten day "pre-adjudication" basis. In 

these cases, the judge is saying that he cannot decide what the,dispositlon 

should be and is asking for a recommendation from the staff at the 

juvenile institution. A more latent reason for sending juveniles to an 

institution on a pre-adjudication basis is to give them a taste of life 

in the institution in the hope that this will deter them fr.om future 

delinquency. Pre-adjudication decisions are not being studied in this 

research. Since the juvenile institution's role is only advisory; the 

decision is still the judges. Thus, the final authority still rests 

with the juvenile court and the juvenile is not under the jurisdiction 

of the Department of Corrections. 

One final preliminary point is worth noting. This involves the 

two stages of the commitment process and the nature of the institution's 

decision about the juvenile's placement. All juveniles who are sent to 

the institution for a "diagnostic evaluation" have been adjudicated delinquent 

and committed to the "reception center" at the institution. The purpose 

of the reception center (which is not a separate institution and sometimes 

not even a separate cottage) is for evaluation of the juvenile only. 

The judge has no authority to commit a juvenile to the "treatment program" 

of the institution. It is the institutional staff who decide whether or 
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not the child will remain in the institution and be transferred from 

IIreception status" to "treatment status", or whether he will be released 

to a con~unity placement on probation. 

(Note that this is probation and not parole, since the juvenile, 

at this stage, has not been committed to the treatment program but has 

only been at the institution for evaluation. Thus, when releasing a 

juvenile to the community on probation, the institution relinquishes 

all jurisdiction over him. Violations of probation are handled through 

the Juvenile Court. Juveniles paroled from the treatment program of 

the institution, on the other hand, remain under the jurisdiction 

of the institution, which retains the right to revoke parole.) 

Despite the fact that the juvenile has not been formally 

committed to the institution's treatment phase, the staff is a\o1are 

that the court by con~itting the youngster to the reception center of 

the institution rather than to community probation, has strongly 

suggested that the juvenile needs treatment or supervision. It is not 

surprising, then, that most of the juveniles committed to reception 

status for a diagnostic evaluation are indeed committed to the 

institution's treatment program. 

The Staffing Process in the Three Institutions 

As mentioned earlier, the staffing process differs somewhat in 

the three institutions. In the Minnesota Metropolitan Training Center 

(MMTC) , which ceased operation as a juvenile institution during the courae 
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of this study, a caseworker is employed to review the individual's case 

history, his offense history and family situation, educational needs, 

and so on. The bulk of the staffing consists of the caseworker's 

presentation of the reports. Others present at the staffing include 

representatives of the treatment programs at the institution (counselors 

or cottage directors), an educational representative (a teacher or 

educational counselor), and members of the supervisory staff of 'the 

institution. The probation officer is also usually present, and 

occasionally the juvenile's parents are present. 

Some small changes in staffing patterns occurred throughout the 

research period. In addition to personnel changes, the psychologist 

stopped attending staffings and th~ caseworker simply read the psychologist's 

report. The juvenile seemed to playa less significant role in the 

staffing process in later staffings than he did in earlier ones. In the 

earlier staffings, the juvenile was brought into the room immediately 

after the psychologist read his report. (It was felt that the report might 

contain information that might be damaging to the delinquent's self

concept.) The juvenile would then be admitted and would take part in 

the staffing process, responding to questions about his delinquency and 

making his own suggestions about possible placements. Toward the end of 

the study, the juvenile would be admitted only after all the reports were 

read and the decision arrived at. The juvenile would then be brought in, 

and the decision would be presented and explained to him. It is not 

certain why this shift in the role of the juvenile at the staffing occurred, 

25. 



but it is felt that the arrival of a new caseworker had much to do with it. 

This caseworker preferred to make the recommendation himself and present 

it to the staff for discussion. Having the juvenile present was not 

necessary and would increase the length of the staffing. 

The staffings at the State Training School (STS) are shorter 

and simpler. STS has its own intake cottage for boys, but girls on 

"reception status" are housed in the same cottage as "treatment status" 

girls (since there was only one girls' cottage). Staffings are held 

weekly, and in addition to deciding the outcome of juvenile dispositions, 

the staff also deals with other matters of importance to the running of the 

program. 

Whereas the NMTC staffings average about one-half hour each, 

staffings at STS are much shorter. Seven or eight juveniles are often 

staffed in a two hour period. The juvenile is never present at the staffing, 

nor are his parents. The probation officer is sometimes there. Present 

8,lso are all the counselors, group leaders and teachers connected with 

the cottage. The group leader leads the staffing, reading most of the 

reports, including the group and the juv~nile's recommendation. (STS has 

a guided group interaction program where the treatment group actually 

recommends a decision. As will be seen later, however, the staff does not 

necessarily go along with that recommendation.) The group leader asks for 

comments from the staff who are present, and a discussion ensues. In general, 

26. 

each juvenile will be discussed at staffings once or twice prior to the actual 

diagnostic evaluation so that by the time a decision has to be made, most staff 

are well aware of the nature of each case and the opinions of other staff about it. 
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The parole staffitig is held, in much the same manner, in the different 

treatment cottages. In the case of girls, this is the same as the reception 

cottage and both types of staffings are held together. Each month, the juvenile 

receives a letter informing him and concerned others of his progress in the 

program, and whether parole is to be recommended. Parole will not be recommended, 

hONever, uriless the treatment group recommends it (although ways used by the staff 

to get around this problem will be discussed later in this report.) The pro

cedure is similar to the initial staffing, with the group leader leading the 

discussion. 

The most lengthy and thorough diagnostic evaluations are held at the 

~innesota Home School. MHS has r,o reception cottage, preferring to plug kids 

immediately in~o the regular program, but does have a separate staffing team 

for diagnostic evaluations. This. consists of a supervisor' fr~m the institution 

(three individuals alternate in this function) who heads the staffing team, 

the director of the cottage where the juvenile resides and one or two of the 

counselors there, and the core teacher (teacher of basic subjects - English, 

math, social studies, etc.) associated with that cottage. Also present is the 

probation officer, the juvenile, and often the juvenile's parent(s) or 'guardian(s). 

The staffing consists of a reading of all reports, including the social 

his tory, ps)}.cholo,gis t' s report, the educ.ational report, and the cottage li'\: ing 

report, A lengt.hy discussion about the juvenile and his delinquency (and other 

problems) follows. Eventually, a recommendation is made • 

The parole staffings are held in the cottage. Each month, the juvenile 

is rated by the staff on how well he .is progressing in his treatment goals. 

Present at this staffing are the cottage director, who leads the discussion, 

the counselors from the cottage and the core teacher. The juvenile is also present, 
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although the staff frequently discusses aspects of the case before the juvenile 

is brought in. On rare occasions, the juvenile's parents and/or probation officer 

is present, usually when parole is being considered, or when the juvenile is 

making no progress and the staff feels that an extended discussion with the 

family and probation ~fficer regarding future programming is needed. The 

staffing consists of the juvenlle reporting on the progress or lack of progress 

be has made on his treatment goals, and the staff supplying him with their 

evaluation of his progress. Sudden, unexpected recommendations for parole 

are uncommon. In general, the staff will have a general idea of the juvenile's 

likelihood for parole, based on previous staffings. 

Method of Investigation 

Having described the setting in which decisions about juveniles are 

made, it is now possible to elaborate on the methods used to investigate the 

staffing process. Four principle methods were used: I) systematic" observations 

of over fifty staffings, 2) a content analysis of a sample of 214 cases from the 

files of the Department of Corrections, 3) a survey of staff attitudes, and 4) 

a decision game in which staff make decisions about hypothetical cases selected 

from the files. 

Observations of Staffings 

Prior to actually implementing the research, the researcher spent some 

time at the three state institutions for juveniles (particularly MMTC, because 

of its proximity to St. Paul) to get an idea of what the staffings were like, and 

what kinds of factor.s were taken into consideration by the staff in making 

decisions about juveniles. These preliminary observations helped give the 

researcher an overall picture of the staffing process. 
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To supplement these informal observations, :L \-las decided to observe 

some of the staffings more systematically, to provide a quantitative basis for 

some of the more qualitative observations. Fifty-four staffings were systema

tically observed and notes taken on an observation coding sheet, shown in 

Figure 2 • 

Along the left-hand column, under the category "position", the 

institutional positions of each of the members of the staffing team (e.g. 

counsel~r, probation officer, teacher, etc.) were listed, in the order in which 

they were seated around the table (starting from the person to the left of 

the researcher). The researcher recorded the number of times that each person 

spoke, counting one for each time a person spoke after another person spoke. 

The length of the speech was not considered. Thus, if a person talked 

continuously, for five minutes, this was counted as one time talking. If a 

person said one word, followed by a statement from another, and then rejoined 

with another word, this was counted as two times talking. In addition to this, 

the researcher tool~ notes on the nature of the role played by each person at the 

staffing (e.g. reads a report, discusses problems with juvenile, etc.) and 

any recommendations this person may have had regarding the disposition of the 

case. Finally, the researcher ranked the importance of each person in determin

ing the decision of the staffing team. This was done on a one to four scale, 

wi th "one" being a very important role, "two" being .o:.;omewhat important, "three" 

of little importance, and "four" not important at all. 

Data was also gathered on the types of activities engaged in by the 
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staff and the subjects discussed. It was impossible, however, for the researcher 

to keep up with conversation as well as record ,who spoke, what kind of activity 

was involved and what subjects were discussed. This was especially true for 

statements dealing with more than one subject and having more than one objective. 
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It was decided, therefore. that ,the researcher would simply rate the amount of 

time spent on each of the: types of activity and each subject area from memory at 

the end of each staffing. A one to four scale was used, with "one" designating 

a substantial amount of time, "two" a good deal of time, "three" a small amount 

of time, and "four" no time at all., Finally, notes \-lere made at the bottom of 
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the coding sheet on the nature of the decision and how it was reached. Additional 

comments \O/ere made on the back of the coding sheet. 

This method was the hest way to record what actually goes Q!l at the 

staff~~, as opposed to relying on interviews with the staff to reconstruct the 

staffing process. However, it suffers from one major drawback. It is dependent 

upon the researcher's ability to accurately record the conversation, and to 

accuratel.y assess what is going on. It is possible, for instance, that two 

observers might perceive the same staffing quite differently: Although the 

researcher made every effort to be careful and' accurate, there is no way to 

measure the reliability of his observations. By themselves, then, these 

systematic observations coul.d not be used to arrive at any firm conclusions on 

the nature of the staffing process. Used in conjunction with the methods to 

be described below, however, this method 'proves useful in amplifying and 

elaborating upon those findings and relating them to the actual staffing process. 

Content Analysis of Staffing Reports 

An important source of information about the staffing process is 

contained in the staffing reports filed by the institutions. These are usually 

written by the caseworkers, group.leaders or social service counselors at the three 

institutions. They contain the social history (or a summary thereof) written by 

the probation officer, the psychological report, the educational report, and a 

cottage or group living report. The recow~endations of the staffing team, and 
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sometimes the reasons for that recommendation, is included at the end of the 

report. These reports, then, contain much information about the juvenile, and 

about the types of information looked at by the staff in making decisions about 

juvenile delinquents. It was decided, therefore, to extract relevant information 

from a sample of the staffing reports concerning the juvenile, and the nature 

of his offense and background, to see how these factors related to the 

recommendations of the staff. 

A 25% sample of cases committed to the Department of Corrections between 

January 1, 1973 and June 30, 1974 was selected for analysis. A stratified 

sample was drawn, stratifying by age, sex, re,ce and· institution. Because of 

the low number of minorities in Minnesota, a disproportionate number of 

minorities cases were drawn. The sample was weighed as follows: . 29% of all 

whites, 50% of all Indians and Blacks and 100% of all other races (an overall 

sample of 25.7%). The sample and population sizes for all three juvenile 

institutions are contained in Figure 3. It is important to note the over

representation of minorities in the sample when draw'ing any inferences from 

these sample results to the total Minnesota juvenile institutional population. 

The coding format used for the coding of data is presented in Appendix A. 

It should be noted that the content analysis was restricted to information 

,which appeared on the staffing reports, and does not represent all the 

possible variables one could study. It does mean, however,that those variables 

which the staf.! believed to be of sufficient importance to be included in the 

report, were included. Nevertheless, it is possible that other variables, of 

whi:ch the staff is unaware, or about which there are no objective indicators, 

maybe very influential in influencing decisions. This analysis was limited, then, 

in the sense that it could only deal with the data which was included in the 

reports. 
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A related problem is the ambiguity of many of the statements on the 

report and the large amount of missing data. This ambiguity is reflected in 
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such things as the juvenile's attitude or demeanor or his psychological function

ing. Because information is often vaguely stated or hinted at, and is not 

presented in concrete categories, much judgment is required on the part of 

the coder in transforming the report into quantitative variables. This raises 

a serious question of reliability, which will be addressed shortly. 

Information was gathered on several types of variables. These include 

personal characteristics of the youth such as age, sex, race, parent's 

occupation, parent's education, and the size of the youth's home community. 

These were rather straightforward variables and presented no problems for data 

collection and coding. Information on parental occupation and education, 

however, was often too vague to be of use. For example, a delinquent's father 

who "works for the Highway Department" may be a construction engineer, white 

collar worker, laborer, and so on. 

Information was gathered on several elements of the youth's family/home 

environment. A scale of family/home environment (FHE) Has constructed by 

measuring whether certain possibly negative influences were present in the 

home. Based on a preliminary reading of staffing reports and discussions with 

staff, several variables were selected for inclusion in the scale. Indicators 

of a poor family/home environment included the absence of two parents in the 

house, par~ntal instability or fighting, the child's inability to get along 

with family members, parental inability to supervise or. control the youth, 

parental failur.e to provide emotional support for the youth, parental demands 

on the youth being excessive, parents drinking, and the home being in poor 

physical condition. 'fhe total number of these "negative" characteristics which 

were present in the home became the FHE score for the case, a higher score 



meaning a poorer family/home environment. If a ne.gative characteristic was 

not mentioned, it was ass~med either not to exist, or not to be considered 

important enough to be included in the report. The FHE scale, therefore, 

measures two things - whether the negative characteristic is viewed as important 

enough to be mentioned, and whether it is actually present. 

Information was gathered on the nature of the commitment offense as 

well as other prior or concurrent offenses mentioned or alleged in the report. 

The number of prior placements for delinquency problems, as well,as allegations 

of drug or alcohol use was coded. 

Data was gathered on the juvenile's LQ. and aptitude in rea'ding or 

math~ although I.Q. scores were missing in over one-half of the cases. 

Students \"ho deviated in the aptitude scores more than one grade from their 

actual grade were scored as ahead or behind depending upon the direction of 

deviation and all others were scored as average. A school adjustment profile 

was also constructed, based on the coder's interpretation of the youth's 

performance (grades of C were coded as average, below C as poor and above C 

as good), behavior, attendance and interest (did the child have further 

educational ambitions [good], \"ant to just finish school [average] or want 

to drop out [poor]?). Poor ratings were given a score of 3, average 2,. and 

, good 1. If one of the four components was not dealt with in the report, it 

was scored as average (2) provided that there was an educational report filed 

and that at least one of the four components was dealt with. Otherwise, the 

school adjustment variable was treated as missing data. The sum of the four 

scores was used as the school adjustment score (higher scores meaning poorer 

adjustment) • 

Data was gathered 011 community feelings toward the juvenile. Any 

mention of community, law enforcement, or school feelings against the juvenile 
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was coded as one (1). The absence of such information was coded zero (0). 

Again, the questionable assumption was made tluit if the staff did not mention 

the conununity feelings in the report, they did not regard it as important. 

The scale of youth attitudes, behavior and demeanor was derived from 

the reports on cottage and group liying. It was comprised of items measuring 

the child's lack of cooperation in interviews and cottage staff, the child's 

behavior in the cottage, his appearance, the extent to which he feels remorseful 

about his delinquency, the extent to which he accepts responsibility for his 

actions, and the extent to which he possesses self-insight into his delinquency. 

Negative trcd,1'8 \vcre each scored one (1), positive traits and traits not 

mentioned in the report were scored zero (0). The total score was the youth's 

"demeanor" score, ''lith higher scores indicating a negative attitude or 

demeanor. 

The psychological report was analyzed 'and, if a diagnosis of the 

juvenile's problem \'7aS reported, it was coded as normal (0), mild adjust

ment problems (1), emotional disorder or neurosis (2), sociopathic personality 

(3), or both sociopathic and neurotic characteristics (4). 

Finally, data on \'lhether the child preferred to be insUtutionalized 

was collected. Those cases containing a statement that he did request 

institutionalization were coded one (1); all other cases were coded zero (0). 

Two dependent variables were used. The Action Panel decision, whether 

that be institutionalization or a less severe disposition, was used to measure 

the initial decision. In the actual analysis, because so few cases did not 

receive institutionalization, all such cases of non-institutionalization were 

treated as probation. The number of days in the institution was used as a 

measure of the parole decision (the longer they stay indicating the longer it 

took for parole to be recommended). Although the content analysis was aimed 
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primarily at the initial decision, it ,,,as also used to see if any of the 

characteristics of the juvenile present when he enters the institution affects 

his length of stay. It would have been worthwhile to include variables relating 

to institutional adjustment and attitude and behavior change to parole decisions, 

but such data was not available io codeable form. 

There is one other variable which would have provided insight into the 

decision-making process, namely, the availability of community placements. Un-

fortunately, information about community placements is rarely included in the 

staffing reports unless, of course, the individual is placed in the community. 

Sometimes, the report mentions that a group home placement was discussed but 

could not be found or the staff felt that it was not appropriate. Very rarely 

does the rep?rt say that a group home or other con~unity placement is available 

but the staff did not feel that it was the right disposition for that 

particular juvenile. 

The vagueness of the data and the insinuations and intimations found in 

the staffing report present a difficult coding problem. The problem is one of 

reliability. How do we know that a different coder, or the same coder at a 

different time, would not code some of the items differently. To measure the 

reliability of the coding, two reliability checks were made. Intra-coder 

. reliability was measured by having the coder recode a random sample of 10% of the 

cases after she had finished coding all the original cases. Since she coded 

214 cases over six months, it is doubtful that she remembered how she coded 

• 
these cases the first time. In addition, a random sample of a second 10% of 

the cases was coded by the researcher, and the two compared as a measure of 

inter-coder reliability. The results of these reliability checks are presented 

in Table 1. Note that the overall reliability (measured by the percent of items 

in agreement) is quite high for both t~sts (95% for intra-coder reliahility and 

88% for inter-coder reliabilit~. This may be somewhat inflated hecause the 
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• 'fABLE 1 

INTRACODER AND INTERCODER RELIABILITY FOR 
CONTENT ANALYSIS OF STAFFING REPORT 

!~tracoder Reliability 
Variable (% Responses in Agreement) 

Institution 100 

Race 100 

Age 100 

Sex 95 

Date of Evaluation 100 

County 95 

Home Community 100 

Father's Occupation 76 

Mother's Occupation 86 

Father's Education 86 

Mother's Education 81 

Commitment Offense 95 

Most Serious Offense 90 

Number of Prior Placements 71 

Marijuana Use 90 

Use of Hallucinogens 95 

Use of Tranquilizers or 
Barbiturates 95 

Heroin Use 95 

Alcohol Use 100 

Sniffing 100 

I.Q. 95 

Reading Aptitude 100 

Math Appitude 100 
1 

School Performance 81 

School Behavior 

School Attendance 

School Interest 

Child not with Natural Parents 

Only One Parent in Household 

Parents Fight Frequently 

Parents Do Not have Close 
Relationship 

Parents Fail to Control Child 

81 

95 

86 

100 

100 

90 

81 

71 

Intercoder Reliability 
(% Responses in Agreement) 

100 

95 

100 

100 

95 

100 

100 

86 
95 

95 

95 

91 

95 

91 

91 

100 

95 

100 

86 

95 

86 

77 

91 

59 

64 

82 

64 

95 

95 

86 

82 

91 
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Intracoder Reliability 
Variable (% Respons~s i.n Agreement) 

Parents Demand Too Much 81 

Child Does Not Get Along 
with t-lother 67 

Child Does Not Get Along 
with Father 90 

Child Does Not Get Alung 
with Siblings 90 

Child Receives No Emotional 
Support from Parents 

Poor Physical Condition of Home 

Parents Drink 

Caseworker Characterization 
of Home Situation 

Coder Impression of Home 
Situation 

Community's Attitude 

Invalid MMPI 

Lack of Cooperation in 
Psychological Interview 

Lack of Cooperation in 
Educational Interview 

Lack of Cooperation in 
Casework Interview 

Non-Cooperation with Staff 

Child too Aggressive in Cottage 

Child Resists Authority 

Child Has Attempte.d to Run 

Child Neglects Appearance 

Room Unclean 

Child Shows No Remorse 

Child Fails to Accept 
Responsibility for Actions 

Child Lacks Self-Insight 

Counselor's Recommendation 

Caseworker's Recommendation 

Probation Officer's 
Recommendation 

Psychologist's Recommendation 

Psychologist's Diagnosis 

76 

95 

100 

76 

86 

90 

100 

95 

100 

100 

100 

100 

95 

95 

100 

100 

76 

71 

76 

76 

100 

81 

95 

86 

Intercoder Reliability 
(% Responses in Agreement) 

86 

91 

86 

95 

73 

100 

91 

73 

59 

86 

86 

95 

100 

95 

82 

100 

86 

100 

100 

100 

77 

77 

5S 
82 

82 

77 

68 

77 
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Child's Preference 

Staff. Recommendatioll 

Action Panel Decision 

Date of Parole 

Number of Cases 

Percent' of Sample 

Avarage Reliabili ty 

... 

• 

Intracoder Reliability 
(% Responses in Agreement) 

100 

95 

100 

95 

21 

10% 

95% 

Intercoder Reliability 
(% Responses in Agreement) 

95 

91 

95 

100 

22 

10% 

88% 
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average reliability includes several items, 'such as the juvenile's sex and ap,e, 

where no judgment is needed in coding. In general, th~ areas of lowest intra

coder reliability (none lower than 65% agreement) are found for such items as 

"child fails to accept responsibility for actions", "child does not get along 

with his mother", and the like. Inter-coder reliability is lowest in the item 

"child lacks self-insight and is low on school adjust'inent items". The low 

score on coder's impression of the home situation (.59) was due to different 

definitions held by the coder and the researcher on what constituted a poor 

home situation. Because of this, that item vlas not included in the FHE scale. 

All in all, then, the reliability w'as demonstrated to be high enough to allow 

the analysis to be continued. 

The statistical analysis consisted of contingency tables comparing 

the variables described above with the Action Pan.el decision, institutional

izationvs. probation .. Chi-square was used to test significant differences 

and gamma and phi were used as measure~'of association. 

Staff Questionnaire 

The staff questionnaire was used to ascertain the staff perception 

of the decision-making process, and to measure staff attitudes concerning 

, juvenile delinquents, juvenile institutions, and th~ decision-making process. 

The questionnaire is presented in Appendix B. 

The first part of the questionnaire was aimed at ascertaining some 

personal background data about the staff (age, sex, education, length of 

employment, and position in'the in.stitution). Parts II and III asked those 

nlembers of the staff who are involved in the decision-making process to rate 

the importance of 33 different variables in making their decisions. The 

variables were selected on the. basis of the researcher's preliminary 
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obaerv<Jtions of !:Itaffing8, preliminary reading of the staffing reports, and 

informal interviews and discussions with staff. Items relating to personal 

characteristics of the juvenile, the offense conmtitted by the youth, the 

psychological characteristics of the youth, school adjustment~ the quality of 

the youth's home environment, the youth's attitude and behavior in the cottage, 

the youth's progress in his treatment program, and the availability of 

community placements were among the 33 items.· 

Subjects were asked to rate each item in terms of the importance it 

plays for them in makj,ng their decision. Ratings were either "very important" 

(I.), "somewhat inlportant" (3), "of little importance" (2), "not important at 

all" (J.), or "j.nformation not available to me" (0). The same 33 items were 

rated for the initial decision (Part II of the questionnaire) and the parole 

decision (Part III). This permitted direct comparisons between the two 

decisj.on points. 

Parts IV and V asked the staff to rate the importance of the role 

played by~\ci occupants of differeht staff positio~s to each of the two 

decisions. The different positions were listed and rated in terms of the 

ll.mount of influence they have in making decisions. Choices were "a great 

deill of. influence" (4), "about the same as· anyone. else" (3), "only a little 

influence" (2), "no fnfiuence" (1), or "not applicable" (0). Again, the 

same stll.ff pOSitions were rated for both initial and parole related decisions • 

Subjects were also asked to indicate whether each of the two decisions 'lTere 

made prior to the staffing, at the staffing, or at the Action Panel • 

Part V of the questionnaire asked the staff to rank the severity of 

$eventl alternative dispositions which are open to the staff. This was used 

to enable the researcher to develop a scale of severity of disposition, which 

was lIsed in the decision game analysis to be discussed next. 
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Part VI was an attitudinal measure designed to measure how the staff 

conceived the purpose of juvenile institutions. Thirteen alternative purposes 

were presented, and the respondent was asked to select the three most important 

(in order of importance) in his opinion. 

Part VII consisted of 42 attitudinal items designed to measure the 

attitudes of staff on several dimensions of institutional treatment. The 

most important of these dimensions is the custodial/treatment dimensions, 

measured by items 1, 3, 5, 16, 17, 23, 26, 29, 31, 33, 34, 36, 40, 43, 44, 

45, and 47 (See Appendix B.). This was intended to measure the extent to which 

the staff member believes that delinquents are "bad kids rl 'vho should be 
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punished for their actions and held out of society while they are brought into 

line on the one hand (custodial orientation), and the extent to 'vhich staff 

members believe that delinquency is the resuJ.t of emotional or psychological 

problems which require extensive treatment, on. the other (treatment orientation). 

Examples of items used to measure this orientation are "delinquents have to 

be punished if .they are going to learn correct behavior", "firmness will help 

delinquents learn right and wrong", and "sympathetic understanding is the key 

to'h~lping delinquents." A factor analysis was performed to make sure that 

the items were measuring a common dimension. As a result, items loading poorly 

on the scale were dropped and a revised 14.,.. it e?l scale consisting of items'l, 3, 

16, 17, 23, 26, 29; :31,' 33, 36, 40, 43, 44, 45, 'and 47 was used as a measure 

of treatment/custodial orientation. Cronbach's alpha, a measure of reliability 

was used to indicate the consistency of responses (Le., the degree to which 

people 'vho answered some items with a given orientation answered other items 

with the same orientation). The reliability for this s.cale, measured by 

Cronbach's alpha was .76, indicating sufficient congruence among the items to 

call them a scale. 
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It is still possible that although the scale is a reliable measure, 

ttis not measuring custodial/treatment attitudes. An attempt to measure the 

validity of the scale {the degree to which the scale measures what it proports 

to be measuring was undertaken by comparing custodial treatment scores with 

staff rankings of the purpose of the institution (Part VI of the questionnaire, 

discussed above). 

Custodial/treatment scores derived from the 14-item scale were 

dichotom1zed. Staff with score~1 of 32 or higher (above the median) \.;rere 

designated as custodial oriented; those with scores below 32 were designated as 

treatment oriented. Rankings of the purpose of the institution were categorized 

as treatment if two of the three choices were clearly treatment oriented 

("Our purpose should be to help them gain an understanding of the kind of 

things that got them into trouble", "our purpose should be to help them learn 

to adjust to IHe in the community" and "our purpose should be to help juveniles 

grow and mature as human beings.") Respondents who did not choose two out of 

these three were designated as non-treatment oriented. 

Table 2 shows that, indeed, the two measures of custodial treatment 

attitudes are related. High custodia1ly o~iented staff (based on the 

: custodia1/ treatment scale) are less likely to choose treatment related items as 

the purpose of' the institution than are low custodia11y oriented staff. The 

results were signifi~ant at the .02 level of significance. 

It seems safe to conclude, therefore, that the custodial/treatment 

scale is both a reliable and a valid measure of custodial/treatment attitudes., 

Several other types of attitudes were also measured. Because the 

Department of Corrections was attempting to increase the number and quality of 

conmlUnity treatnlent facilit.ies, items were included in the questionnaire to 

determine the extent to \olhich commun:f.ty corrections was preferred by the staff. 
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TABLE 2 

COHPAIGSONS OF 'fIW NEASURES OF CUSTODJ J\L/THEATHWT ATTITUDES 

(To A~)s('sS the V,llidl ty .of the CUD todial/'l'reil tmen t: Scnlc) 
• 

Rankings .of 

the Purpose of 

the Institution 

Treatment 

Non
Treatment 

C.ustodial/Treatment Scales 

High Custodial LOH Custodial 
~-----------~- ---.--------

63 

31 20 

74 83 

106 

51 

157 

chi squar:e = 5; 54 p less than .02:' 
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Specifically, the items measured the extent to which staff members believe that 

juven:l1ea ahould be treated .in the connnunity whenever possible. It was measured 

by the following items: 

It is often better to put a juvenile in the institution 
even if a community placement is available and the juvenile 
poses no serious threat to others. (Item 2) 

Whenever possj.ble, a juvenile should be treated in the 
community rather than in the institution. (Item 7) 

Another attitude that was measured was racial stereotyping, the belief 

thtle Blacks or:: Indians are more likely to be delinquent than whites. This 

attitude was measured by the following items: 

Indian boys and girls are more likely to be delinquent 
than are whites. (Item 4) 

IHack and Indian juveniles are no more likely to be 
delinquent than are whites. (Item 37) 

The likelihood that a boy or girl will become delinquent 
has noth:lng to do with their race. (Item 40) 

Blacks arc usually involved in more serious delinquencies 
thlln wh:i,tl:~s. (Item 46) 

It should be pointed out that these items are not measuring stereotypes 

per se, but merely the belief that Blacks and Indians are more likely to be 

involved i.n delinquency. It says nothing abou t why a person believes this. 

For example, they may believe that it is due to discrimination. This scale is 

mete.ly intended as a measure of the extent to .which staff members hold stereo-

types about,; the types of people who are likely to become delinquent. 

Se.x stereotyping measures the belief that girls should be handled 

d1f{(.,.rantly from boys. It was measured by the following items: 

Society has no right to impose different standards on 
girls ~han they do on boys. (Item 11) 

In general, girls have a greater need than boys to be 
superVised and protected from improper influences. (Item 18) 
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Age stereotyping measures the belief that younger juveniles are 

likely to be less delinquent than older juveniles, and should be treated 

different from other juveniles. It was measured by the following items: 

Younger delinquents are less responsible for their acts 
than older delinquents who have had more time to learn proper 
behavior. (Item 15) 

There is no relationship between a juvenile's age and the 
likelihood of his or her involvement in juvenile delinquency. 
(Item 27) 

The faith in Judges scale measures the belief that judicial recommenda-

tions are sufficient reason for committing a juvenile, and there is no reason 

to overturn them. This is a measure of the presumption that people who are 

committed to the institution are in need of treatment or they would not have 

been committ~d in the first place. It was measured by the following items: 

Just because a judge has recommended that a juvenile be 
placed in thi~ institution, it doesn't mean that there are no 
better placements in the community. (Item 12) 

All in all, the judge usually knows what is best for 
juveniles, and it is foolish to go against his decision. (Item 21) 

If a juvenile did not need to be kept in an 
institution, the judge \vould not have sent him here 
in the first place. (Item 25) 

Judges often make mistakes, so it is often 
necessary to go against their recommendations in making 
decisions about juveniles. (Item 28) 

. Preliminary observation of staffings and preliminary readings of staffing 

reports suggested several types of attitudes which might relate to the way the 

staff makes decisions about juveniles. These attitudes include the attitude 
• 

toward authority scale, which measures the belief that' lack of respect for 

authority is related to delinquency. This is measured by the following items: 

Juveniles who have not learned to respect authority 
are likely to get in trouble with the law. (Item 6) 
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There is little or no relation bet~een a youth's attitude 
toward authority figures and his involvement in delinquent 
activities. (Item"49) 

The Leader/Follower scale measures the belief that leaders, or 

inatigators in delinquent acts are more serious selinquents than followers. It 

was rn(:asured by the following items: 

A juvenile who is a follm-ler and merely goes along 
with others in committing delinquent acts but does not 
instigate these acts himself does not have a serious 
delinquency problem. (Item 15) 

Even i.f a juvenile doesn't plan or instigate criminal 
acts, the fact that he goes along with them is evidence of 
a serious delinquency problem. (Item 38) 

The Juvenile Remorse scale measures the belief that juveniles who show 

r:emorBe arc less delinquent than non-remorseful juveniles. It is measured by: 

Just because some juveniles feel sorry about 
their delinquent acts, it does not mean that they are 
not dangerous delinquents. (Item 35) 

A juvenile who acknowledges his guilt and feels 
remorse is likely to be less seriously delinquent than a 
juvenile who shows no remorse. (Item 38) 

Belief in psychological explanations of crime reflects the belief that 

delinqucilcy is best explained as a psychological problem or as the result of 

psychological factors. It is measured by the following items: 

Juvenile crime is usually a manifestation of 
deeper psychological conflicts. (Item 13) 

There is little or no relationship between juvenile 
cdme and psychological or emotional disorders. (Item 20). 

Finally, an Effectiveness of '.lnstitution scale measures the belief 

that the institution (where the staff member w'orks) is an effective way of 

working with delinquents. It is measured by: 

There is nothing in this institution which really 
deals effectively with juvenile delinquency. (Item 10) 

A good number of juveniles who come to this institution 
are more sophisticated in the techniques of delinquency l-lhen 
they leave. (Item 11,) 
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Most of the juven~les who enter this institution leave 
as better and more responsible people. (Item 42) 

Compared to other ways of treating delinquents, this 
institution has a good program for helping delinquents. (Item 48) 

Scores on these scales were computed for each of the staff members, and 

these measures were related to each other, to staff characteristics, and to 

decisions made on the decision game. 

Parts VIII, IX and X of the questionnaire were used to gain insight 

into the characteristics looked at by the staff in evaluating the family/home 

environment, the youth's demeanor, and the severity of different types of 

offenses. Mean ratings were computed for each item, but these were not used 

in any of the scaling or attitudinal analyses. 

Decision Game 

The decision game was an attempt to relate staff responses on the 

questionnaire with the way they actually made decislons. This was impossible 

(and is a major drawback of the research) in the sense that there was no way 

to relate the responses on the questionnaire with the content analysis data, 

and there was not sufficient time to observe ea.{:h staff member in a sufficient 

number of staffings. Furthermore, no one staff member is himself responsible 

for the decision, plthough some are more infl~ential than others. The decision 

game was viewed as a way to experimentally measure the ~ay staff members make 

decisions about cases. 

Those staff members who were directly involved in initial staffings, 

were given five cases and asked to make re(.!ommenciations on dispositions. These 

cases were taken from actual cases on file at the Department of Corrections. 
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A duplicate set of five cases, identical to the first set in all respects except 

for the sex of the juvenile was created. These sets were randomly distributed 

to the staff playing· the game, so that dtfferences in patterns of information 
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gathering and dispositions according to the sex of the juvenile could be 

ascertained. Each game consisted of staff selecting information from cards 

placed in front of them. They could see the category of information but not the 

actual :i.nform.ltion until they asked for it. Subjects were instructed to select 

categor.ies in their order of importance to the subject in making his decision. 

Subjec.ts could ask for as many cards as they wanted, but were instructed to 

inform the researcher of their recommended di{lposition as soon as they felt they 

had enough infor.mation to make a recommendation. Sixteen different cards were 

used for each case. They contained information on commitment offense, delin-

q uency hj.s tory J family and communi ty information, age, race, juvenile's 

address, intellectual functioning, educational report, psychological function

ing, medical information, group living appraisal, caseworker impressions, 

juvenile's view of the problem and recommendation, parents' recommendation, 

probn tion officel~' s recommendation and psychologist's recommendation. Informa

tion WHS gathered on the order in which information was requested, the amount 

of in.formlltion requested, the actual recommendation, and the reasons given for 

the recommendation. 

After the subject made his recommendation, he was allowed to select 

three more cal.'ds and revise his recommendation if he wished to do so. This 

information was also recorded. Each respondent played five games. 

One important drawback of this method must be noted. Subjects were 

not given informLltion on community placement possibilities since none was 

available in the case files. Thus, they were instructed to assume that all 

community options were availqble. In the real world, of course, all community 

options are not available. Nevertheless, this method enables accura,te 

comparJ.son of decisions among different staff members and enables Cine to 

relate stnff attitudes to dispositions. 
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Statistical analysis consists of frequency distributions and means 

computed for each of the 16 categories of information which was presented to 

the staff. If the category was selected first, it received a score of 16; if 

it was selected second, it received a score of 15, and so on. If a category 

was not selected, it received a score of O. Frequencies distributions of 

reasons why the staff makes decisions was also computed. 

Comparisons were made among subgroups· of the staff with their 

recommended dispositions to see which subgroups are more likely to recommend 

institutionalization or community placements. An average "severity of 

disposi tion" score for each staff member was devi.sed by averaging the severi ty 

of the recommended disposition of each staff member (according to mean staff 

ratings of different dispositions obtained from Part V of the questionnaire) 

for the five dispositions he or she made. A regression analysis, regressing 
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CHAPTER THREE 
'l'he staffing Process at· the Three Institutions 

Who makes the decision? 

The general format of the staffing process at the three institutions 

is one of discussion around a table. Someone presents the case and the staff 

discusses it. At initial staffings, this involves reading the commitment offense, 

delinquent and social histories, psychological and educational reports, discuss-

ing the above reports and the problems of the juvenile, and maki~g recommendations. 

At parole stuffings, the discussion revolves around progress made by the 

juvenile and parole plans. 

Although the round-,table discussion gives the appearance of equal roles 

played by all members of the staffing team, closer observation reveals that 

this is not the case. Probably the least democratic of the staffings are those 

held at HMTC. Here the caseworker is assigned the role of reviewing the case 

and presenting a recommendation to the staff, who, in turn, discuss it, and amend 

or change it. During the course of my observations at MMTC, I observed three 

different caseworkers at initial staffings, Two played a passive role describing 

the problem and suggesting the need for a specific type of treatment, but not 

imposing a solution on the rest of the staffing team. The following statements 

by the caseworker at the staffing of a 16 year old female shoplifter illustrates 

this: 

I see her as a moody individual, hostile ,., coy and 
uncooperative. I see a lot of hostility towards her mother 
which is generalized to other adults ,., I'm really not sure 
we have the ability to deal with her here. She needs a 
program that will watch over her aggressiveness ••• 

Although he has influenced the decision, and through his statements, 

eliminated some alternatives, the caseworker has not closed the door on other 



suggestions, as long as they provide the control and supervision which he 

feels is necessary. 
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In other staffings, a particular plac~ment may be suggested and presented 

to the staff for discussion. For example, one caseworker began the di.scussion 

with "we're looking at a short institutional stay for Paul." In all these 

discussions, however, the caseworker has a distinct disadvantage over the others 

because he knows what is available and what programs will accept the juvenile. 

Thus, the caseworker role is most important in determining what the decision 

will be. The style of the caseworker will influence how much decision-making 

power he will actually use, and how much he will listen to the rest of the staff, 

but his position remains the most influential. Table 3 depicts the results of 

the researcher's systematic observations of staffings. Data was collected on 

the number of times talking and the observer rating of the individual's 

importance in determining the decision. Scores range from "one" to "four", 

with one representing greatest importance and four least importance. (See 

Chapter 2 for a more complete discussion of the methodology.) From the table, 

it is apparent that the caseworker at MMTC speaks the most number of times 

at staffings and plays the most important role. 

At STS and MHS, there is no caseworker, a1~hough the social service 

. counselor and group leaders assume casework duties at those respective institutions. 

At STS, the group leader is most familiar with the juvenile, is aware of the 

juvenile's behavior in the group, and has all the social and psychological 

information about the juvenile. While observations suggest that they tend to 

play a less direct role in making recommendations than do the caseworkers at 

MMTC, they still play the most important role in making recommendations. 

Participation by cottage counselors is minimal here and generally takes the 

form of agreement with the group leader's plan. Discounting the probation officer, 



Position 

Probation 
Officer 

Counsellors 

Supervisors 

Juveniles 
Chaplain 

r 
Caseworker 

Group Leaders 
I 

Cottage 
Directors 

Parents 

Teachers 

Visitors from the 
Community 

~ 
-n 1s less than 5. 

• TABLE 3 

MEAN NUMBER OF TIMES TALKING ~~IMPORTANCE TO DECISION OF DIFFE~~ STAFFING TEAM MEMBERS 

Initial Decision Parole Decision 

~ STS ~ STS MllS 

Number 01:-~erver Number. Obser.ver Number Observer Number Observer Number 
.Times Roting of Times RlIting of T.lmCR Rn tins of Times HittIng of TImes 
J2D kfn g In!.l,!'rtl.l~ !!.!.lJ~tl!lL-! ~ll)!!..r:-J_II1.~ :1.!_1)1(Jl~11l1).(~r t I.!.n£<l 1:1_IJ.~_ f.!!.8 ... _)'!!To r tllllC'C I:l.l.k Ins. 

16.-4 2.25 10.5* 1.50* 34.6 1. 86 

4.8 3.07 2.8 3.32 21. 7 2.11 5.6 2.93 5.9 

6.8 2.86 1.4 3.80 36.9 1.43 0.7* 3.75 

7.4 3.56 47.3 ·2.29 Z4.3 
4.3* 3.00* 2.2 3.40 

17.5 1.09 
, 

10.0 1.67 22.4 1.50 

"-
10.2 2.60 3.5 2.83 21.0 1.80 19.5 1.63 17.3 

10.5* 3.50* 27.5 2.82 

5.6 2.90 2.4 3.27 20.7· 3.14 3.4 3.17 5.8 

5.2 2.75* 

Observer 
Ratins of 
Jlllpor~ 

2.68 

2.63 

2.00 

2.56 

VI 
,::.. 



who is usually not present at STS staffings, Table 3 shows that the group leader 

talks the most and has the highest rating of importance at STS. The low rating 

of counselors (2.8 times talking per staffing; mean rating of 3.32) and others 

suggests that their role is minimal. Indeed f the lower number of times talking 

by all members of the staffing team attests to the more rapid pace of STS 

staffings and the absence of prolonged discussions. 
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At MRS, there is no group leader nor a caseworker per see Although the 

social service counselor assumes some of the casework responsibilities, this 

does not include making a recommendation to the staff. At MRS diagnostic 

evaluations, the role of directing the,staffing is delegated to one of three 

supervisory staff. As a rule, however, they have no prior dealings with this 

juvenile and, are not familiar with the case prior to the staffing. Thus, they 

do not possess the same amount of influence in the staffing that the caseworkers' 

at MMTC and group leaders at MRS have. At MRS, the probation officer is usually 

present and wields much influence. He reads the delinquent and soci;:ll history, 

and usually has a treatment recommendation. He is in the commanding position 

of knowing what is available in the community. If he fails to investigate a 

specific community placement, the rest of the staff may find it more expedient 

to recommend institutionalization rather than suspending the staffing until an 

. alternativeplacem~nt can be investigated. On the other hand, if the probation 

. officer has come up with a community placement and made all the necessary 

arrangements, the staff is more likely to accept it. 

Finally, the Cottage Director is the person at'the staffing (along with 

the social service counselor) who is familiar with the juvenile's beh~vior at 

the cottage. He has had the day-to-day experience of superv:l.sing, advising 

and evaluating the juvenile. Thus, he has much insight into the juvenile's 
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needs and how he will respond to the institutional program or community program. 

At MHS, then, the probation officer, supervisor, and cottage director 

all wield much decision-making influence. The supervisor wields the most, 

because of his position as chairperson of the staffing team and, perhaps, be

cause he has the highest rank in the organizational hierachy. The supervisor 

tends to pull the views of the others together into a treatment recommendation. 

It should be noted that the number of times that each member of the 

staff:l.ng team speaks is higher at MRS for all staff than at MMTC or STS. The 

staffing at MllS is the lengthiest of the three (usually lasting over one hour) 

and most thorough, in terms of dealing with the juvenile's problems. Note 

that although the juvenile speaks more than anyone else at the staffing (47.3 

times), much. of this is in response to grilling and questioning by the staff. 

Nevertheless, the juvenile (and the j!.lvenile's parents) have a much greater 

role in terOlS of the disposition at MRS than they d.o at STS (where they are never 

present at the staffing) or MMTC (where juveniles are merely confronted with a 

decision) • 

Observations of parole staffings show that counselors have more influence 

here than at initial staffings. At STS, the group leader and cottage director 

wield the most influence. At MRS, the cottage director plays the most important 

. role (the supervisor and probation officer are not present at the parole 

staffing), but others also have a say. Parole staffings were not observed 

at MMTC. 

Once again, it should be pointed out that these ratings of importance 

are merely the views of the researcher, who observed the staffing process. It 

is possible that a different researcher would have come to different conclusions 

regarding the relative importance of the different members. of the staffi.ng team. 

A second measure of the influence of different staff members in arriving at 
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decisions was ascertained by asking the staff members themselves to rate the 

relative importance of different individuals to decison-making. Tables 4 and 5 

present the results of this sociometric analysis. As Table 4 indicates, cottage 

directors and group leaders are ranked highest for both initial and parole 

decisions. This is somewhat surprising since the observations of staffings 

indicated that the probation officer is not even present at the parole staffing. 

Nevertheless, parole plans are usually checked out with the probation officer 

before a juvenile is actually released. So the probation officer does wield some 

indirect influence on parole decisions. 

Supervisors rank third in importance in initial decisions, but seventh 

in importance in parole decisions. This is consistent with the observations. 

Caseworl~ers and social service counselors ranked fourth on both decisions. 

Cottage counselors, who had little influence in the initial decision were ranked 

second in the parole decision. This is consistent with the observations, al

though the observer did not rank the cottage counselor quite that high in 

importance. 

The high rating of the juvenile's treatment group in parole decisions 

was due primarily to the responses of STS staff (see Table 5). The STS program 

requires that the group must recommend par9le in order for the juvenile to be 

released. However, observations of staffings revealed that group leaders·

were instructed to manipulate the 'group so that a parole recommendation would 

be iorthcoming. At several of the observed staffings, the group leader was 

instructed to get the. group to deal with the juvenile's problems so that parole 

could be reconnnended soon. Sometimes, the discussion would revolve around that 

rather than the juvenile's actual problems. The observer actually witnessed 

one staffing where the recommendation was to transfer the juvenile to MIlS so 

that he could be paroled from there, rather than damaging the integrity of the 
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TABLE 4 

STAn' ItATINGS OF THE IHPORTANCE OF DIFFERENT POSITIONS IN MAKING DECISIONS ABOUT JUVENILES 

Initial Dcds:f£!1 Parole Decision 

Mean Rank lolean Ran~ 
Position Rating Order Rating Order 

Cottage directors and .. group leader$ 3.473 1 3.686· 1 ' . 

• Probation officer 3.339 2 3.095 5 

Supervisors, program 
directors, etc. 3.183 3 3.049 7 

Caseworkers and social 
service counselors 3.138 4 3.185 4 

Psychologist 3.048 5 2.257' 10 

Juvenile court judge 2.958 6 2.048 11 

Cottage counselors 2.828 7 3.267 2 
.. I 

Teachers or educritional 
counselors 2.725 8 3.024 8 

Administrative staff 
(8 upetin tend en t, 
assistants, etc. ) 2.717 9 2.636 9' 

Juvenife 2.445 10 3.071 6 

Juvenile's treatment 
group 2.443 11 '3.189 3' 

Juvenile's parents 2.090 12 2.006 13 

Chaplain 2.061 13 2.042 12 

Visitors from the 
• community (county 

social workers, school' 
personnel, friends, etc.) 1.921 14 1.836 14 

• 

""t" 
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TABLE 5 

STAFF RATINGS OF' THE IMPORTANCE OF DIFFERENT POSITIONS 

IN MAKING DECISIONS ABOUT JUVENILES ACCORDING TO INSTITrrrION 

Initial Decision Parole Decision 
Position MMTC STS ~ mITC STS !oms 

Administrative Staff 
• (Superintendent, - .- ..... . -

Assistants, etc.) 3.16 2.35 2.96 3.35 2.22 2.81 

Supervisors, Program 
Di'rec tors, etc. 3.68 3.00 3.11 3.68 2.86 2.94 

Cottage: and Group 
Leaders 3.44 3.33 3.69 3.63 3.59 3.84 

Caseworkers or Social 
Service 
Counsellors 3.50 2.79 3.43 3.50 2.67 3.75 

Probation Officer 3.28 3 .. 33 3.56 3.22 2.90 3.29 

Judge 2.59 3.03 3.13 2.03 1.96 2.20 

Teachers or 
Educational 
Counsellors 2.38 2.77 2.89 2.50 3.09 3.25 

Chap~ains 1.87 2.49 1.58 1.84 2.48 1.56 

Psychologist 3.03" 3.18 2.91 2.63 2.28 1.98 

Juvenile's Parents 
, 

2.06 1. 78 2.52 2.19 1.56 2.49 

Visitors from the 
COD!Dlunity 2.29 1.68 2.04 2.00 1.65 1.98 

/' 

Juvenile 2.34 2.28 2.72 2.59 3.,08 . 3.33 
• 

Juvenile's Treatment 
.. Group 2.09 2.68 2.28 2.56 3.61 2.95 

Counsellors 2.40 3.00 2.81 2.84 3.40, 3.31 
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group by paroling him without a group recommendation! It seems, then, that 

although the staff questionnaire has uncovered 'an aspect of the decision-making 

process largely hidden to the observer of staffings, the staff has over-estimated 

its role in decision-making. 

Further analysis of Table 5.reveals findings mostly consistent with the 

observations. At MMTC, supervisors were given a higher rating than observations 

ind1.cate they should but this may also be due ·to their role on the Action Pane1. 

Caseworkers were rated second highest in importance in the initial decision. 

At 5TS, the highest ranking went to cottage and group leaders and probation 

officers. The latter was surprising, since probation officers were usually not 

present at STS staffings. Nevertheless, they do write the social history which 

contains a recommendation. It seems likely, as mentioned above, that they do 

wield some indirect influence at the staffing. 

The rating for supervisors at MRS initial decisions is somewhat lower 

than expected, but cottage leaders, social service counselors, and probation 

officers all rank high. 

Ratings for the parole decision reveal a surprisingly high rating at 

MMTC for supervisors. It is possible that people who supervise a particular 

treatment program in the cottage were included in this category by the staff • 

. Cottage and group leaders are rated highly in all three institutions. Probation 

officers are rated highly at MMTC and MRS and teachers receive high ratings 

at MI:IS, probably due to their role in evaluating the juvenile's profress on 

educational goals. The juvenile himself is rated highest at MIlS, corresponding 

to his greater involvement in the staffing process there. The juvenile's 

treatment group, as discussed above, receives the highest rating at STS, while 

counselors are rated higher at MIlS and STS than at MMTC. 
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Systematic observations.of staffings also included data on the nature 

of the decision-making process. The results are contained in Table 6. In few 

cases, was a vote ever taken regarding a disposition. This was more character

istic of STS staffings, and usually took the form of the group leader going 

around the table soliciting opinio~s. In all three institutions, a consensus 

was usually reached where everyone came to accept a recommendation • 

It was much more difficult to assess whether or not the decision was 

pre-determined, that is, whether everyone in the institution knew what the 

disposition would be before the staffing began. For example, a 17 year old 

Indian male was scheduled to join the Army as soon as he was discharged from 

the juvenile institution. Everyone had agreed well before the staffing began 

that this would be the recommendations. The actual staffing was only a 

formality. 

Parole staffings were often predetermined in the sense that no thought 

had been given to parole before the monthly staffing and the staffing was geared 

to discussing problems rather than considering parole. This was particularly 

true at STS when the treatment group had not recommended parole. In the case 

of initial staffings, there was usually no such predetermination, although 

each of the staff members familiar with the juvenile may have reached the same 

conclusion individually. On the other hand, there seemed to be a presumption 

that most of the juveniles sent to the institution would be committed to the 

treatment program. This was evidenced at MRS by the fact that juveniles were 

expected to draw up a set of treatment goals to work on in the course of their 

own stay there. The presump~ion was that they would be committed. 
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The staffing is designed to be an informal setting where a group of staff 

can discuss the merits of a particular case and reach a decision regarding a 

recommendation. While much discussion does take place, the procedure is not wholly 

democratic and some of the staff have much more decision-making influence than others. 



TABLE 6 

SOME ASPECTS OF THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS IN JUVENILE STAFFINGS 

• 

.. 
Percent of Staffing 

where Vote is 
Taken 

Percent of Staffings 
where Consensus 
is Reached 

Percent of Stuffings 
where Decision 
was Predetermined 

Average Number of 
People Present 
at Staffing 

• 

Initial Decision 

MMl'C STS ~ . 

7.7% 40% 0% 

83.3% 100% 100% 

27.2% 20% 16.7% 

8.0 10.2 7.7 

Parole Decision 

STS MHS 

14.3% 0% 

100~ 100% 

85.7% 54.5% 

11.9 8.2 

/' 

62. 
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Comparison of Staffing Methods 

It is difficult to describe anyone of the staffing methods as superior 

to the others. Each has its advantages and disadvantages. The primary advantage 

of the STS staffing is jts brevity. It doesn't use the staffing as a forum for 

castigating delinquents or appeasing parents. On the'other hand, by failing to 

give the juvenile a direct voice at the staffing, it loses the benefit of the 

juvenile's view on what type of treatment is needed and will work. It is also 

possible that the juvenile will be left with a bitter feeling that the decision 

was imposed upon him. This may be mitigated by the fact that the juvenile did 

have his say in front of the treatment group, and will also appear before the 

Action Panel when the final decision is to be made. While it may be argued 

that the juvenile has committed a crime and has no right to a voice in his 

punishment, the juvenile is being told that he is being treated (for his own 

good) and not punished. If the treatment is for his own good, however, why 

doesn't he have a voice in what happens to him? 

A further deficiency in the STS staffing process is that its brevity 

precludes an in-depth exploration of the juvenile's needs and problems, or an 

in-depth exploration of treatment alternatives. As a rule, the STS staff is 

confident that they are performing a service for juveniles, and that their program 

can help juveniles. Therefore, they probably do not feel the need for a long 

staffing to justify a commitment recommendation to the juvenile or to themselves. 

Althcugh the juvenile does appear at MMTC staffings, his role is very 

minor. He is told what the decision is, and although he can offer comment upon 

~t or disagree with it, there is little he can do to change it. Thus, the MMTC 

staffing also suffers from the failure to invo~ve the juvenile in the decision. 

Its primary strength is its use of a caseworker t9 make recommendations. The 

caseworker is a professional whose job it is to know what types of programs are 

available for different types of juveniles •. Ris diagnostic training should enable 
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him to more accurately diagnose a juvenile's problems and suggest the treatment 

which has the best chance to succeed. On the other hand, it may be argued that 

leaving the responsibility for making dispositions largely in the hands of one 

individual, places too much trust in that person's judgment and fairness. While 

the rest of the MMTC staff does get to comment on the caseworker's recommendation, 

the researcher observed only one case among the 14 he observed systematically 

where they actually Yielded influence, and that was then the caseworker could 

not make up his mind. 

It has also been argued that a casev10rker is too far removed from cottage 

life to know the juvenile. Some cottage counselors at STS and z.rns expressed the 

opinion that because they see the juvenile every day and observe his inter-

action with peers and staff, they are better able to determine his needs and make 

a reconunendation. The issue is an important one, and both viewpoints may have 

nlerit. Perhaps if the caseworker were to receive ,,,ritten reports from the 

counselors containing their observations and recommendations prior to the staffing 

(rather than hearing their opinions at the staffing, after he has decided upon. 

his recommendation) the input of the counselors would not be wasted. Even in 

the more democratic settj.ngs of STS and z.rnS, th~ counselors have little decision

making influence. 

The MHS staffings are the lengthiest and the most in-depth. Juvenile 

involvement is greatest here. While there is no evidence that his presence 

at the staffing will make him feel any b.etter about being committed, at least 

he knows who to blame and what factors were considered. He also knows what 

he must do in order to be paroled, since his treatment goals are laid· out for 

him at the staffing. 

This is true at z.rns parole staffings ~s well. Whereas STS presents the 

juvenile with a "letter" detailing his progress or lack thereof, z.rns provides 



face-to-face communication and more direct feedback. This may, in fact, account 

in part for the longer periods of incraceration at STS, where the juvenile 

knows less of what is expected of him and what he has to do to "get out". 

A major drawback of the MRS initial staffing is its length. Much time 

and effort is put into the staffing. by all the participants! Some of the 

lengthiness could be cut down by eliminating the time spent lecturing and 

questioning the juvenile (which occupies a good part of the MRS staffing, as 

will be seen on Chapter Four) and concentrating on the dispositional phase of 

the staffing. However, this has the negative effect of leaving the juvenile 

less clear about why he is being institutionalized. Much time is also spent 

familiarizing the staffing team with the details of the case. The group 

living supervisor has usually not even seen the juvenile's file before the 

staffing begins. 

The following suggestion, therefore, is put forth to combine the best 

of these different staffing approaches. A caseworker, whose sole job it is to 

make diagnoses and recommendations, and find placements for juveniles should 

be employed at STS and MRS. Armed with the social history, the psychologist's 

report, and the reco~nendation of the cottage counselors, he should sit down 

with the person on the staff closest to the juvenile (e.g., the group leader 

. at STS and the cot tage direc tor at MRS), the Juvenile, and his parents. It is 

suggested that the probation officer be excluded from this proceeding, since 
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he is an agent of the court and has already been influential in the judge's 

decision to commit the juvenile. Furthermore, his recommendations are contained 

in the social history, and the caseworker could always consult him for an 

opinion. Here, the caseworker can listen to the opinions of the others, and to

gether with them, present their decision to the juvenile. Treatment goals 

and educational goals can be worked out at a later date. This type of staffing 
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would be less time-consuming, would eliminate many of the superfluous things 

that go on at the MBS staffings, \>:ould retain juvenile (and parental) involve

ment, would include a professional diagnostician, and would include someone with 

more direct knowledge of and contact with the juvenile. 

The Action Panel: Is it Necessary? 

66. 

The Action Panels observed by the researcher at the three institutions 

indicated near unanimous agreement with the staff recommendation. Requests for 

limited paroles (home visi ts) were granted routinely, although the're were some

times slight moderations in dates. Parole recommendations were also granted 

routinely, although in tvo cases, the researcher observed that parole recommenda

tions were c.hanged to two or three week limited. parole with a provision that 

full parole \IIould be granted if no problems arose. This was done to enable the 

Action Panel to return the juvenile to the institution if events so warranted 

without going through the formalities of a parole revocation hearing. The 

researcher observed only one case where an initial recommendation was overruled 

by the Action Panel. This was a case of a 16 year old Indian male at MMTC who, 

between the time the staff had recommended commitment and his appearance before 

the action Punel, had secured a placement in an Indian group home. The Action 

Panel was impressed by this, and by the boy's sincerit~' and desire to work out 

his problems, so they overruled the staff and sent him to the group home on 

probation. 

In only ten cases out of 210 in the content analysis of staffing reports. 

(4.7%) did the Action Panel overrule the staff decision. In seven ()f the ten, 

the staff reconullended probation and the Action Panel recommended institutional

ization. Some of these overrulings resulted from events which occurred between 

the time of the staffing and the Action Panel meeting, such as a run from the 

institution or the collapse of a community treatment plan. 



The questionnaire results depicted in Table 7 also suggest that very 

few of the staff actually see the Action Panel as the place where decisions are 

made. (Some of the small percentage who do may be thinking in legal terms 

rather than practical terms.) 

It may still be argued that ·the Action Panel, by. its mere presence, 

serves the function of keeping the staff in line and that without it, staff 

decisions would be arbitrary and unjust. That'is, the knowledge that their 

decisions will be revie\\'ed makes the staff put more thought and justification 

into their decisions. Yet, there is already an Appeal Board to perform the 

role of reviewing contested decisions and overturn unjust ones. It seems, 

therefore, that the Action Panel decision is superfluous. For this reason, 

this report recommends its cessation in the decision-making process. This 

recommendation refers only to the Action Panel role in confirming or rejecting 

staff recommendat:ions. The Action Panel also has the task of hearing parole 

violation cases. Here it plays more than a rubber-stamping role, since it 

actually judges cases. This aspect of the Action Panel's duties should be 

retained, or some other panel should be assigned this function. 

67. 
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TABLE 7 
STAFF OPINIONS ON WHEN DECISIONS ARE MADE 

INITIAL DECISIONS PAROLE DECISIONS 

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 

• 

1)do:l:" to SC<lffjllg 56 33% 43 26% 

At; tha Staff:ing 10/. 61% 103 63% 

At til;:.' Acdon Panel 10 6% 18 11% 

10tl1J 160 100% 164 100% 

• 



CHAPTER FOUR 

Criteria Used in Making Detisions 

It is not unusual for an observer to come to a situation and find things 

totally confusing and unpatterned. However, after several observations, 

patterns usually do emerge and the observer can systematize and categorize 

them. In the case of this research, clear patterns, or rules governing the 

decision-making process did not emerge. There tended to be more exceptions to 

the rules than actual rules. This pattern of non-systematic decision-making 

was evidenced, not only by the researcher's observations, but by much of the 

quantitative data as well. As a result, most of the conclusions in this section 

will be in the form of generalized statements rather than specific rules. 

In this r,egard, two general conclusions can be made regarding the 

decision-making process. The first concerns the dilemma, discussed in Chapter 

One, \\Thether to handle delinquents as criminals who need to be punished and 

removed from society,or to deal with them as produ~ts of a poor environment 

and emotional problems who need to be helped and treated in the institution. 

It appears that the staff uses both of these justifications to commit juveniles 

to the institution. That is, serious delinquents will be institutionalized to 

" " . punish, them, control them, make them accountable to society, and_so on. 

,Non-serious delinquents will be institutionalized to work on their problems, to 

mature, gain self-insight, work on relating to peers, and a host of other treat, 
ment oriented goals. The result is that,most juveniles for whom a diagnostic 

evaluation is held are committed, for one reason or the other, to the 

institution. 
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Once committed to the institution, the criteria used to parole a juvenile 

relate to essentially how well he has progressed in the treatment program. 

Regardless of the severity of the offense and delinquency history, juveniles are 
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judged lobo rendy for parole when they have shown personal growth and maturity, 

ANd hav(~1rt~prov(!d th~:ir relllt1.onshlps with staff and peers. These general 

(!()neluPJ1,()J1!;1 will be d:1.IJCU!H;lcd in more detail. shortly, when the specific findings 

of the Itudy are prcsenteil . 

O~~"rvllt.1ol1li 

:the 'rel1dcr.io t~minded once again that the systematic observations of 

'ftdfinBt.(lTH:H'bl reported hen: are not based on a random sample of all staffings 

and Ilra- tHIi>j(:f;:t co theprc)bJem6 ofre!iability discussed earlier. 

table 8 (,:()ntnirH~ the obServer's impressions of the types of activities 

:involv("d in the $t:1I flUBS and the subject areas involved. Activities were given 

II fH'(H'(, of ()Oi;! to four. for each staffing according to the observer's impression 

of th~dr Jmport,~tlc(' jll the atoft'ing, with a score of "one" indicating very 

im)lut'lntn, "two" ,sOJl1t~Wh~lt :lmportant, "three" o"f little importance, and "four tl 
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not: fli1plYNmU tit; lll'l. Numbero :i.n the table represent, mean ratings of importance. 

Tnble 8 indicates that at initial staffings in all three institutions, 

lJl~\k.tnR n~(:omnwn(.hltl()n$ is the f::trst or .second most important activity. Discuss

ing t:tw j\lVt'n:n{"~ pl'oblctn$ is the, 1lI0st inlportant activity in STS and tied for 

JjfH1l l\1i1HH'Umt h\ }onlS. l'hu$, .it appears that much of the initial staffing does 

j,nv~':tv~ tlu" tl.lt~1l1Pt t(l understand the juvenile's problems and' come up with a 

'rt)C;(rffltl11,~IHI(it lpn. The rel{ltivclyh:lgh importance of lecturing alnd moralizing and 

qi)fHH:ionlnQ ('If\d 8t1,l,liog of juveniles at r-ms is due to the fact that the juvenile 

i .. fH~~iimt ~1t,; t1HS nodmud\ Qr the staffing is devoted to gaining information from 

hhn find IlH':tl.tti,t\l;him. Not.e.that at STS, where the juvenile is not present, 

theue aeetvl tie~ wer(!r~H~cd as "not important at all tt. 

Dhel.lsnln8 probh~tfi$ is a.1so veX'y important at parole stafUngs, a1 though 

th" dlu('lursl()., Utf\UtUy involves lnstitutiond adjustment, attitude, and behavior 



TABLE 8 

TYPES OF ACTIVITIES AND SUBJECTS DISCUSSED AT JUVENILE STA}'FINGS 

Initial Decisions Parole Decisions 
Activities STS MHS 

Explaining Procedures 3.83 4.00 3.14 4.00 4.00 
• 

Issuing Reports 2.08 2.33 2.71 3.63 2.27 

Discussing Problems 2.27 1.50 1.29 1.00 1. 73 

Lecturing or 
Moralizing 2.92 4.00 -2.14 4.00 2.73 

Ques tioning and 
Grilling 3:42 4.00 2.14 4.00 2.45 

Seeking Infor~ation 3.08 3.33 3.00 2.75 3.36 

. 
Sununarizing and 

. Clarifying 3.08 3.40 3.14 3.25 3.36 

Making Recommendations 1.67 1.83 1.29 2.00 2.91 

Subject Areas 

Offense 1.92 2.83 2.57' 3.29 3.83 
/ 

Family home/environment 2.33 3.17 3.14 3.71 3.67 

Psychological Profile 2.55 3.20 2.86 4.00 4.00 
. 
Cottage or Group Living 3.83 2.67 3.00 2.00 2.17 

Education 2.92 3.17 2.14 2.86 2.58 

Treatment Goals 3.36 3.67 2.14 2.00 1.33 

Prior Treatment Experiences 2.50 3.00 3.00 3.86 4.00 

Dispo~ition or Treatment Plan 1.08 1.67 1.14 2.1/. 2.83 

Community Reaction 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 
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88 opposed to the juvenile's offense or delinquency problems. The belief that 

delinquency is a manifestation of psychological and other adjustment problems 

lcada the staff to concentrate their treatment efforts on the juvenile's attitude 

and behavior .1n the. cottage. The belief is that .if the youth works out his 

problema in relation to staff and other peers, he will be rid of the problems 

which caused his delinquency, and will be considered a good risk for parole. 

'11th becomes especially cl,ear when looking at the subject areas discussed in the 

two types of ataff:!,ngs. ~lhereas "disposition or treatment plan'" ranks first 

in initial stuffings among Isubjects discussed, and offense ranks second, the 

parole staffing places highest priority on discussing the juvenile's progress 

or lll.ck of progress on his go,ols, with "cottage and group living" ranked second 

in ;tmportance. "Disposition 0'( treatment plan" ranks third in importance at 

STS ttndfour.th at MilS, and is more likely to be discussed at staffings involving 

juven:Ucl:l who have been at the. institution a while, are making progress, and 

ar.ebeing conaider.ed for paxole. Offense is a relatively unimportant iSS\le 

at pnrol~ starfings. 

'fabJe. 9 xeprcscnts an attempt to see how important several criteria are 

in detcrIllLntng the klctual decision made' by the staff. The two factors which are 

'most impol'tnl1t in making initial decisions are the offens~ (and delinquent history) 

land the, j llv~mi.le' s attitude and· demeanor. Offense is not an important factor 

1n any of the,parole staffings. There the juvenile's attitude and demeanor and 

progress O\) goals are the most important factors. ·In general, then, the initial 

8 tal £:lug t(mds to deal wi th the juvenile's behavioral, environmental, emotional 

.and {tttitltclinal problems at the time of commitment in making diagnostic evaluations, 

and Illlrole decisions tend· to be based on adj ustment to the program and progress 

1n the. treatment goals of the, program. 
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TABLE 9 

MOST IMl'ORTANT CRITERIA USED IN }~KING DECISIONS AT STAFFINGS 

(Percent of Decisions in Whi~h Criteria Was Rated Very Important) 

Initial Decision Parole Decision 

Criteria Used MMTC STS MBS ST$ -:...:. .. l-mS 

Offense or Delinquent 
History 36% 22% 11% 0% 0% 

Juvenile's Attitude or 
Demeanor 16% 33% 33% 40% 23% 

Family Home Situation 16% 0% 11%- 0% 0% 

Juvenile's Age 0% 0% 11% 0% 0% 

Psychological Prob1en~ 8% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Cottage Behavior 0% 0% 0% 0% 14% 

Educational Needs 8% 22% -11% 10% 0% 

Other Treatment Needs 12% 0% 11% 0% 5% 

Length of Time in 
Treatment 0% 0% -0% 10% 0% 

Failure of Prior 
Treatment 4% 11% 0% 0% 0% 

Group Recommendation 0% 0% 0% 10% 0% 
• 

Absence of Alternate 
Programs 0% 11% 11% 0% 0% 

Progress in Group or on 
Goals 0% 0% 0% 30% 45% 

100% 99% 99% 
.' 

100% 101% 
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Although not apparent from these tables, the researcher observed 

several stafiings and read several case files where parole was recommended 

despite the juvenile's lack of progress. In these cases, the staff usually 

gives up on the juvenile, decides that it can't do much more for him, or that 

the juvenile is unhelpable. This is especially true when the annual review 

1s nellr ot;' when the juvenile approaches the age of eighteen. In the former 

case, rather than trying to justify a continued commitment before the Action 

Panel, the staff will parole the juvenile and "let him screw himself up", not 

holding much hope for success. In the latter case, the staff will seek to get 

the juvenile discharged from the system so "the adult authorities can worry 

uDout him." 
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One final comment should be made concerning Table 9. In terms of the 

importance of different criteria to the decision, no one criteria was consistently 

Been as the most important in a majority of staffings. Thus, different 

criteria arc used in different areas, and different reasons are given to justify 

the decisions. This attests to the general lack of consistency or systematic 

method used by the staff in making decisions, a theme which will be repeated in 

the analysis which follows. 

The Staff View 0,£ the Criteria Used to Make Decisions 

The staff themselves had considerable difficulty pinpointing specific 

cr.ited.a which were more important than others .in making decisions about juveniles. 

Often, when the researcher explained the purpos"e. of his visit to the staff 

meeting, he was greeted with a comment such as "good luck" or "if you find out, 

let 100 know". One of the caseworkers said to me that, "people who are making 

dec.isions are really nlaking decisions about \vhat they feel t not what they know." 
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Illustrative of the custodial/tre.atment dilenuna faced by the decision 

makers is this statement from another caseworker at MMTC. "We offer treatment, 

but in the meantime, we have to exercise the other options like keeping them 

off the streets". When asked about the criteria he uses to make reconunendations 

about juveniles, he replied, "to me the major thing is what the kid's been into, 

his attitude, the seriousness of past offenses, and the type of treatment he 

needs, not necessarily in that order." 

The staff's difficulty in pinpointing the criteria used is illustrated 

by Table 10. Of the 33 variables presented to the staff, 27 of them were rated 

3.00 or higher on the initial staffing decision, and 21 were rated above 3.00 
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on the parole staffing decision. A mean rating above 3.00 means that the majority 

of the staff feels that those variables are either "somewhat" or "very" 

. important criteria. The fact that so many variables were rated that high attests 

to the staff's difficulty in selecting some criteria as more. important than 

'others in decision-making. 

It is still possible to compare the staff perceptions of the relative 

importance of these 33 'variables to the two decisions. In the case of the 

initial decisions, the variables ranking highest are those relating to the 

offense and the.youth's attitude. This is quite consistent with the observa-

'tions of the researcher reported in Table 8. The next group of variables in 

. descend~ng order of importance relate to the availability of conununity place

ments, the youth's maturation and progress on goals, the quality of the,youth's 

home environment, the psychologist's ~eport, the youth's behavior in school and 

in the cottage, and reconunendations from the probation officer and the 

pSYCllologi,st. The variables ranked at the bottom for both the initial and 

parQle staffings relate ~o the raCe, sex, andsoc'ial class of the juvenile. 
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TABl.E 10 

STAFF RATINGS OF CRITERIA USED TO MAKE DECISIONS ABOUT JUVENILES 

Var:f.ab1e 

• The extent to which the youth 
has learned to accept 
responsibility for his 
(her) actions • 

The seriousness of the offense 
committed by the youth 

The degree to wh:f.ch the you th 
is open and honest in 
dealing with problems 

The attitude of the youth 
toward the offense he has 
committed 

The number of court and 
institutional contacts prior 
to this conuni tmen t 

l~he llvailability of acceptable 
community pl.acements 

The extent to which the youth 
has gained :i.nsight into 
his (her) behavior 

The extent to which the youth 
has matured and exhibited 
personal growth 

1'he reCOl1l}1.1endation of the 
probation officer 

• The abili ty of the you th ' s 
parents to properly 
supervise the youth .. 

The quality of emotional support 
received by the youth from 
his (her) family 

The family's feelings about 
the youth staying at home 

Initial DeciRion 

Mean 
Rating 

3.720 

3.720 

3.707 

3.663 

3.645 

3.538 

3.538 

3.533 

3.527 

3.484 

3.452 

3.419 

Rank 
Order 

1* 

1* 

3 

4 

5 

6* 

6* 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Parole Decision 

Mean 
Rating 

3.885 

3.tOO 

3.808 

3.746 

2.923 

3.669 

3.705 

3.853 

3.331 

3.392 

3.385 

3.515 

76 • 

Rank 
Order 

1 

19 

3 

5 

24 

7 

6 

2 

18 

15 

16 

11 
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Initial Decision Parole Decision 
Mean Rank Mean Rank 

Variable Rating Order Rating Order 

The fact that the youth has 
a job or school placement 
in the community 3.394 13 3.585 8 

• The extent to which the youth 
has successfully accomplished 
personal goals that were set 
up for him (her) 3.391 14 3.754 4 

The juvenile's desire for a 
certain disposition or 
treatment plan 3.330 15 3.485 13* 

The youth's attitude toward 
the staff and other authority 
figures 3.326 16 3.554 9 

The extent to which the youth 
has successfully ~ccomplished 
any educational goals that 
were set up 3.275 17 3.523 10 

The youth's behavior in 
the cottage 3.272 18 3.512 12 

The psychologist's report on 
the youth's personal 
adjustment problems 3.267 19 2.953 22* 

The youth's behavior in 
school 3.239 20 3.369 17 

The psychologist's report 
on the youth's anti-social 
tendencies 3.231 21 2.953 22* 

The treatment recommendation 
of the psychologist 3.187 22 2.876. 26 

The age of the juvenile 3.151 .. 23 2.485 28 
• 

The youth's school 
attendance record 3.098 24 2.899 25 

Recommendation of other 
members of the youth's 
treatment group 3.096 25 3.485 13* 
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or 

Variable 

TIle community's attitude 
toward the juvenile and 
his (her) offense 

The genel"a1 condit:i.on of the 
youth's home environment 

The youth's grades in 
school 

The marital status of the 
youth's parents 

The size of the community 
in which the juvenile's 
family resides 

The race of the juvenile 

The sex of the j uv(~niJ.e 

The occupation of the 
juvenile's parents 

'* 'I'ie 

Initial Decision' 

Me~n 
Rating 

3.032 

3.000 

2.707 

2.613 

2.086 

1. 742 

1. 739 

1.677 

Rank 
Order 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

Parole Decision 

Mean 
Rating 

3.038 

3.038 

2.731 

2.385 

2.140 

1.508 

1.465 

1. 752 

78. 

Rank 
Order 

20* 

20* 

27 

29 

30 

32 

33 

31 
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This testifies to the fact that 'the staff is highly sensitive to possible 

charges of discrimination and tends to resist, or at least claim to resist, 

making any decision on the basis of social characteristics of the juvenile. 

Rather, they stress the needs of the juvenile and the peculiarities of each 

individual case. The one exception is the juvenile's age, which ranks 23rd 
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on the initial decision. As a rule, the attempt is made to look into alternative 

placements for younger juveniles, although th~ results of the content analysis 

will show that age is not a significant factor in predicting disposition. 

Comparison of the rankings for parole decision with those for initial 

decisions reveals results congruent with those uncovered by the observations. 

In general, the variables rated highest relate to attitudinal and adjustment 

variables, including the amount of progress the youth has made on his or her 

goals (ranked fourth on the parole decision, fourteenth on the initial decision). 

The seriousness of the offense drops from a tie for first on the initial decision 

to nineteenth on the parole decision, and the number of prior court and 

institutional contacts drops from fifth to twenty-fourth. In general, therefore, 

the conclusions drawn by the researcher from his observations are consistent 

with the staff's own view of the decision-making process. Although the offense 

and the juvenile's attitude and demeanor are the most important criteria used 

'by the staff (in terms of their mean rankings)' in deciding whether to conunit a 

juvenile, the staff also looks seriously at a broad range of other factors. 

The offense is relatively unimportant in parole decisions, which are based 

heavily on the juvenile's attitude and progress toward treatment goa+s and 

related criteria. 

One final dimension of the staff view of the decision-making process 

is worth noting. An attempt was made to see whether any staff characteristics 

related to the way they rated the importance of the thirty-three variables. 
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Staff were dichotomized according to institution, whether or not they served on 

the Action Panel, sex, length of service, age, education, position, and 

custodial/treatment attitudes. The mean scores of the high and low dichotomies 

on the 33 variables were correlated with each other for each of the dichotomous 

groups for both the initial and parole decisions. The results, depicted in 

Table 11 show remarkably high correlations between the high and low categories 

of all the groupings compared, with no correlation below .89. This means that 

staff characteristics are not related to the way they rate the importance of 

the 33 variables to decision-making. Stated differently, the relative 

importance of the 33 vari.ables is rated similarly by all categories of staff. 

Although the staff claims to base its decisions on a wide number o,~ 

variables and finds it difficult to select some criteria as more important 
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than others, it is still possible that a closer scrutiny of actual decisions made 

by the staff will reveal patterns and uniformities not recognized by them. 

Both the content analysis of staffing reports and the decision game analysis 

allow us to go beyond the staffer's own view of the situation. The decision 

game, while limited by its artifactual nature, has the a.dvantage of forcing 

the staffer to make decisions by selecting relevant information, and allowing 

us to relate these decisions to staff attitudes and characteristics. The 

. results of the decision game will be examined shortly. Here the focus will be 

on the only one of the methods which examines what is actually done by the 

staff in the real world. This involves an analysis of the case records on file 

in the Central Office of the Department of Corrections • 

The method of sampling and problems of reliability involved in this 

method were already discussed in ChapteL Two. Briefly summarizing, the chief 

pr.oblem involves the abstra~tion of quantitative, codable data from the case 
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TABLE 11 

CORRELATIONS OF STAFF RATINGS 

81. 

(of the relative importance of 33 variables to decision making) 

ACCORDING TO STAFF CHARACTERISTICS 

§E!if Characteristics 

MMTC staff with STS staff 

MMTC staff with ~fS staff 

STS· staff with MHS staff 

Action panel with non-action panel members 

Male staff with female staff 

Staff working five or more years in institution 
with staff working less than five years 

Staff working five or more years in corrections 
with staff working less than five years 

18-35 year oJ,d staff with staff over 35 

Non-college with college educated staff 

Supervisors and administrators with non
supervisory staff 

Custodial oriented with treatment oriented staff 

All staff: Initial Decision with Parole Decision: 

Initial Decision: 
Pearson's L-

.92 

.93 

.96 

.95 

.97 

.97 

.96 

.97 

.97 

.94 

.94 

r = .90 

Parole Decision: 
Pearson's r 

.89 

.91 

.96 

.96 

.96 

.99 

.99 

.98 

.98 

.94 

.• 97 
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t U''''~f i.f1ti-rt~ (:tttt~dt.H, ut 'wsgw ~n& g(l'n.I~r.d JJ.tntc~nta about ,the juvenile r s history 

·#~4J~f.fJ1jl~~~... /I. ~h.·Hlfj4m~J(H' probh"rfl$ hwolves the Hme lag between the ,··'ltes 

~t ght'f t #'~J;!'~, dr1M'l Jm(jth~H~If'Nli~lt.. rh(>t~ h~i.ve b(!(>nrr.any c:hanges in. the juvenile 

-*,~~f ~J.'f~tH'I~ JJ;m~ JO f HHt.. th~ t'ut""o{! dn!;c for selecting cases for the sample, 

~ud j,!, h f·Hmdhl,,<.tfHH j,f)~ <d: th(t 'rl,uHllt8 arc no longer 'valid :1n 1976. 

P{'ttlpH~t~a"hq.pcf~1blftj:l::t'J, th,t amdyr.h reveals GOlne int(trestingfindings • 

1~tlh~tf; li~ t,lml l$·'l'\~;"!1.~{;irtz.t" t.h~~ T(fltf.t:.lOI1,hilHf b'!tWMn. all the variables tested 

t;,{~4d;f' *H ;:..p'r.H 'tm~ ~H LlH~ d!4!~nt:H!U.~ ftv:~l\J;ltion. 

1:tllh' n ind!r ~H'tt tlwt tht~ A,'Unn Pl(U'\cl :rcco\~mcndat:1.on is highly 

'I:It:l~uO~,·.~hd:r tdt~f~'d ~u fill,' r(·ft1~ru.·ndiHi(mfl 0] the-probation officer, caseworker, 

nJt·t~~~j' .oa~mJf;lHr.~t!ll\! }wy<:lwloHi.6C 'rlds:If) cmH~:{8tcl.1t with the observat.ion, 

h"l·1PfU"IJ ~"1·'t 1 h'r. nh~t tll!.':n! ~ndjl,l;!tlul.'!ltJ IH:C particularly influential in the 

;\:!;tJtlth~J::' ~'l<·~I~t~r~. "ut Jt diW t~.'twlUf from t'hcf~l(;:t that Inost of the individuals 

ltl tUi~~h,~~ Olf't,t' lHlId'fhuu. IN'l Uun tmH'l juw'nH(!$ shoUld be institituio:1alized. 

~'hH ~ n~, n. "! nfl'! tm·,('!,jI'H u.J.li"ll hct'(· n{~t\li1Hy \Jere instit.utionalized, the 

f~l~~ i.'IF,;dq .. h~ 11,H ~ll.d hl hiSh. 1·h ... ·~', n'.fHllt:.s illd:;Lcllte that these meOlbe.rs of 

th~'~bt{ t ~hi), h~r$f:t m,tltldh' 1w1 h'vi} thll t J.Hl':tt,;j, tutiollall.~ation, is needed, and when 

(lui., d':'1 Lt 1r. V~~I? Hkdy thtlt: th(,iJ\IVNd,l~ w111 be committed. Data not 

f/Bt>.j:<·nt t'lt ,[It 'r~M t' 1) .d thl :indJCtH,tHl &t,'flc-n.1l llgr(,~tnCn t: among these staff members. 

h1. Hlr' hUh' n~!'.i\"'tj w-Iwtr" n't:i)~ml·nd4lti(m6 \0'(,\'(\ avnilable from bothn caseworker 

~ud 4 l~h'tl·;i(;h)n l.,tf.Irf;'1"! thrt'~' 'r(!'';'Oml~\'ld~H'IOI\$' Wert! tn disagreement. A much 

,*~Ul"j'f. !"l"b "Hi lJt .dH~~<i~ Jl\dh'lH(!d (;Hrr(~dti,g r('commendations between probation 

i~tt tnn~ &t\J t:.t~t.1~t.~ ('(nJl'ft(:'tt'in~ (t.hn·~ out. of 54 cases (5.6%) andbet~een case

~(ti~~l~ *tthft.'~~t:U~~c. ~~h~lfu~lQr!i (one. (Hit of Qight, l2.5X). Psychologists tended 

tu "'h'~~t'f,'ff" W,\t'lt \tOll tlli::! (:),thC't'lttafftH::8 (23 .. 9% of tbe:' time with probation 

(~fH~#-n l'i-l 'Of tbt'l- ti~ With ~utH' ... '\n:kQt'n:t und 30.2% or the time with counselors). 



TABLE 12 83. 
THE RELATIONSHIP OF INSTITUTION ANI) STAFF EVALlIATlONS OF JUVENILES TO DISPOSITIONS 

Variable 

Institution 

Probation Officer's 

Recommendation 

Caseworker's 

Recommendation 

Cottage Counselor's 

Recommendation 

Psychologist's 

Recommendation 

Values 

NNTC 

STS 

MRS 

MMTC 

STS & ~ms 

Institution 

Probation 

Institution 

Probation 

Institution 

Probation 

Institution 

Probation 

!.Jnsti tutiona1ized Significance 

70.9 chi square c 3.48 with 2 d.f. 

85.9 p .... 06 

82.0 n = 211 

70.9 chi square • 8.62 with 1 d.f. 

84.0 p less than .005 

n == 211 

91.8 chi square = 46.67 with 1 d.f. 

12.5 p less than .0001 

n 0:: 101 

92.3 chi square = 6.06 with 1 d.f. 

36.4 p = .01 

n c: 24 

96.7 chi square => 41.92 with 1 d.f. 

27.3 p less than .0001 

n == 83 

91.0 chi square c 25.14 'Jith 1 d.f. 

51.1 p less than .0001 

n a 13'. 
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TMn.e B . 

1lU! ~J~f.A11mt#Htf! (jf JU'lUfu.:e CiViJV"C'rE1U51'ICS'l'O TU:e L1KEL1HOOD Of IHSTITUTIONALIZA1'ION 

~fHI1H 

mm·,~m ~. ~t 1-: 

It'''15 

l6.",li 

% Inniftutlonalized 
>_~ b,b~.I'. ,~""", __ 

80.5 

·7,3.3 

76.3 

77.8 

80.5 

75.3 

73.3 

80.3 

83.9 

73.8 

83.6 

82 •. 2 

66.7 

-~~----------,------.---~~---

~nificance 

chi square = .886 

with 3 d. f. 

p ... 83 

n .. 210 

chi square = .49 

p '" .49 

n II:: 210 

chi square E 2.23 

with 3 d. f. 

p g .53 

n ~. 211 

chi square = 1.74 

with 1 d. f. 

n.s. n' c: 211 

chi square = 4.45 

with 1. d.f. 

p -.03 

n .. 211 



Variable 

Size of Home 

Community 

F~lther' s 

~ccupation 

tlother's 

Occupation 

Father's 

Education 

Mother's 

Education 

Commitment 

Offense 

Most Serious 

Offense 

Value 

under 30,000 

over 30,000 

blue collar 

white collar 

blue collar 

white collar 

non-H.S. Grad. 

H.S. Graduate 

non-H.S. Grad. 

H.S. Graduate 

serious & drug 

status 

Serious & Drug 

Status 

% Institution[l~, 

80.4 

76.0 

87.5 

85.0 

75.9 

77.8 

91. 7 

100.0 

89.7 

90.9 

.82.5 
.~.,,'~ 

66.7 

78.4 

76.5 

8S. 

Sic:nificance 

chi square .. .34 with 1 d.f. 

p co .56 

n, co 208 

chi square'" .01 with 1 d.f. 

p ... 91 

Ii = 68 

chi square = .04 with 1 d.f. 

p CI .84 

n = 47 

chi square = .02 with 1 d.f. 

p ... 89 

n c 34 

chi square = .22 with 1 d.f. 

P '" .64 

n '" 40 

chi square = 4.87 with 1 d. f. 

P .,. .03 

n co 211 
y. u ..... _ \ 

chi square co .01 with 1 d.L 

p co .. 94 

,n ." 211 



Variable ...... . .. 

1. Q. 

• 

Rcadlng 
• Aptitude 

Hath 

Ap't1tude 

ComlnunH:Y'8 

AtUluQC 

Psychologiclll 

Prof.He 

ClJild ROqllcsts 

lnstitutionali-

• atation 

Prior Trclltlllent 

Expel1c:mces 

:Value ! Institutionalized 

100 + 81.4 

less than 100 .77.8 

ahead 76.0 

aver.age 77 .8 

behind 80.8 

ahead 71.4 

llverag\~ 62.5 

behind 80.9 

negative 87.5 

not negat,ive 76.8 

normal. or mild problems 76.3 

emotionally 

sociopathic 

yes 

no 

none 

one or more 

disturbed 83.9 

80.0 

66.7 

79.2 

84.3 

75.9 

86. 

Significance 

chi square = .05 with 1 d.f. 

p c: .82 

n == 115 

chi square = .38 with 2 d.f. 

p == .83 

n == 186 

chi square = ~.92 with 2 d.f. 

p = .38 
j 

n = 188 

chi square == 1.25 with 1 d.f. 

i? = .26 

n = 209 

chi square == .93 with 2 d.f. 

p = .63 

n = 202 

,/ 

chi square == .44 with 1 d.f. 

p ... .51 

n == 209 

chi square == 1. 50 wi th 1 d. f. 

p c: .22 

n = 211 



\: 
Variable 

Time· Period 

Use of Drugs 

Family Home 

Environment 

Attitude and 

Demeanor 

School 

Adjustment 

• 
Metro vs. 

Hon-Metro 

Parents don't 

Control Child 

Values 

Jan.-June, 1973 

July-Dec. , 1973 

Jan.-June, 1974 

no 

yes 

good 

poor 

good 

poor 

good 

po~r 

Metro 

Non-Metro 

don't control 

do control 

% 
i 

Institutionalized 

81.7 

81.0 

73.6 

75.9 

80.3 

76.5 

83.9 

75.9 

81.0 

72.7 

79.§ 

72.1 

83.9 

87. 

Slgni.Ucanc.e 

chi square = 1.68 with 2 d.f. 

p .: .43 

n Ci 211 

chi square = .36 with 1 d. f. 

p = .55 

n = 209 

x2 = 1.15 with 1 d.£. 

p = .30 

n = 211 

chi square::: .79 with 2 d.f. 

p ::: .67 

n ::: 208 

chi square ::: .64 

p = .42 

n ::: 186 
./ 

chi square ::: 3.29 with 1 d.f. 

p C> .07 

n => 211 

chi square::: 5.17 with 1 d.f. 

.p Ci .02 

n '" 209 
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ChUdRec(t.1 vef1 

no EUlo ti()fW 1 

Support 

• 

. 
Par(>utf; J)dnk 

Child }',t(~h ts 

in Cot.t.aH('!. 

ChUd Exh:Lb:Uo 

Child'tl AC\c~ptilnec 

of RC$ponsibility 

• 
Chil.d l)o('sn't 

• 
POlUU'ftU Sclf-
llUdght 

Only one plu'tmt 

in lloutH.'hol.d 

Ylllu('s %.Institutlonallzed 

no I;lUpport 81.5 

support 76.1 

yes 82.3 

no 76.9 

81.0 

no 1b.l 

not remorseful 84.4 

rClnOl~$eful 73.7 

docs not 82.4 

docs 14.0 

possesses insight 65.4 

no i,nsighc 83.0 

y~8 ,80.0 

no 77.7 

88. 

SigniHcance 

chi square == .61 

p 0:: .43 

n 0::: 209 

chi square = .46 with 1 d.f. 

p 0:: .50 

n ~ 209 

chi square 0:: .00 with 1 d.f. 

p :: .98 

n = 208 

chi square = 2.85 with 1 d.f. 

p CI .09 

chi square 0:: 1. 70 with 1 d.f. 

p 0:: .19 

n == 208 
lI' 

cbi square = 6.25 with 1 d.f. 

p 0:: .01 

n .,. 21l 

chi squa're = .04 with 1 d.f. 

p 0:: .84 

n .. 209 
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On the whole,; 'caseworkers were most lenient iri their recommendations, recommending 

probation 'to a, community placement in 45.8% of the cases; psychologists 

recommended probation in 33.6 of the cases, counselors in 26.5 of the cases, 

~nd probation officers in 15.8% of the cases. 

Speculating upon the meaning of these figures, it seems likely that 

casework~rs, because' of the nature of their jobs, are probably more aware ~f 

community alternatives. Caseworkers are employed only at illITC, where there are nore 

group homes and treatment programs, and where there may be a greater tolerance for 

juvenile offenses. The lower rates among cottage counselors and probation officers 

may be due to the former's belief in the effectiveness of their program, and 

the latter's role as an agent of the court. "~atever the reasons, however, it 

appears that' the majority of the staff is in general agreement in most cases 

that the juvenile should be committed to the institution and, in most cases, he is. 

Table 12 also indicates that a smaller. pel:centage of juveniles are 

institutionalized at MMTC than at STS or HRS. (When MHS and STS are combined, 

this difference is statistically significant at the .005 level, although the 

percentage difference is only 13.1%.) These findings are presented by themselves 

in Table 14 and 15. One explanation of this may be the greater availability 

of community programs in the metropolitan area, and the use of a caseworker who 

. is more aware of these options • It should be recalled from, the staff question

naire data that the availability of community placements was tied for sixth 

highest rating.in the initial decision. Another possibility is that the staff 

at MMTC are used to dealing with more serious delinquents and are less shocked 

than their rural counterparts by juvenile misbehavior. 

Table 16 breaks down decision-making in each institution according to 

commitment offense (serious and drug offenses vs."status offenses). Here it 
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TABLE 14 

ACTION PANEL DECISION ACCORDING TO INSTITUTION 

MMTC 

No. % 

Probation 25 29.1 

Institutionalization 61 70.9 

Column Total 86 40.8 

STS 

No. % 

9 14.1 

55 85.9 

64 30".3 

.. 

NRS 

No. % 

11 18.0 

50 82.0 

61 28.9" 

Row 
Total 

No. % 

45 21.3 

166 78.7 

211 100.0 

chi square = 5.48 with two degrees of freedom 

p = .06 gamma = .255 contingency coefficient =" .159 

\0 
o 
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TABLE 15 

&CTION PANEL DECISION ACCORDING TO INSTITUTION 

(MMTC vs. STS and MRS) 

Probation 

Institutionalization 

Column Total 

chi square = 8.62 

." .... 

I, ~. 

.' .. 
... ~, 
, '. \.'. >~ 

; .. 

MMTC 

No. % 

25 29.1 

61 70.9 

86 40.8 

t, 

" 

I. 
~ , 
I'J ~'f~ 
.' " 

• f ) \ 

~;, 

~ . . \ 
.!. 

;1' 

STS and MIlS 

No. % 

20 16.0 

105 84.0 

125 59.2 

~ 

p less than .005 

1,1 ., 

.J' 
I 
" , 

~ Row 

, .~:" . Total 
,. 
No. "%' 

45 21.3 

166 78.7 

211 100.0 

\C' .... 

,l 
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TABLE 16 . 

ACTION PANEL DECISION ACCORDING TO INSTITUTION CONTROLLING FOR OFFENSE 

No. 

Probation 12 

Institutionalization 50 

Serious and Drug Offenses. 

MMTC STS 

% No. % No. 

19.4 7 13.7 9 

80.6 44 86.3 38 

chi square = .74 with 2 d.f. 

p = .69 

contingency coefficient = .07 

gamma = .02 

NRS 

% No. 

19.1 . 13 

80.9 11 

• • 

Status Offenses 

MMTC STS MRS 

% No. % No. 

54.2 2 15.4 2 

45.8 11 54.6 12 

chi square = 8.86 with 2 d.f. 

p = .01 

contingency coefficient = .38 

gamma = .66 

'- . 

% 

14.3 

85.7 

~ 
N 
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becomes clear that the difference in commitment rates between ~~C and the other 

two institutions occurs only for status offenses. For serious and drug offenders, 

STS has the highest rate of institutionalization, but this is only slightly 

higher than the commitment rates for ~lliITC and MHS and is not statistically 

significant. For status offenses, however, 54.2% of the M}1TC cases are returned 

to the community on probation compared to 15.4% at STS and 14.3% at MIlS. 

Further information is supplied us by. Table 17, which ~ontrols decision

making in the three institutions according to the sex of the offender. Among 

males, the differences in commitment rates among institutions are small and 

not statistically significant. Among females, however, 61.1% of the MMTC girls 

are given probation, compared to 16.7% at each of the other two institutions. 

It appears, then, that the institutional differences in disposition is due 

mainly to the fact that female status offenders are less likely to be 

institutionalized at MMTC than at the other-two institutions. The exact 

reason for this preference for community treatment of female status offenders 

by MMTC staff is not known, but it is suspected that the major explanation is 

the availability of a greater number of group homes for female!:! in the 

metropolitan area, including one group home operated by the State. It appears 

likely, therefore, that the lower percent of individuals committed to the 

institution at M}1TC is due to a greater availability of programs in the 

community to handle female status offenders. 

Table 13 summarizes the relationship of other juvenile attributes and 

characteristics to decision-making. On the whole, the table shows that most 

juvenile attributes are not related to whether or not juveniles are 

institutionalized. Neither race nor age are significantly related to dis

position, but there is ~ significant relationship between sex and disposition. 

As Table 18 shows, males are more likely to be institutionalized than females. 
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TABLE 17 

ACTION PANEL DECISION ACCORDING TO INSTITUTION CONTROLLING FOR SEX 

Px-obation 

Institution
alization 

No. 

14 

54 

MALES 

Total 
M}1TC STS MHS Males 

% No. % No. % No. 

20.6 7 13.5 8 18.6 29 

79.4 45 86.5 35 81.4 134 

chi square = 1.05 with 2 d.f. 

p = .59 

gamma = .077 

contingency coefficient = .08 

%' 

17.8 

82.2 

MMTC 

No. % 

11 61.1 

7 38.9 

• • 

'\ 

FEMALES 

Total 
STS MHS F:ema1es 

No. % No. % No. 

2 16.7 3 16.7 16 

10 83.3- 15 83.3 3~ 

chi square =10.00 with 2 d.f. 

p = .007 

gamma = .65 

contingency coefficient = .42 

%-

33.3 

66.7 

\0 
Jl'o 
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TABLE 18 
ACTION PANEL DECISION ACCORDING TO SEX 

Male Female 

No. % No. % 

Probation 29 17.8 16 33.3 

Institutionalization 134 82.2 32 66.7 

Column Totals 163 77 .3 . 48 .22.7 

chi square = 4.45 with one degree of freedom 

p = .03 phi = .159 gamma = -.40 

. contingency coefficient = .157 

• • 

Row Totals 

No. % 

45 21.3 

166 78.7 

211 100.0 

\D 
V1 
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However, Table 19 reveals that, 'as suggested above, this difference exists only 

at MMTC, where 60.1% of the females, as opposed to 20.6% of the males, are 

given probation. It is likely, therefore, that the less severe dispositions 

given females is not the general rule for Minnesota juvenile institutions, but 

is the result of greater community 'resources for metropolitan area females • 

Table 20 shows that among status offenders, there is no significant 

difference between the percent of male and females who are institutionalized. 

Among serious and drug offenders, however, a significantly greater percentage 

of females receive probation than do males. It is likely, therefore, that 

while MMTC staff may be more tolerant of female serious offenders, the greater 

availability of programs in the metropolitan area to handle the more serious 

female delinquents accounts for their greater likelihood of getting probation. 

Table 21 summarizes the results of the relationship between offense 

and disposition, controlling for institution. Once again, although there is 

a significant overall relationship between offense and the likelihood of 

institutionalization, this relationship exists only at MMTC where 80.6% of 

serious and drug offenders are institutionalized CI.nd not at STS or MHS where 

the differences are slight and not statistically significant. It appears, then, 

that the findings that sex and offense are related to disposition are not 

characteristic of the three institutions as a whole, but are only characteristic 

of MMTC. For MHS and STS, decision-making follows no systematic patterns. In 

view of the fact that MMTC has phased out its juvenile program, it seems likely 

that a current analysis of staffing reports would reveal no relationship 

between either sex, offense,'or institution and ~isposi~ion. 

One final clarification is in order regarding the relati~nship of sex 

and offense to disposition. The astute reader may have observed that although 

females are less likely to be institutionalized than males, and status offenders 

96. 
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TABLE 19 ,~ . 

ACTION PANEL DECISION ACCORDING TO SEX CONTROLLING FOR INSTITUTION 

Probation 

Institution
alization 

MMTC 

Male Female 

No. % No. % 

14 20.6 11 61.1 

54 79.4 7 38.9 

.-,.. ......... . 

chi square - 9.45 with 
1 d.f. 

P = .002 
gamma = -.72 

phi'" .36 

STS 

Male Female 

No. % No. 
,\ 

7 13.5 2 

45 86.5 10 

chi square = .03 with 
1 d.f. 

p = .86 
gamma =. -:-.13 

phi t= .04 

% 

\ 

16.7 

83.3 

• • 

MRS 

Male Female 

No. % No. 

8 18.6 3 

35 81.4 15 

chi square - .03 with 
1 d.f. 

p = .85 
gamma = .07 

phi = .02 

% 

16.7 

83.3 

\0 . ..... 

, 
.! 
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TABLE 20 

ACTION PANEL DECISION BY SEX CONTROLLING FOR OFFENSE 

Probation 

Institutionalization. 

Serious and Drug Offenses 

Male Female 

No. % No. % 

22 15.2 6 40.0 

123 84.8 9 60.0 

chi square = 4.21 with 1 d.f.* 

p = .04 

phi = .19 

gamma = -.58 

• 

Status Offenses 

Male Female 

No. % No. 

7 38.9 10 

11 61.1 23 

chi square = .10 with 1 d.f.* 

p = .76 

phi = .09 

gamma.= .19 

* . Expected frequency too small for valid chi square. 

% 

30.3 

69.7 

.\0 
00 
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TABLE 21 
ACTION PANEL DECISION ACCORDING TO COMMITMENT OFFENSE CONTROLLING FOR INSTITUTION 

Probation 

Institution
alization 

All Cases 

Serious 
and Drug 

No. % 

28 17.5 

132 82.5 

Status 

No. % 

17 33.3 

34 66.7 

chi square = 4.87 with 
1 d.f. 

p = .03 

phi = .17 

ganuna = -.40 

~ 

Serious 
and Drug 

No. % 

12 19.4 

50 80.6 

Status 

No. % 

13 54.2 

11 45.8 

chi square = 8.55 with 
1 d.f. 

p = .004 

phi = .34 

gamma = -.66 

Serious 
and Drug 

No. % 

7 13.7 

44 86.3 

S'TS 

Status 

MRS 

Serious 
and Drug 

No. % No. % 

2 15.4 9 19.1 

11 84.6 38 80.9 

Status 

No. % 

2 14.3 

12 85.7 

chi square = .09 with chi square = .00 with 
1 d.f. 1 d.f. 

p = .77 p\= .98 

phi = .02 phi = .05 

ganuna = -.07 gamma = .17 

\0 
\0 
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are less likely to be institutionalized than serious or drug offenders, female 

status offenders are more likely to be institutionalized than either female 

serious offender!s or male status offenders. These results are summarized in 

Table 22. (Although the table includes cases from all three institutions, the 

• reader is reminded that these differences are mostly the result of variation among 

• MMTC cases). Table 22 suggests that among males (who make up 77.3% of the cases) 

serious or drug offenders are more likely to be institutionalized than status 

offenders. Among females, however, there is a slight (though not statistically 

significant) trend in the opposite direction. Female status offenders are 

slightly more likely to be institutionalized than female ~erious or drug 

offenders. To this small degree, then, it seems that a double standard is 

operating and that male status offenders are handled less harshly than female 

status offenders. 

Returning to Table 13, the results indicate that neither size of 

community, parents' occupation nor parents' education is related to disposition, 

although the reader is reminded about the general absence of data regarding 

parental occupation and education. 

Using the most serious offense alleged in the case t'ile, there is no 

relationship between offense and disposition. This is probably due, in part, 
.. 

. to the fact that the number of juveniles who have never committed or were 

never alleged to have committed a serious or drug offense is quite small. 

Intelligence and aptitude a,re not significantly related to disposition, 
.. , 

• nor is the community's attitude. A negative attitude,'however, is only 

indicated in a small number of cases. Neither the psychological profile nor 

the child's own preference for institutionalization (in those few cases where 

such a request was made) are significantly related to disp~sition, although 

slight tendencies in the predictf~d direction can be observed. 
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TABLE 22 
PER CENT JUVENILES BEING INSTITUTIONALIZED ACCORDING TO SEX AND OFFENSE 

• Serious Clnd Drug Offenses . Status Offense Total 

• 

Male 61.1 82.2 

Female 60.0 69.7 66.7 

Total 82.5 66.7 78.7 

• 
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A second measure of the ,seriousness of the juvenile's delinquency, 

the number of prior instl.tutional or community 'treatment experiences is not 

significantly related to juvenile delinquency. In fact, those with no treatment 

experiences are slightly more likely to be institutionalized than those with one 

or more prior treatment experience. 

The results show a slightly lower (although non-significant) rate of 

institutionalization in the January'~June 1974. period than during 1973. It' is 

possible that this is due to the increasing availability of community programs, 

and that present analysis would show a higher percentage of juveniles placed 

in the community. It is not possible, however, to draw such conclusions from 

this data. 

Juveniles in the seven county metropolitan area are not significantly 

less likely to be institutionalized, although results approach significance 

102. 

(p = .07). This is somewhat surprising, since' MMTC, which draws juvenile from 

Hennepin, Ramsey and Anoka Counties has a much lower rate of institutionalization 

than STS, which handles the other metropolitan area Counties. Evidently, the 

variations in dispositions is not solely due to the greater availability of 

metropolitan area placements, but is also due to differences in staffing 

patterns or treatment philosophies in the two institutions. 

The use of drugs (as alleged in the staffing report) is not significantly 

related to dispositions, nor is the family home environment scale, the attitude 

and demeanor scale, or the school adjustment scale. This may be due to the lack 

of reliability in obtaining this infor:mation from the files, and the general 

vagueness of the staffing reports, as discussed in Chapter Two. It is possible 

that there is a relationship between these variables and disposition which is 

obscured by measurement error. 



It is also possible that, although the family-home environment and 

attitude/demeanor scales do not significantly relate to disposition, that some 

of the items in the scale do. Accordingly, the items which, according to the 

staff questionnaire and the researcher's impression, seemed to be the most 

important ones in the two scales were analyzed individually. Of the items 

analyzed from the family/home environment scale, the only variable which 

significatnly relates to disposition is the parents' ability to control or 

supervise the juvenile. Eighty-two percent of those juveniles whose parents 

cannot control them are institutionalized, compared to 65% of those who are 

not considered inadequately supervised or controlled. In the attitude/demeanor 

scale, the only variable which is significantly related to disposition is 

the degree to which the child possesses insight into his behavior. Only 65.4% 

of children who, according to the staffing report, possess self-insight are 

institutionalized compared to 83% of those ,.;rho do not possess self-insight. 

Finally, it was felt that although the overall scale of family/home 

environment and attitude/demeanor was not significant, it may be significant in 

certain institutions or certain sexes. The results (not depicted here) found 

no significant relationship between family/home environment and disposition 

in any of the institutions, in either sex, or in either type of offense. In 

fact, when the only FHE variable producing significant results (parents' ability 

to control child) is broken down by insti~ution, it no longer attains signifi

cance (because of the lower number of cases). The "parents ability to control 

juvenile" variable is significantly related to disposition among males, but not, 

females, and is significant for serious offenses, but not status offenses. None 

of the other family/home environment variables are significantly related to 

disposition in any of the three institutions, ,for either sex, or for either 

offense category. 

103. 
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In the case of the at ti t;ude/d.eulc<lnOr scale, the scale as a whole is 

not significantly related to dispof,ltian when controlling for institution, 
\; - .' . : 

sex, or seriousness of offense. 
r)~ 

Thu'one item of the scale which was related 

to disposition, the child's Belf-insight, remains significant (p = .03) only among 

serious and drug offenders. In addition, the variable measuring the amount 

• of remorse exhibited by the child, which approached significance (p = .09) in 

the overall sample, is significantly related to disposition (p = .04) for 

serious and drug offenders. Among serious and drug offenders, the~, 90% of 

the children who exhibit no remorse are institutionalized, as opposed to 76.1% 

who do exhibit remorse, and 86. n of those children categorized as not 

possessing self-insight are institutionalized compared to 70.0% of those not 

so categorized. None of the other subdivisions of the attitude/demeanor items 

produce a significant relationship between them and disposition. 

To the extent, then, that these methods have been. adequately able to 

measure these admittedly subjective variables, little actual relation has been 

found between the attitude or the family background of the child and the dis-

position received at the diagnostic evaluation. Furtherm0re, as mentioned 

earlier, there is no relationship between the child's psychological and 

intellectual functioning, school behavior and performance, age, race, prior 

. treatment experience, alleged use of drugs, size of home community, or family 

status and disposition. While offense seriousness and institution are related 

to disposition, the differences are not very great and are mostly explained 

by the greater tendency of MMTC staff to find community placement for females 

and status offenders than fo~ males or serious offenders. These relationships 

are not apparent in the other two institutions. 

It appears, therefore, that the decision whether or not to commit a 

juvenile to the treatment program of the institution is extremely haphazard 

, 
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and arbitrary. There is very little consistency concerning which juveniles 

are institutionalized and which are not. The staff are correct when they claim 

to be judging each case on its own, but they are not applying any consistent 
.- ... - ....... 

~riteria to their decisions. Decisions seem to be made on the basis of the 

staff members' feelings about the "needs" of the particular juvenile, \011 thout 

any systematic basis for determining what these needs are and what type of 

program would best help the juvenile. 

One final point is worth noting here. Although there is no concrete 

data to back up these impressions (other than the fact that 78.8% of the 

juveniles were committed), the researcher noted a general belief on the part 

of the staff that most juveniles could be helped by the institution. While they 

recognized that in some cases, alternative placements could also help the 

juvenile, they were reluctant to recommend such a placement unless they knew 

something about the specific community placement. Since no one usually 

thoroughly researched the different programs which might be available to help 

each child, the staff was often left with the feeling that although another 

placement might work, it would involve less risk (of failure) to commit the 

juvenile to the institution, where he would "surely" benefit from the program 

and benefit educationally as well. It was only in a small number of cases 

, that the institutional pL'ogram was seen as "no't right" or "not good" for the child. 

For example, STS staff felt that their positive peer culture program might be 

too confrontive for some juveniles. In these cases, alternative placements 

were sought, although not always found. 

A key figure in dete~mining placement is the probation officer. If the 

probation officer comes to the staffing with a community placement in mind, and 

has worked out some of the details needed to ha"e the juvenile admitted, the 

chances are much greater that the staff will accept this placement. But if the 

,.-
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probation officer, as fs usually the case, believes the'youth should be committed, 

he merely comes to the staffing with a recommendation for conwitment and no 

alternative plan. Since it is unlikely that anyone else at the staffing has 

laid the groundwork for an alternative placement, the possibilities are limited 

and a commitment usually results. The presence of the caseworker at MMTC, as 

• mentioned earlier, may explain, to some extent, the lower rate of commitment 

there, since he is more aware of community placements and is able to bring 

them to the attention of the staff. 

Parole Decisions 

Of the preceding independent variables, Table 23 indicates that the 

only variables which relate to lel1gth of incarceration (number of days in the 

institution) are institution, race, and the presence of emotional support in 

the home. The mean length of stay in the institution is 250 days for STS, 

compared with 155 days for both MRS and MMTC. This finding is due to the 

nature of the STS guided gr:oup interaction program which is said to require a 

longer amount of time for maximum benefits. Table 24 indicates that the greater 

length of stay for STS juveniles is consistent across all races, sexes, and 

offense categories. 

The lower length of incarceration for non-whites than whites is difficult 

to explain. If it were a matter of a greater number of community placements 

• for minorities, this would be reflected in commitment rates. Furthermore, 
.. 

• Table 24 shows this trend to be characteristic of all three institutions, and 

is, therefore, not related to the greater number of community placements avail-

able in the metropolitan::irea. Two other possibilities are suggested. The 

first is that the staff is conscious of the race issue and bend ove'K" backwards 

to make sure that Blacks and Indians are not discriminated against, to the point 
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TABLE 23 

Length of Incarceration According to Several Juvenile Characteristics 

Variable 

Institution 

• Race 

Sex 

Age 

Size of Home 
Community 

Father's Occupation 

MOther's Occupation 

Father's Education 

Mother's Education 

Commitment Offense 
--... 

MOst Serious Offense 

I.Q. 

Reading Aptitude 

Math Aptitude 

Family/Home ~ 
Environment Scale 

Both Parents Present 
in Home 

MMTC, 
~TS 

I MIlS 

I White 

Value 

·1 Non-Whi te 

/ Male 
Female 

12-15 yrs. 
16-17 yrs. 

less than 30,000 
more than 30,000 

Manual 
Non-Manual 

Manual 
Non-Manual 

Non-College 
College 

Non-College 
College 

Serious and Drugs 
Status 

Serious and Drugs 
Status 

-0",:,99 
100+ 

Average or Ahead 
Behind 

Average or Ahead 
Behind' 

Good 
Poor 

Yes 
No 

Mean Number 
of Days in 
Institution 

Before Parole 

155.4 
249.9 
155.1 

205.5 
153.2 

186.4 
187.4 

198.0 
179.8 

196.3 
174.2 

214.4 
187.1 

206.6 
186.7 

209.2 
162.5 

180.5 
210.2 

186.0 
193.9 

223.7 
225.9 

184.3 
200.5 

185.0 
196.1 

180.9 
194.1 

192.1 
176.7 

(/) 
\ 

' .. 

Significance* 

F=12.91. N=166 
P less than .0001 

F'=7.30 N=165 
p=.008 

F=.OO N=166 
p=.96 

F=.88 N=166 
p=.35 

F=!. 37 N=166 
p=.24 

F=.93 N=65 
p=-=.34 

F=,,28 N=39 
p=.60 

F=!.43 N=32 
p=.24 

F=!.68 N=36 
p=.20 

F=!. 64 N=166 
p=.20 

F=.05 N=166· 
p=.82 

F=.Ol N=91 
p=.93 

F=.77 N=148 
p=.38 

F .... 10 N=150 
p"'.75 

Fa.47 N=164 
p=.49 

F=.60 N=164 
pa .44 
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Mean NUlilbcr 
of Days 1n 
Institution 

V.rt4blA 
~~~ 

Value Before Parole S1gnificance* 
1 

'lltefft. flail to Control Yes 186.5 F=.Ol N=164 
or Superv,L$cJuV'cnile No 188.4 p-.94 

.. Child Jt(:c(dvcrJ emotional Yes 166.9 F-5.42 N=164 

• 

• 

.. 

Swppot't from P~trcntlJ ,>".tI" No 210.6 p .... 02 .. 
'arento Drink Yes 183.7 F-.05 N=164 

No 188.2 p .... 83 

Att1 tude ... It)~me,ijnot' Good 175.9 F=1.14 N=163 
Scale Poor 196.1 pa.29 

"'.tld PJ,ah t3 tu CottAge. Yes 190.5 F=.03 N=163 
No .185.4 p=.87 

ChUd Exhibits Reroorse Yes 179.4 F=.54 N=163 
No 193.4 p-.46 

ChUd AC.C:Cptfi Yes 184.8 F=.01 N=163 
a..ponsihili ti No 186.9 p"".91 

ChUd bn$l Scl£'''''ln6igh t Yes 167.7 F=1.05 N=166 
No 191.5 p=.31 

r.ychologicnl Rcpo~t No Severe Problems 190.5 F=.87 N=l58 
Emotional Problems 156. ;~ p=.42 
Sociopathic 191.5 

NOP1'10.r COllUm. tmen ta 0 176.6 Fm.62 N=166 
Ona or More 192.1 p=.43 

0.0 of DtlilH 
f.ll', ••. , 

Yes 186.2 F== .003 N=166· 
No 187.2 p .... 96 

LtvLng in HQ.tto Are. Yes 200.0 F==2.70 . N=166 
No 169.1 pa.10 

• 
School Attitudn, Good 165.7 F=2.71 N=144 
'orfo~nco Poor .. 191.6 p-.10 

• ,.tat •• ttc b~30d on one-way am,lysis of variance; N-number of cases; p"'probability of 
th(f:tiiO rCHJ\llt8 occ\lrdn;by chanco. In general. a p value of .05 or less is considered 
It4ti.th::olly ~1Bn1flt~nt. 

.. 
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l'ABJ...E 24 

Mean Number of Days Incarceration According to R~ce, Sex and Offense controlling 
for Institution 

Adjusted Mean L!?ngth of Stay for Entire Population - 190.6* 

Adjusted Standard Deviation.- 119.7* 

Institution 
White 

N Mean SD N 

MMTC 28 179.8 177 .4 33 

STS 44 258.8 96.3 10 

MIlS 35 159.0 87.8 15 

Male 

N Mean SD N 

MMTC 54 150.7. 100.7 7 

STS 45- 245.2 97.3 10 

MIlS 35 165.8 80.9 15 

Non-White 

~ 
134.7 

225.4 

145.9 

Female 

Mean 

191.9 

271.3 

130.0 

Serious and Drug Offenses Status Offenses 

N Mean . SD N Mean ---, 
MMTC 50 137.1 136.0 11 238.6 

STS 44 245.9 94.8 11 266.0 

MHS 38 162.1 85.0 12 133.0 

* . Adjusted by weighting mean by racial bias of sample. 

SD 

105.2 

94.5 

69.2 

SD 

,338.3 

99.0 

82.3 

SD 

153.2 

109.5 

71.5 
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UHH tJwr I.lr~ l:ictwll t;f'.~lvj!t) £!ivprabl~ tt'catmc.nt:. The second, and perhaps the 

ftltHU flbvh"U!1; f)(1JtJJHdlHyh thilt m.1riQdt:1cB :+iJjust better to the institution 

lind tn:Ok~r(~fHI mtJf(f rnpldly, IJothey arc p!troled $oonc1;'. From the data gathered 

by thi. prnl~~t. it I. not pOAsiblc to arrivo at a definite reason for this 

ph~tlo~'Y::'t.)/,:t , 

n •• r~lAtlun~11p beLw~en len8th of incarceration and the emotional 

I$Ul))Hit't t«l;:('{v(Jd by tht- ch:Ud 8ugg<!sts th(lt tile lack of emotional support 

J'(1 tht~ hmti(~ !'My fH~('d(IIJf' lh~~ pOH6ibi.1Hy of a return there, and may necessitate 

,1 ~t'm~l'l IHJ!f;l' p:ttH~l1wnl, which requtres more time to find. 

110. 

Nnn~ af tIle ather variables, including offense~ are significantly related 

to h'nl{th uf .ttH·l~rn'rllt.1ot\. this:la not Gurprising, since, as discussed earlier, 

th(I' J1a'((tll" dN'!tdun jH lHHH!d on factors rC!lnting to progtess on goals and 

IH~IWltjl l'ttilt ilet ty. SJ.n{~Q j t W~Hl impossible. to obtain reliable information on 

(lit" h~Hit tta" i UNl, ,it 11ft MI, posBibl<t to substantiate that hypothesis. 

H~l'\ioIiHJt'';1 tIlt, f~H't, tlHH ll(me of the other pre-diagnostic evaluation variables are 

l'~ht.~d till ~'nH,th (If' ~.lH"ln~~{~r~H:ion lends gcnot;lll support to that proposition. 

fi fHd 11 j Although th~re1ntionship between offense seriousne.ss and 

hlt1tlth t\! hH'lft'("(;nH :ion hl"l~)t dgnificant, the data does indicate that status 

orr.nd~ra Mprnd ~Qr~ time in the institution than do serious and drug offenders 

(~l 0, ~ I,JnYlt Vf~. 180. t) dn)'a).an~nking th:Ls dolom by institution (Table 24) 

l'aVtHih th~ll ·j·UHun \)!f~'!,detti Stay looger at mrrc and S1'S but serious and drug 

ofi\+f\U<'U tHI)Yc l'(,m&(:'f ~l MllS. the difference atMMTC is particularly great 

(O'!<if lOO d;\Yt~). It i~ d'HUt;l,llt. to exphin this difference except in the sense 

thlt It~tU' o(F.ndQr.~ by virtue of tha fact that they are status offenders, 

uy nut ha"tt: 4* l)ll.u.~cto ttl ~tHm th~y arc to be paroled. so they remain a.t the 

tn"tt turl1;m lOflBt't'. unt'll a phcemant can be. (ound or the home situation 

1"H'(p"~d.. S,n:luui ofhnd('rll. on the othN' hnnd~ "do their time" and are 



released. The high standard deviation in the length of stay, especially at 

MMTC, indicates the extreme variability existent in parole-decisions, and adds 

substance to the conclusion that there is a general lack of consistency in 

decision-making. 

Decision Game Analysis 

So far, we have seen that the staff has difficulty rating the importance 

of different specific criteria in decision-making. Analysis of ~he staff 

questionnaire found that the staff believed that most aspects of the juvenile's 

lHe are considered in making decisions. The final analysis was aimed at 

creating an experimental situation where staff members were required to select 

information in order of importance in making their decisions. This departs 

from the real world of the staffing, where the staff member, in some instances, 

has had considerable exposure to the juvenile and has been able to draw some 

impressions about him before the staffing. It also differs from the staffing 

in the sense that, at the staffing, the staff member is not forced to choose 

among categories of information but hears all of the information and relevant 

discussion before he is asked to make a recommendation. Finally, the staff 

member at the staffing hears, an~ is influenced by, the opinions of others. 

In the decision game, they were completely on their own. 

All of the staff members approached about the game +esponded positively. 

Although some were skeptical about its purpose,' most enjoyed participating in 

it. Several commented that it made them think about the decision-making 

process in a way they had not done before. Playing the game, the stafJ were 

6sked what other kinds of information they would have liked to have had. The 

most frequent responses were a direct knowledge of the juvenile and a.greater 

knowledge of the prior tt'eatment experiences of the child. (Which of them were 

Ill. 
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lIOfft: BUeCCfJlifld., and if they .failed, what fa'ctora were to blame?) Some staff 

telt thc,1nfot1:l41tJon could have been more complete, and specific. In only 

oJU\t out of .l85 games. howevcU':. did a staff member report that he could not make 

4 toc~~rtd.jjt1o". In that case, the staff member wanted to see a psychiatric 

l''-tPQrt Of\ the juvenile before makinghisrecotlllrum.iu,tion. In all, 182 cases 

ve:rQiocludcd in thellnalyds. Three caYes were not included because the 

,tAft IIWtd>(rrij (aU from the girls' cot·tage at MHS) remembered the case and felt 

it in!lu(,wt:ed tlHtlr decision. 

TablQ 25 reports the results of the decision game. The column of 

tli~ur:(lU on ,the lete reports the percent of cases in which the information was 

rC:H1U([ltH:<!U UrBt. the n(.)ext column reports the percent o.f responses in 'which the 

iJironnlH~ion~ft)8 requ(!!GC(\d among the first five pieces of information looked at, 

fU1d th~ thi X'd colulllOrepor tEl che percen t of times the information was chosen 

iI' totaL T11Qrii\ht~ hond eolumn reports the median rank order in which each 

c.MeBcll'Y or Inlormat;iofl was chosen.. Since there were sixteen categories of 

;1nformnUon J f'{lUUt'¢ to choog~ an item was scored 17. Thus, & median score of 

stauter than 16 indicace. that tho item was not looked at at all in over half 

of the drci,iona. 

112. 

1:I,\bJ.(! 26 pt'(laenca the. same il,lfol:1nation in slightly d1-fferent form. The 

r1l\ht hn.nd c:olllmn. pet'cel)t chosen, is identical to the next to right hand column 

ifi 'fabl (t 25. The. t\ofO col\lmns to the lef t bre.ak this down into the' percent 

c)f Um(Hl ft. lypt~ of' j,nformation \0)85' requestedbefot';.e the staff member was ready 

ttl NkQ 4rcCQmll~ndotion (leCt hand c.o1umn), and the percent of times information 

WIlli uqu'""tod al'l\O"8 t~\Q thrc.e post ... declaion requea.ts each staff member was 

'per •. h:tetd hUddle colU~)l\) ~ 

Table 21ropO'ft8 the aver-nsa number 'of calrds selected before the staff 

wore, l'eAdy to _ko du,~.ir dcclaion. Sixty-eight porcent of the staff requested 

botween fiva And tvc.lve cards. Table 26 also indicates that the chance to view 
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TABLE 2:1 
FACTORS LOOKED AT BY .. STAFF IN ~ti\KING RECOIfHENDATIONS mLJJI~Cr..~'i_~Am-: 

Percent of 
Percent of Responses Chos(m 

Responses Chosen Among F:i.rst Percent of Hedium Rank 
me of Information Fi.r.st Five Chosen Responses Chosen of Choice_ 

• 
Delinquent History 45 93 100 1:69 

: ~Q~itment Offense . 30 -70 82 2.28 

Family and Community 
Information 6 64 88 4.18 

Juvenile's View of the 
Problem 10 43 77 6.50 

Personality Func tion~ng 0 38 81 6.50 

Probation Officer's 
Recommendation 0 35 97 7.03 

• I 

Psychologis t' s Recommendation 1 30 86 7.56 

Caselvorker's Iffipression 0 • .. 23 85 7.82 

Group L:f.ving Appraisal 0 20 70 7.97 

Juvenile's Age ,8 32 65 9.79 

Parents' 'Recommendation 0 10 63 11.l3 

Educational Report 0 12 53 14.00 

Intellectual Functioning 0 7 54 14.00 

Juvenile's Home Town 0 8 41 16.65 

Juvenile' s ~ac'e 0 7 35 16.73 

•. Medical Information 0 3 33 16.75 
\ 

N co 182 
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TABLE 26 

rACTORS tOOl<$O Al' lti MAKING nECISIONS ON DECISION GAME 

DoUnqlJcnt H:I tJtol"y 

Cmmll:1 t tile f) t Of!'rnae 

VAlmily lind CcH' Il~Ut'I, t)' 1 nL(H'IDtU.:i on 

JUYCnUf;\ it~ View of tlH~ I' rob J.efll 

Pe.rtHHHll:1 ly l~\lfl C l, i orlin g 

llrobll Uoo. OCf:i<:<:t'H Recommendation 

C~noworker' I!I 1 mpn."IHl :lon 

Group t,,{vit'll} Apprlli£lOl 

., \IV (j rttl (* , ~1 A(~(' 

PnnmtfH' R(', (!(HilmtHHl CI t: 1 on 

£<1'1':0 tic:mul l\(lpm:t 

Ifll,l11l{H~ t wil t~unc. t, j oliJng 

JUVQr\,Uf;' It~ Hmna 'J'Qwn 

JU\l(lnil~' .(~ R~H,:(l 

~d!r!1l 1 \) f (WillA t i Oil 

Percent: Chosen 
Before Cut Off 

99 

76 

72 

64 

66 

72 

56 

56 

45 

37 

39 

32 

19 

17 

20 

Percent Chosen 
ACter Cut Off 

1 

6 

16 

13 

15 

25 

29 

14 

20 

26 

14 

22 

22 

18 

13 

• Numb(tf' of R(I(;otmllt'!ntl~lti,ona Altered After Viewi.ng Three, Additional Cards: 

Altered 

Unaltered 

Total 

114. 

Percent Chosen 

8 

173 

181 

100 

82 

88 

77 

81 

97 

85 

70 

65 

63 

53 

54 

41 

35 

33 

Percent 

4 

96 

100 
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TABLE 27 

NUl-mER OF INFORMATION CARDS REQUESTED BY STAFF IN DECISION GAM1~ 

Number of Cards Reguested Percent of Staff 

1-4 16% 
'. 

5-8 44% 

9-12 24% 

13-16 16% 

Median Number of Cards Requested 7.79 

Mean Number of Cards Requested 8.37 

Standard Deviation 3.74 

. . . 

TABLE 28 I . 

. . 
'RECOHHENDATIONS KWE BY ST.h.FF IN DECrSrm1 GAHE 

.. 
Disposition ~umber Percent 

State Institution 99 51+ 

'Probation to Gr~up or Foster .Home 62 34 

Return Home on Probation '21 12 

Total 182 100 
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thrccaddttiof]al carda had little effect on the decisions made by the staff. 

In only 4X of thl~ gallWs did the staff m~mbers chanee their recommendati.on be

CflmJC pC in£otu!~jt:ion they saw on the three additional cards. 

1i (.lbll:.'!1 25 nnd 26 reveal that, by far, the information looked at first 

tmd JJ)(HlL c,:ofitdst.:.ntly .... a$ lhe delinquent history. The commitment offense had 

the JUH;ond hi,gllC(H median tHnk of clwice. Thus, it appears that first and 

toramoDt. the ~taCf wanta to see why the juvenile has ended up in a state 

i,un 1, nit ton. 

l'h(~ oth(n' j,nformation, howevet: J is not neglected. Table 26 reveals that 

famUY l1.nd (~CllI\llW.11ity information, the psychologist's report of the juvenile's 

pc.nHmlllity fUllct.ioning, and the probation officer's recommendation, werE:. 

<.:onHult<.'d in. two-t;hi~df.l of the games before a decision was reached. The 

j\lv(!llilt!' fJ v:l (~W OL the problem. the caseworker's impression, and the group 

liv;tns uPPI;'s;litHll (cottage-living report) were all selected in over 50% of 

th(j CtUH.;IJ. It UPP('·ots t then t that the staff member first looks at the offense 

nnd c!",lll1qi.HmL h:1 €leory to see if it mer.its institutionalization, and then 

looktf at other. inror.m~.t;ton t() corroborate or alter his estimation of the 

juv('!nU(,ttl r\N~da. 

116. 

11H.~ lH'ohutlon officer's recommendation, the caseworker's impression, the 

Pllr~nt6' r<,coll!ll\(,~ndotiotl, the jU'Jcnile.ts intellectual functioning, the juvenile's 

homl.~ town. und tllt! j uven:i.le' s age are often chosen among the three cards looked 

At. n(U,H' tho stll!! members make their recommendation, indicating that they are 

tlW)r~ U.kcl)' to be \u,H,d t.o corru'o~t'ate and confirm his decision, and playa minor 

role in dotermining it. Consistent with the questionnaire data. the juvenile's 

race :md hotno town arc ranked at the bottom along with medical information, which 

il vhwod by the staff tlS irrelevant to their decision. 
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Table 28 indicates the actual decisions made by the staff. Commitment 

to the ins ti tu tion was recommended in only 54% 0 f the cases. I t '''ill be 

recalled from the content analysis that commitments were actually made in 79,8% 

of the cases analyzed. However, it is difficult to make any comparisons be

tween the two sets of data because pf the experimental nature of the decision 

game and because the five cases used in the decision game were in no way drawn 

to be representative of all the cases which were processed by the three state 

juvenile institutions. Finally, the time lag between the content analysis 

data (January, 1973 - J~ne, 1974) and 'the decision game (June, July, 1975) may 

account for some of the differences in the results. 

Another important difference in the two methods exists. Because no 

117. 

data could be obtained from the files on the availability of community placements, 

staff members were instr~cted to assume that any such placement was available. 

Although 34% of the recommendations were for foster or group homes, many such 

placements might not be available in the real world. For example, one staff 

member who recommended a group home in one of the games, said afterwards that 

he knew that there were no group homes in the juvenile's home county and that, 

in actuality, the juvenile would probably be committed. This suggests the 

possibility that if there were a wceater number of community resources available, 

.the staff might be willing to recommend a greater number of community placements. 

As mentioned earlier, each of the five original cases on the decision game 

were exactly duplicated with the exception of the sex of the juvenile. All 

pronouns were changed to the opposite sex. The only other changes were those 

relating to other people wher~ failure to change their sex would distort the 

meaning of the report. For example, if a girl became "boy crazy" at the age of 

fifteen, this was changed to "girl crazy" on the corresponding male case. The 

sets of cases were then randomly assigned by means of a coin flip to different 

staff members. 
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Table 29 represents the mcan ranking of choice-order of information 

(,1' the l1ull'~ ll.nd female versions of the cases. Sex made no significant d:f.fference 

in the o.rdcr in which information was chosen by the staff. The bottom variable, 

tlfH!VerLty (jf d:f..spoaition" is the mean of the weighted dispositions. As dis

CUf.HH;!dc(lrl:i.er, dispositions were weigh ted by their mean rank-order disposi tion 

flU judged by the staff on .:ite questionnaire. The results show that the mean 

dispoa'i tforw [or malc and female cases are practically the same. According to 

the decision game, therefor.e, the juvenile's sex .i8 not a determining factor in 

dIe way sco!f moke decisions. 

Some Acldf. t:i(')l1ul CO\11men ts 

It: hafJ b(\cn shown that the staff are essentially correct when they 

stOle thilt; no on(' c.ritet'ia or group of criteria is the most important factor 

til Illuldng d{lds:Ions. Theit' tendency to view all factors as important is 

indicative of the absence of any specific criteria in the decision-making process. 

l~ypiclillY, the staff nlcmber, depending upon his position in the institution and 

ellt·. lrmount ()finformation accessible to him, sifts through an assortment of 

It·pOr.ts one) Ura t hand impressions to reach an opinion about the character and 

ne~d8 of each juvenile. Although the decision game suggests that the offense 

and delinquent history are the most important criteria used, they are certainly 

not the, onl y one.s. While the conten t analysis showed that serious' and drug 

oficndocl:l Were more likely to be institutionalized than status offenders, this 

telnt:f(m~$hip waa not II strong one (over two-thirds of the status offenders 

we,re. inad t\ltionulized) lmd waS found to be characteristic of MMTC and not the 

other two institutions. It appeat's, therefore, that there is a definite need 

for the dovelopment of criteria to be used by the institutional staff to make 

decisions about Juveniles. In the conclusion of this report, further research 



TABLE 29 
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JUVENILE SEX AS A DETERHINANT Ol~ DECISION-CANE CHOICES AND RECOMHENDATION 

* Based on analysis of variance, n = 182 cases, alpha a .05. 

*. Mean score of dispositions weighted by staff rating of the severity of each disposition • 

. .,. , 
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to develop criteria will be recdmmended. At this point, however, two other 

issues must be dealt with. 

The data from the content analysis indicates that the majority of status 

offendets who are sent to one of the three state institutions for juveniles 

for diagnostic evaluations are likely to be admitted to the treatment program 

of the institution (although not as likely as are serious and drug offenders) • 

Yet the data on the parole decision indicates· that status offenders are likely 

to stay just as long in the institution as are ser.ious offenders. Since there 

is no way of objectively assessing the needs of these youngsters, it is 

impossible to call this a poor decision. But it does raise an important 

question of fairness. Is it fair to incarcerate a status offender (who has not 

committed a crime) and force him to stay in the institution as long as a 

seriolls offender? 

120. 

One of the reasons why this occurs is suggested by the questionnaire data. 

Although the offense and delinquent history iiJ an important criteria in the 

staff member's mind for making initial decisions about juveniles, it is 

relatively unimportant in making parole decisions. Parole decisions are based 

on the juvenile's progress in the program, including his attitude relating to 

staff and peers, his general maturity and growth and accepts.nce of responsibility. 

It is assumed that del:l.nquency results from immaturity, lack of responsibility, 

poor attitudes toward authority, and sometimes emotional difficulties and parental 

neglect. Thus, it :l,s assumed that what these kids need is a program that will 

make them accountable to themselves as well as others and develop them into 

mature human beings. They need to "grow up". Growing up, however, is not a 

problem that confronts delinquents exclusively, but is a problem faced by all 

juveniles in American society. Developing self-confidence, learning to accept 

authority, being responsible for one's actions, and learning to deal with others 
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are important problems which all adolescents have to deal with. 

Although delinquents (i.e. serious offenders) may benefit from this 

period of "enforced ma turi ty" (although there is no evidence that any ()f these 

programs are successful in reducing recidivism) and non-delinquents (i.e. status 

offenders) may also benefit, in terms of personal growth, maturity, andl learning 

to deal with others (although again, there is no evidence that they derive a 

greater benefit than they would at home or 0':1 their own, and nothing is known 

about the detrimental effects of institutionalization), is this a fair basis 

on which to remove non-criminals from society and then judge their fitness to 

ret'Jrn? There are countless juveniles not in institutions who n,:ed to mature 

and learn to function as adults in the world. This is what the period of 

adolescence ;i.s designed to do. Yet, some juveniles, because they lack an 

"acceptable" home life, are forced to do their maturing in the con.fines of an 

institution where no differentiation is made between them and juveniles \\Iho 

have committed serious crimes. 

It is the contebtion of this report, therefore, that the crimitlal 

justice system is not, and never was, intended as an educational institution or 

a place to teach people proper manners and attitudes. It is intended, 'primarily, 

to punish and to rehabilitate cdminals, alt!lOugh recent studies have suggested 

, its lack of success in the latter. It is, therefore, the recommendation of this 

report that status offenders not be institutionalized, and, if possible, that 

they not even be dealt with by the juvenile justice system. Forseeing the 
, 

possibility that the legislature might not be'ready to' make such a change, this 

report recommends that, in the interim, the goals of treat,ing status offenders 

should not be centered upon improving their character, but should be directed 

toward finding a community placement where the juvenile could be helped without 

such a harsh deprivation of liberty as institutionalization. 
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fhftT 'rlli8e/J ~ ae(!ond crucial point. If status offenders are to be 

tJ'tl;ttcd in t he community, 'there have to be places to treat them. Many of them 

Cllfll'tM" r~tlJrll hom.c (Often it is their par.ents who sign the delinquency petition 

,in tht! !;{r.ui place.) il/1d fJ()c:i,cty feels enough of a responsibility to them not to 

JNlV(t th~m wJ.H'Id(rt'lns the atreets. There is need, therefore, of a great many 
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JtlOre cQmtnurdty fllC'Hit:iCf~ to deal. w:tth stlltusoffenders. Nor should community 

trcat.lflt,'IH be reetrictc.d to f;tattls offenders. Many, indeed most, of the juveniles 

lalH:l~d tIS " fl l!ritHH3 Q{f('ndcxs" :tn chi.srepor.t have committed prop.er.ty 

er'1ti'l~~ ... '- PIHlY theit, V,ll1dal1E;m, automobile theft, shoplifting -- crimes 

for wh1.ch they\.lould probably not go to pl:ison as adults if they were first 

o(f('nu('rl{, l1w datil h.'mJ this study indicates, although it does not substantiate, 

th(~ ftH~t t.lalttlH! fltl1Jf wc:uld be w;l,lHng to recommend a community placement in 

~HlY nmre :!tHjlOOCCil if stleh a placement existed. The lower rate of institution

h1i1~{HJon lIt, H1:fl'C if) prohnbly expl~linad, in pal:t, by the greater number of 

(,,~(HtaIlUn,l t)' progrAm!! nnd [llcilicies fot' dealing wtth juveniles in the metropolitan 

uteG. TI'~ hJ~\rr rala of recon~endatian$ for probation on the decision game also 

1ntlJCtltNtil willingl).(.!$f.! for s·taff to use community facilities. After all, the 

.taff ate nut oBr~B crying to collect all the juveniles they can to serve their 

ow:t\, tHHlht:l<~ dt:'ail;cs. Alchol.lgh the staff may not have any systematic way of 

m(lk:L~!H d(t'Gil, l.cnf:i t tht~Y l!lt(t trying to help juveniles. .Many of them believe that 

motH: j\lw;n),i1« d.;tl.1.oqu(mt8 need. help -- the kind of help they offer at the 

:.tOiIJtittltl.(Jll. But they also recognize thl:lc many of the juveniles they deal with 

c:ould b~ helped just ~lS well in community placements,if such placenlents were 

8'\O\;Ufibl~.t. this 1$ thCl direction in which the State of Minnesota has been moving. 

l.fOP(,!(\lUy. :it w!.l,l contj,nuQ to move in this direction at a more rapid pac;~e •. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

Staff Attitudes about Juvenile 

Delinquents and Juvenile Institutions 

123. 

Before moving on to a final statement of conclusions and recommendations, 

this chapter will present a detailed examination of staff activities and their 

relationship to decision-making. This will shed further light on the way the 

staff resolves the punishment vs. treatment contradictions of the juvenile 

justice system and how they define the role of juvenile institutions. 

Table 30 reports the staff view of the purpose of the institution. The 

staff were asked to rank order their top three choices from the list provided 

on the questionnaire. The left hand column of figures notes the percent of 

staff who chose each purpose as one of their three choices. The right hand 

column tells the percent of staff who chose ea'ch purpose as their firs t choice. 

It is apparent' that the staff is overwhelmingly treatment oriented in their 

attitudes towards the purpose of the institution. Only 8% of the staff chose 

community pro,tection among their first three choices, 1% chose institutional 

adjustment, 1% chose punishment, and 2% chose deterrence. Sixteen percent said 

the purpose is to train and educate juveniles, which- could connote either a 

, custodial or treatment orientation. Another 8% chose teaching good habits and 

8% chose teaching obedience and respect for authority, attitudes which are 

custodial in orientation but which could be viewed in treatment terms (i.e. -

teaching obedience and respect not out of a desire to punish the juvenile but 

out of a desire to help the juvenile adjust in the world and grow out of his 

delinquent patterns). 

Changing socIal attitudes and values, helping juveniles grow and mature, 

helping them gain a better understanding of their behavior, and help them adjust 
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TABLE 30 

S1'AI!.F OPWWHS ON THI'. PURPOSE OF THE INSTITUTION 

1'(, (:'HutJ{(~ j uv~nUc' f1 fH,)(;ltil 
.H t:t t Udt:fJ fmd Vnhl(lR 

To hfilp juvt'rdlf'ti f{tm .. , {lnd lIUltUt'(! 

tUl tnuMn h(dngo 

To h~lJl juv~nI INJ Pttdn an 
und~rH~4ndlnH of tha kind of thing 
thlltB,('lt Ilwm 1.[1 t.t'ouhl<! 

T() hdl' jl!w·rd)(.!ll l(:<IH't1 to <Hljulilt to 
lJf,· In. til(.' cmllfllunJt.y 

'1'() J):rt) t (:>,~ t t.h(' {'ollmmnHy f () 1:' (l 

JH:l.' 1 () Q (If t1 nit! 

To h~lp juv~nfl~" l~Drn to get along 
bt'tt('r ",·1th otlH'r IH'o(lh. 

To Lraln and ~ducaLe JuycniJ.cs 

TO t~.rh abrd1~nc~ and r~8PQatfor 
tHlUwl':il>' 

To d(llt'f OUH't' ylHHlR p~(iplc ,h.-om 
8ott1nH inLo truuble 

To ht\l p J 1.1V~'nJl<'lJ h'nrn: to. odj us t 
La lifo in tho instIcution 

To prot~cl juuDnil~1 from a poor 
. ~l\vl :a:()I)I1I~l\ tnt !WtfiC 

"0 punhh dt'H tli:lu~m ttl for the, WJ,"Qllg\ 

thf.l\f;tl tlwy did 

X of Staff 
Chooa:i.ng this Item 
Among Three Choices 

47 

61 

56 

57 

8 

33 

16 

8 

8 

2 

1 

2 

. ' 
-L 
300 

.. 
MhUJ t.han ·lOOi b{H';~.\I:te ~HHOO 8tl1rt dJd not specify order of choice. 
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% of Staff 
Choosing this Item 

First 

25 

22 

17 

16 

4 

3 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

94* 

I 



to life in the community are by.far the most important purposes of the 

institution from the staff's viewpoint, and indicate their general treatment 

orientation. As a rule, staff see themselves to be in the business of "helping" 

juveniles. However, this does not rule out punishment. ~1any staff feel that 

the best kind of treatment is firmn~ss, holding juveniles responsible for 

their actions, and punishing them for inappropriate behavior. The cllstodial 

vs. treatment dimension is, therefore, an important aspect of staff attitudes. 

125. 

It falls, however, within the general domain of treatment. The custodial/treatment 

attitude scale is a general measure of staff views on how treatment should be 

accomplished. The custodial attitude holds that juveniles should be taught 

respect for authority, proper attitudes and behavior, and responsibility for 

their actions. The best kind of treatment is seen in terms of an orientation 

of firmness toward juveniles. Treatment oriented staff, on the other hand, 

stress the emotional difficulties of the chil~, and his need for understanding, 

support and help in dealing with his environmental and personal difficulties. 

To use common stereotypes, the custodially oriented staff member is akin to a 

parent who is conservative in his child rearing technique, a disciplinarian 

and, one who demands respect and obedience.' The treatment-oriented staff member 

is more liberal, allowing greater individual expression by the child and 

. believing that proper development can best be' achieved by providing a loving, 

supportive environment. Both orientations have the goal of helping the child. 

The differences lie in the methods they believe will best help the child, and 

the belief concerning the underlying causal dimensions of delinquency. 

It should be pointed,out that the above approaches are,not mutually 

eX.clusive. It is very likely that many of the staff share both of the attitudes 

described above. Yet staff members will likely have attitudes more in common 

with one of the two perspectives than the other. The custodial/treatment scale, 
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then, _Duures the place where the staff member falls on a treatment-custodial 

continuum of how juvenile delinquents should be trea.ted. 

Table 31 preGents the relatiC'iilship of the indiVidual's score on the 

euotod1d/tnwtmcnt scale with other staff attitudes and characteristics. The 

lett; tl~nd column of figures gives the point biserial correlation (Pearson's r) 

beWcu.m the continuous vnriable custodial treatment with di chotomized versions 

of the Vor:J.(1bleG listed in the left hand column of the table. Charact2ristics 

and 41 tHtudel'l Wer.e dichotomized into "yes" or "no" categories. A posi,tive 

correlation. thoreforo, mcans that people who possess the listed attitude or 

cIHu:acted.6tic ar.c Jtlore custodially oriented, and a negative correlation means 

'l1H!r(,:fJutcs show that the college educated staff are more tredtment 

orHmtcd thon the non-colJ.ege educated staff. This is understandable, since 

collCRO cducttt:,'d pt'!ople tend to have more liberal values toward child rearing 

th.llll do nOJ).-('oll<~g(~ ftduca ted indi.viduals. College training is likely to 

inculcate in it. Bradu8tes a greater appreciation for psychological and social 

crxpltuUitlona of delinq\,lency causation. Hence, the greater reliance on treatment 

Qti~ntad methods by col1~8e educated staff. 

I'he only other non'-attitudinal staff characteristic .related to custodial 

'U'CHHJ1tOn,t uttttodes is illstitution.MMTC staff are more custodial oriented than 
. . 

non-.HM'l'C.lHtt(!.' This is surprising, since MMTC had a higher rate of community 

pl.l(;~mentG llnd a lowet: mean length of incarceration than MHS or STS. The 

rttnder is reminded, howevet, that the primary influence at MMTC staffings wrs 

vlo1dedby U cQllcga-eclucatcq caseworker. It is possible, although not verifiable 

.tro~ tho. datIl. that the commitment rate 'for Ml-ITC would be higher if the cottage 

coun$C10ffJ vcre given a greater volee in decision-maklng. 
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TABLE 31 
CORREl.ATIONS OF CUSTODIAL/TREATHENT ATTITUDES 

WITH OTHER STAFF ATTITUDES AND CHARACTERIS'l'ICS 

Variables 

5+ years working in institution 

5+ years working in correction.s 

t-lorking at MMfC 

Working at STS 

Working at MHS 

Over 35 years old 

Male 

College educated 

Belief in Conununity Corrections 

Possessing Racial Stereotypes 

Attributing Importance to Child's 
Attitude Towards Authority 

Belief that Leaders aLe More Delinquent 
than Followers 

Belief in Effectiveness of Institution 

Belief that Boys and Girls should be 
treated differently 

Tendency to accept Judge's decision 

Belief in Psychological explanations of 
delinquency 

Belief that young delinquen.ts should be held 
less accountable than older delinquents 

Belief that remorseful juveniles are less 
serious delinquents 

Point Biserial 
Correlations 

.06 

.04 

.13 

-.02 

-.07 

.11 

-.01 

-.23 

-.06 

• 40 

.13 

.08 

-.13 

.06 

.32 

.08 

.18 

.Q3 

Number 
of Cases 

154 

15,4 

157 

157 

157 

157 

157 

157 

141 

66 

124 

129 

97 

104 

48 

108 

80 

53 

~,' 127. 

Significance 

n.s. 

n.s. 

.05 

n.s. 

n.s • 

n.s. 

n.s. 

.01 

n.s • 

.001 

n.s. 

n.s. 

n.s. 

n.s • 

• 01 

n.s. 

.05 

n.s. 
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StnH P(H:J$efH»Jng rac:1alatereotypes were more likely to be custodially 

oric:nt<':d t.hllfl ttw:~e lIot pot:lfJesdng radal 8 tereotypes. Evidently, the same 
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t:ypc: of COOfHH'V3tiv(! llttitude which relates to custodial attitudes also relates 

to no indJvJdual'. racial beliefs. Custodial oriented staff are also more likely 

t<) be thof>c who U'nd to accept judicial decisions and are more likely to feel 

dun y<HJnf.wr delinquents nhould be held less accountable than older delinquents • 

'~v..Ldon t;ly, th(\ bel.i(>( lha t juveniles should be held accountable for themselves 

d008 not apply 8. strongly, in the minds of custodially oriented staff, to ' 

),OtIrlH(lt' ,1 ~Nt~rl:il.(,'t'. Thus, although none of the relationships are large, there 

do('~ tend to be a aHght relationship between custodial and treatment orientations 

MId ~OI.lW g('H<trnl conGe.tv(I tive vs. liber althemes. 

'l'(lbh~ .32 summ{}rize$ the relationship between all of the staff attitudes 

mCOKHIn'd und ~Hoff Clll.ltl)(''.ceristics. In general, the relationships are small 

Md non .... fli.~nif:f('l'Int. gxceptions include a greater degree of racial stereotyping 

fll S'X'S (mHI lowcl.* d{'grce at MIlS), a lower l'f.d.ief in the effectiveness of the 

:iniHitut:;{{lll ;in deol:! og with juveniles atMM'rC and a higher one at STS. This may 

b(1 dUe) to the f~lCt l:hllt HHTC was phasing out its juvenile programs and was in 

It nu'&l<' of dhol'~~ani~lItion and flux. at the time the questionnaire was administered. 

S'tS. on t:h(~ OLhor h~md, hilS a structured program to which many of the staff 

lIl~tlllbcrti ur(~ d(!tHcat~d. It follows that they believe it is an effective program. 

1'h~,n :13 1l.'U6 nge ste:rQQtyping (belief that youngsters should be held less 

IlI'!t:Qont.nb),Q for the:lr delinq~l(~ncies than older juveniles) at STS than at the 

oUurr intitHut'lona.. Finally ,female staff members were more likely to believe 

tn pGychologicol t.rXphnHltions of delinquency than were males. The age, education, 

,uHI number' of :ye~rs t.he ~Jtaff were in the field of corrections did not relate 

s1an.f,UeAIH:;) y to any of the. attitudinal variables (except for the relationship 

bat\J(.'en tHhlt':Mion nod cust;odial/t.relltment attitudes discussed above). 
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TAm~E 32 

RELATIONSHIP WITH STAFF ATTITUDES TO STAFF CHARACTERISTICS* 

Years in 
Corrections Institution Sex Age Education 

Belief in . Community 
Corrections n.s. n.s. n.s •. n.9·, n.s. 

Racial Higher at STS (.05) 
Stereotyping n.s. Lower at l-UlS (.05) n.s. n.s. n.s. 

Authority n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 

Leader 
vs. 
Follower n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 

Effectiveness 
of Lower at MHTC (.0001) 
Institution . n.s. Higher at S'fS (.05) 

Sex 
Stereotyping n.s~ n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 

Faith in 
Judge's 
Decision n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. ' 

Belief in Higher for 
Psychological Females 
Causes n.s. n.s. ( .05) n.s. n.s. 

Age 
Stereotyping n.s. Lower at STS (.05) n.s. n.s. n.s. 

Importance 
of 
Juvenile 
Remorse n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. . n.s. 

.' 

.. Level of Significance in parenthesis (n.s. = not significant), based on chi-square 
contingency tables for dichotomized variables. 

. . 
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Of primary ~ntcrc$t hete 1s the relationship between these staff 

eh(ir~c.t(~dfft"ic6 Ilnd utaH attitudes to decision-making. Scores on each of 

thtHHt vllrhibli;HJ W('fC carre] nted with the staff member' 5 tendency to reconunend 

~.ycra VI. lenient dispositions on the decision game. As mentioned earlier, 

thb 1nd(~x of dillpoaitional tendencies was obtained by weighting each of the 

fiva dot:ildOfltfltl.(lQ,· by the staff member by the mean rating of the severity of 

th4t d:it.lpod dOll lIGtatcd by the staff on the questionnaire. The five weighted 

dtepa.1tJonR were than averaged. An additional independent vari~ble, the 

{fVCft1S" ,,,unbar of cnrdt, tequeal:ed by tht: staff member., was also included in the 

tUH'llyldtl. A a.'tcp"",dsC' regrc.6aiol1 analys:is was performed, regressing the 

Jndep~nd~nt variables on tho index of dispositional tendencies. Included in 

tbe analysis were data from the 34 of the 37 staff members" who played the 

dcc:hJon IVHi\(~ and alHo fined Ollt the staff questionnaire. 

Tht! r(l~\,lll;s of the regression analysis arc contained in Table 33. On 

thowhol(i, tll,'se tltllff. ntt"1tudes and char.actIC!ristic$ corr.elated highly with 

Bav~rjty of dispDsitions. The multiple R was .77 and the multiple R squared 

WiW • 59. ~thulJ. nlmont: thre.(~-fifth$ of' the variance in the severity of disposition 

WIS .ccQunt~d [or by the jndcpendent variables. 

TlIbl(; ;3) presents th~ v.Hiables in the order in which they were entered 

into till regrus.ion. In a step-wise regression the variable with the highest 

&~ro"'(H·{h.'r. (,'Qrnl1~ti()n w1th the dependent variable is entered first. The 

Vkl"hbH~ \dth th(t highest: f'il.'st-order correlation (with the effects of the first 

vld~ble J1« .. tinlled out) w;!,th the dependent varillble is entered second, and so on. 

fhcfMult- .. i'how th~tt only the first three variables are significant in the 

allOu"t:. ot tot!\l varinnce they explain, l.e •• the difference between the total 

vari4t'll;:a .rxplnJ,n~d bef.ore the varillble is added and after the variable is added. 

2 Thh Amount ,b found under thQdght hand columu, Change in R. Together, these 
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Va.riables 

No. Cards Chosen 

Leader/Follower 

Sex Stereotyping 

Race Stereotyping 

Custodial/Treatment 

Age Stereotyping 

Faith in Judges 

Education 

Years in 
Institution 

Years in 
Corrections 

Age 

Effect:1.veness of 
Institution 

Importance of 
Authority 

Importance of 
Remorse 

Belief in Conununity 
Corrections 

TABLE 33 

Stcp-'1Ji~e Regression of Staff Attitudes 
and 

Characteristics on Severity of Disposition 

Zero- F to 
Order Enter SignHicnncc 

-.35 4.57 .04 

,.33 5.11 .03 

-.17 5.75 .02 

-.25 1.52 .23 

-.07 1.34 .26 

-.18 1.90 .18 

-.27 1.05 .32 

-.12 .97 .33 

.22 .98 .33 

-.04 .83 .37 

.28 .92 .35 

.27 .89 .36 

.00 .39 .54 

.02 .12 .74 

.04 .19 .67 

Belief of Psychological 
Exp1. -.30 .02 .89 

132. 

R R2 
Chan~e 
inL 

.35 .13 .13 

.50 .25 .l.2 

.61 .37 .12 

.63 .40 .03 

.65 .43 .03 

.68 .47 .04 

.70 .49 .02 

.71 .51 .02 

.72 .53 .02 

.74 .54 .01 

.75 .56 .02 

.76 .SS .02 

.77 .59 .01 

,77 .59 .00 

.77 .59 .00 

.77 .59 .00 
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t,h.t'fHt V(lr111bl~!fJ nc~'!'outlt for:' 37 percent of the variance in severity of disposition. 

~d l('nOh(~ of tlwr.Nn ... d,n:itlf~ variables in themselves account for more than 4% 

oJ' (ldd1,Uoml'l variance, together. the.y explain an add! tional 22% of the variance. 

If} (lddHi.Qo, fH)tr~ of tlu.!JJc variablc!l have hi,gh zer.o-order correlations with 

.evcrlLy of dispa,itiot., but their position in the equation causes them to 

explain liLLlv additianal variance. Nevertheless, their relationship to the 

ti(:V{" d. ty or df Bpost U ()tHJflllould be cxpJ ored. 

n ;ttl qu1ttt flurpr:f.sing to find that the number of cards chosen has the 

h1B11~6L z~ro-nrdcr correlation with severity of disposition, especially since 

tIl(' vtlriub'l(' WlH) l.ncludcd as nn nfterthought. Nevertheless, the negative 

relationship b~Lw~~n it and severity of dispositions makes sense. The more 

Cllrdfl (inf()rm.)t,i(m) loO'k,·d at by the staff mcnlbcr, the less the likelihood 

oJ j'nl}t1t\Il:J~HHllfzilt.;!on (Inti tht; greater the likelihood of a community placement. 

It II('(!IJ\B pl,HlJ!lJb'l(' t;hnt lilr sttlff me,mber who looks at only a few pieces of 

:t.niOI'1tlHiion ;1,f{ likely to IlInke a quick decision based on a few pieces of informa

t:ton. Sim'c t.ll(' c,Qmnd tn)('nt offense and the delinquent history are the two items 

ChOtl~!1 ,{TrHt l1l0nt f.requently (see Tables 25 and 26), it seems that these staff 

nl'(~ hlwJng lhdl' dt.:cis:i.ons on the offense and are less impressed by other 

contil'lRt·neiNl. 'rh(~y ar(' mare likely to see things in black and white terms - a 

tU,'r.JOU6 QJ," 6cmL""(H~d,()us (.)Cf~nse is enough to justify a commitment, so they do not 

'nN~d to It.~ok 1.1 t ll)Qt't' cllrds. On the other hand, a staff member who looks at more 

t'wrdfJ lU{})' be look!,,!) for ndditional information in order to understand the 

lHH'tJ,cullrr pt'oblt'tll nnd nt'(->dll of the juvenile. This staff member might be looking 

for" (:onll'nunity plnclHl1Cnt whclleve,r possible and. might, therefore, look at as 

I\ut'h :lnJ(lrtlUlt:i.oo ~H, possible in. order to find something to justify a community 

pl.J1CtHnr;,n t. .~:V(\1\ if the IHnff m~mber did not intend to find a community placement, 

but luokt~d at more illfQt"tnntion alit of cut:'iosity or a desire to see everything 
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before deciding, the very fact that he saw 'all the information might suggest 

placements other than institutionalization. That is, the more he kno'l1s about 

a juvenile, the more the staff member might decide that a non-institutional 

disposition is what is needed. 

The second variable in the equation, which adds 12% to the explained 

variance, is the belief that leaders in the commissivn of delinquent acts should 

be held more responsible than followers. This variable is positively correlated 

with severity of disposition (r = .33). That is, staff members Who accept this 

proposition are likely to recommend more severe d:i.spositions. While there may 

be several ways to explain this finding, one possibility is that the stress on 

the greater culpability of leaders is indicative of a more conservative, 

authoritarian ideology which holds that people should be held responsible for 

their actions. The authoritorian ideology recognizes the difference between 

leaders and followers, and accords greater importance and respect - hence 

responsibility - to leaders. Thus, it is possible that the important variable 

on deciding both severity of disposition a.nd the belief that leaders should be 

held more accountable than followers is a general conservative, authoritarian 

ideology stressing individual discipline and stern punishment for wrongdoers. 

In the case of delinquents, this may take the form that delinquen.ts sh(l\lld be 

. punished for their wrong regardless of the contingencies involved, especially 

if they were the leaders or instigators of the act. The present data, however, 

does not provide a direct measure of authoritarian ideology, and any comments 

about its influence in decision-making must be treated as speculation. Perhaps 

future research into staff attitudes and their relationship to decision-making 

will be able to clarify and illuminate this hypothesized relationship. 

Sex stereotyping (the belief that girls should be treated differently 

from boys) is the third significant variable in the regression (r • -.17) 

134. 
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•• pl6'ninB 12% of additional v~tiance in severity of disposition. Although 

not nlRn,rJc~nti race 8tarvatyping (the belief that minorities are more likely 
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to b~ d~linquent tllBn whit~8), age stereotyping (the belief that younger juveniles 

6hould be huLd leis accountable for their actions than older juveniles) and 

the 1)(:'1.lef ;tn psydlOlog:1.clll explanatiof1sare all negatively related to severity 

cd djflpooit1eon, with zero-(n;'~!~t' ('!.OrrclaClons of -.17, -.25, -.18 and -.29 

fNr/H·('I;lv(·ly. All of thNH~ vari4hlin.S reflect· a greater emphasis on the 

:tnd f v1 dtHll ! ~l twJquencws. People who score high on these. scales are less likely 

to 8f~ t)11ngD 1n blutk and white terms but arc more willing to gear the specific 

dJ(IP(ll.iithm to tIl(' pllrl::t(~ul(lr needs of the juvenile. This suggests a greater 

will 1 n~IWNiI to l"('coltlll1cnd a COnliCl)! ty placement when it best fits the needs of 

l.h<' J tl:V(! n:il (~ . 

Old('t' HtMf l1nd senff with mor.e years in the institution are more likely 

tc>n'~'otrtm('IHl JJI,'V('l't''r diHposicions (zero-order. correlations of .28 and .22 

fC;)up(H'11,YQly) than younger l1nd newc,'r stDff. If the hypothesis of a more 

(onsrrvnt1v0 nnd outlloritorinn attitude js correct, it may be that older 

ind1viduuls 1101d Bueh nttiLudes, not necessar.ily because they are older, but because 

tl1~y u'nd to be lNlli ('du('nt(ld and enter.ed the field of corrections when such 

Ilttj t I1ti<'O \J('l'{' IUQl'(' w.f d(:!ly h('ld and accepted. The negative correlation between 

edurHtJon and l~v~riLy Qf disposition (r ~ -.12) lends some support to this 

con tN\ t:( on. 

nl~ POP1liv~ relationship bctween belief in the effectiveness of the 

in.tittleton Ind uevority of disposition (r. • .27) requires little explanation. 

StitH mQll\b(.!fU Whl) do not bcUevc'-thllt their i,nstitution is helping delinquents 

would l,,~ It.ltH~ lil\('ly to Commit juveniles to the institution. This might, in part, 

~xplnj" th~ low(lrrtlt~ of in!H:itutionalizntion at r-n-rrc reported in Chapter Four. 
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As suggested in this Chapter, MMTC staff are less likely to believe in the 

effectiveness of their institution than are the staff at the other two 

institutions. On the other hand, the belief that cne's institution is effectively 

dealing with juveniles would increase the tendency to institutionalize. 

One finding is particularly difficult to explain. Staff members who 

more readily accept the decisions of judges are less likely to recommend severe 

dispositions (r = -.27) than those who proport to question judicial recommenda

tions. This would tend to argue against the authoritorian ideol6gy explanaiion 

suggested above, since, judges are supposed to be respected carriers of authority. 

One possibility is that the more punitive-oriented staff distrusts judger in 

general and finds them too liberal. Another is that staff members who tend 

to reconnne.nd harsher dispositions are more prone to make decisions on their own, 

based primarily on the offense and on their impression of the juvenile. In fact, 

during the course of the decision game, several staff members told the researcher 

that they rarely read the reports, but usually base their decisions on their 

impressions of the juvenile. It is not known, howeve~, whether or not these 

staff were among those who scored higher on the severity of disposition scale. 

lbe relationship between the number of cards looked at and the disposition attests 

to this tendency. It may be, then, that staff wno tend to recommend institution-

'alization have already made up their minds and are not interested in the judge's 

recommendation. It is irrelevant and something which they do not feel obligated 

to follow. This interpretation is supported by the positive relationship (r = .27) 

between faith in judges and the number of cat.'ds looked at, which suggests that those 

who look at less information are less likely to accept the judge's recommendation. 

One final finding, the absence of a relationship, should be reported. 

Custodial/treatment attitudes were found to be unrelated to severity of disposition 

(r = -.07). It appears likely, that although they approach the issue from different 

-.-~-----------'--------------------
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perspectives, they both tend to 'reach the same conc1vsions regarding juveniles. 

CUBtodial or1.ented staff may recommend institutionalization in order to punish 

the juvenile for his wrongdoing and hold him responsible for his actions. 

Institutionalization may be seen as a matter of t:eaching the juvenile proper 

attitudes and respect for authority. Treatment oriented staff, on the other 

hand, may institutionalize a juvenile for the benefit he will derive, whether 

these benefits be educational, greater personal growth and maturit.y, 

treatment of personal adjustment problems, or removal from a danaging and un-

atable home environment, the juvenile is committed, in this case, so that he 

1!!ay be treated or helped. 

Table 34 reports the reasons given for decisions (on the decision game) 

by ~ustod:1al Cl.nd treatment staff. Up to .three reasons were recorded for each 

decision. It appears that treatment oriented and custodial oriented reasons 

are givE'n itl equal frequency by staff members holding both types of attitudes. 

Yet it is st.ill possible that the meanings that are attributed to statements 

like tihen(!eds more structure" or "he is out of control" differ among the two 

groups. Offense seriousness may connote bad character or immorality for high 

custodial staff, wher(~a$ it may connote underlying emotional problems for low 

custQdi.al staff. Similarly, growth and ma.turity may be defined in terms of 

obedience and respect. for authority and by low custody staff in terms of a 

juvenile's need to gain self-insight and an understandi~g of his problem. A 

deeper probing of the way custodial and treat.ment oriented staff make decisions 

io necessary in order to explain why they both recommend institutionalization 

at the same rate. 

There is, then t an irony in the t~ay decisions abollt juveniles are made. 

On the one hand. juveniles are committed to protect society and to punish them 

hz ,-
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TABLE 34 

Reasons Given by Staff for Rcconunendations in Decision Games 

High Custodial LO\~ Custodial 
All Staff* Staff _Staff 

Reason Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 

Offense (seriousness or 
lack thereof) 92 21 39 21 41 19 

Need for structure or control 
(need to be responsible, 
accountable) 102 . 23 49 26 45 21 

Need to grow, mature (develop 
self-insight, esteem, deal 
with problems) 64 15 29 16 31 ..- 14 

Quality of home environment 56 13 24 13 24 11 

Educational needs 22 5 8 4 18 8 

Juvenile's attitude, demeanor, 
behavior 43 10 17 9 20 9 

Juvenile's age 16 4 9 5 6 3 

Prior experiences or lack 
thereof (have failed, 
haven't'been tried, need 
for community placement, 

,etc. ) 28 6, 8 4' 19 9 

Other i4 3 4 2 10 5 

TOTALS 437 100 187 100 214 100 

• 

• 

* Includes three staff who did not fill out questionnaire and for whom no 
custodial/treatment score was available. 
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for thc1:r wrongdoing. On the other hand, they are committed in order to help 

them with their adolescent problems. 'iet from the standpoint of the juvenile, 

the reason,1i do not matter. Juveniles are all lumped together into the same 

pro~~rtHn in the institution :regardless of whether they committed a serious 

off(~ns{! OJ;' a atatus offens~~" and regardless of whether they are bieng punished 

for thc1.r sins or helped with their problems. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

The preceding discussion has suggested that decision-making is done in 

a very unsystematic and random way. Decision-making appears to be based more 

on the subjective feelings of the staff concerning the juvenile's needs 

(including both treatment needs and the need for punishment) rather than an 

in-depth assessment of the progrmas that might be most appropriate. In other 

words, faced with a lack of information on what (if anything) actually works 

for different kinds of delinquents, and faced with an absence of suf.ficient 

knowledge about the availability and value of community programs, staff members 

fall back on that which they know best - their own institutional program. 

Juveniles are committed to the institution for a variety of reasons. 

Status offenders and serious offenders, juveniles from good environments and 

poor environments, young immature juveniles and older, more sophisticated 

juveniles. Some are committed to protect society and punish them for their 

delinquency,while others are committed to help them with their problems. 

Whatever the reason for commitment, h:o~ever, the ch~ef. .criteria for parole is 

the juvenile's growth and maturity and his success in adjusting to the 

institutional program and completing his goals. The underlying assumption 

that delinquency'.will be stopped if juveniles work on their relationship to 

peers and authority and are taught to be responsible for their actions leads to 

parole criteria which are not directly related to the juvenile's delinquency. 

140. 

From the juvenile's standpoint, he is expected to mature and grow as ,a condition 

of release, even if he never actually committed a crime in the first place. The 

result is likely to be confusion in the minds of the juvenile concerning whether 

he is being punished or helped. The staff, seeing the. role of institution in 

treatment terms, is unable to specify who really needs treatment and who does not. 
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1hc-y lJ"tftl~ HUH. aU of the juvc.niles £lent to them arc in need of treatment. 

IttD ()nly t:hCltH~ j{iVt'rd.l(·~l for who.m someone has taken the initiative to find a 

eOl:l!mml.hy x}).nc(,:it!tmt who llctually (HICape institutionalization. Factors such as 

Ul~ t.m(,HwliJl it)' of th(~ lJtobnticm officer to community treatment and the amount 

01' ~(fort Iw 'fx(!t'ta to find placement and the:: presence of a caseworker who is 

Jilf,H:'C htdHa):, ",Jell ~ommunityp.r()gram.s, as well as the greater availability of 

fHHih progrtlflll[t in ,'certtJln tu:c(J.S of the State, are more influential in determining 

tlw ttl,lt' of ti j\Jv('riJ,l~ dc1:lnquent than are any of the characteri.stics of the 

juvrnl1c. b1& offense, or home environment. 

Uew:rul IlUg,SNJ tjooa OTe :1.n order, concerning ways to improve the 

d('!(':i.Hifm-nmtd11f, proC{HHi " Some were men tioned earlier, but will be repeated 

h('rt' fox' th(·ti~k(' of (~omplet:Qne6a. First and foremost, the Department of 

C.(lt'rcrti"HH f!iWH d(~cidc whether or not it is in the business of punishing 

dli'l :fnqU('lIUI tIIHI protl'~t:fng society or ",hether it is in the business of helping 

~I.H .1uv('nlhtl whQ nN~d hc:.lp. It is the opinion of this researcher, that the 

eonrt~J'n Qf t,lH~ Dep(lf.tlll<:Ht of Corrections should be with the former - punishing 

JUVt'td.h'H \.11\0 cOnimit; (,l;j,m(~s bod removing tll(~m from society. Treatment can then 
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be flt:t;<nllptl,.(j wH:h tJH'~s('; jO\!(:t)il.C$, and hopefully, behavior change can be 

tH:(':(WlpliiilH'tL nut til(' dt1ciaion of who should be incarcerated in state institutions 

~hould be mld~ on punltiv~ grounds, rather thrin on the nebulous criteria of 

wlni ['\('t~dfl ht'l P • 

AB tl r(~l1'l1t;t tlli.$ tepo.rt re,cornmends that all status offenders be removed 

fram Lh' juriad1ction cr the Department of Corrections and that they be handled 

l,y ammo otlun' fHn'vic:t' or.i('H'Ite.d agency. There are many delinquents who, although 

CMQQQt'il.:'H.l ~VA fJ4f'ioutf ofhodet'$, havl~ not committed offenses that would be 

t(:uuj:td~rod V(lt'Y dnmntllns or danSQ,rous to society. Juveniles involved in shop

Uhins. tht}! tof m1nt,U" tlrticlus h.'om {Hltcnts or friends ,juvenile pranks t 
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experimentation with drugs, and so on, are not terribly dangerous to society, 

although they often cause harm and hardships to others. The question is whether 

these types of behavior necessitate treatment in an institution or whether a 

less severe penalty such as a community facility might be equally or more 

beneficial. Therefore, the staff will still have to make a determination for 

non-status offenders on what disposition is needed. But they should have a 

greater number and variety of dispositions at their disposal. Accordingly, 

this report recommends the expansion of the community corrections concept, so 

that community placements of various types including foster homes, group homes, 

residential treatment centers, and drug treatment centers can be employed 

whenever the staff feels they are appropriate. Acceptance of this recommenda-

tion would probably reduce the state institutional population and allow them 

to specialize in helping the more serious or uncontrollable delinquents who 

are not amenable to community placement. In addition, length of institution-

alization should be based on set criteria, such as the severity of offense 

and the number of prior offenses, rather than such vague criteria as "progress" 

and "growth". 

Finally, there is the staffing process itself. Earlier in the report, . . 
several suggestions were made which bear repeating and elaboration on making 

the staff more aware of the community facilities (especially if the first two 

recommendations are accepted). These concerned the role of the caseworker. 

It is recommended" that someone in each institution be assigned the task of 

• evaluating the needs of the juvenile and recommending at least one community 

placement. Furthermore," this individual should be respons.ible for doing all 

the groundwork necessary to assure that the juvenile will be accepted into a 

program. Although this role could be assumed by anyone at the institution 

(e.g., one of the counselors) I it appears to be a full-time job that would mer,it 
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th~ hiring ot at l(!.atJt onc. £ul1-:t1me d:iagnoBtic caseworker for each institution. 

l'tdtl :1f1d$,vJdod "'()lJld.\J~lgh tile material .tll1d present a recommendation for a 

c01.l:1#*urd iy i~la,c'ft14;mt (tJw detlJib of 'Which have been worked out) at the staffing. 

'fhtt lH::ttwl t7tu!Hng, then, would consist of this caseworker, and , 

• JutrhttJlii tlH~ C¢t:.l(Ht<~ d:!.}."(,"ctor or group leader, or other counselor, who is most 

.. tlHfitHnr 'w,hh lll{' juv(·n,Ue, So that their first hand impressions of the juvenile 

con b~ diucUBI~d, LII~ juv~n11e aod his parents. A decision can then be reached 

bl)fH1d em till th(' lwtd 1 nbh~ in!orma.tion, 1.ncluding the availability of a 

tottmmnJlypl u~('11l('nt. A juven;U" will be institutionalized if it is felt that 

JrlMthutJ tmIlHzut1(m in TiCCefl.$flry. not because no one knows what else is 

An aH('X'lHIUV(;''. would be to have the staff first determine whether 

;JUII,Jtutl<il'IAllhmt'!on ill warranted accorMng to Department of Corrections 

gu1dfl>l!tWfl (u\'riouHnl';'Sf.1 of of.fc'ns~, pdol: treatment experience, and exhaustion 

of illl r(llJ1lmmlty ~d~t~rIHltives to fnstl.tut;i,onalization). If it is not, then 

tilt, {'liIH:wn{k('~ wtHlld b~~ tlHaigtl(>d the task of finding an appropriate placement. 

1111,*,1 ~llt('rnnClvt~1 howt~\I(n.".p is seen as less desirable because the staff might 

b(;l l)trdd to t'l.1.l:o\mnO'nd n COnl11llHllCy placement if they dj,d not know which place-

~nt lhitf wnuld b{~ or l\lW(~ allY :l.nflucncc upon the choice. 

'l"lltttf(\ l~CN'iJPm(,·ndilti.O\~S. then I are aimed at decreasing the number of 

jU\,t'nnf'~ 'Who at'(~ hUH;ltl:it,iot1nli.!ed and~Hlving the institution fOl: serious 

" 

• ~fprQhl.cll\ to 1dNltHy who tilt> sc'dous offenders are, which juveniles will benefit 

,MfH from inutlt\lt:{(H1ttlint'iol\. and which will benefit most from a community 

Xl\. thbr(l~F\rd. it should be pointed out that attempts to predict 

j\."'mih~prob~thm l~nd pn.tole $uccess or failure, aa well as attempts to predict 
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adult criminality from juvenile behavior, have met with little success. 

Glaser (1964) found that both the younger the age of first offense and the 
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greater the number of prior contacts with the criminal justice system, the greater 

the likelihood that an individual would violate parole. Property offenders 

were more likely to recidivate than violent offenders. HcClintock (1961) also 

found that the age of first conviction related to parole failure of juveniles, 

as did the family/home environment of the youth (i.e., home discipline, the 

presence or absence of both parents in the home, and the presence or absence 

of delinquent behavior among si,blings) and· school behavior and performance. 

Mannheim and l\filkens (1955) found that prior offense record, evidence of 

drunkenness, absence of parents in the home, the location of the home, and 

the length of the youth's longes\t period of employment all related to parole 

failure among juveniles. Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck (1950 and 1960) related 

probation failure to various factors in the home environment (discipline, 

affection, etc.) but much criticism has been directed at their sampling method 

and statistical analysis. Gottfredson and Beverly (1962) and Gottfredson and 

Ballard (1965) found relationshipl:> between probation failure of delinquents 

based on two and eight year foll01il-UPS and offense, prior record, and age at 

first offense. Wenk and Emrich (1972), in a study of California youth, found 

. that multiple offenders and those moderately or highly involved in opiate use 

were more likely to recidivate. Violent offenders, on the other hand, were 

better parole risks than property offenders. Simon (1971) found that the only 

variables which related to probation failure were the probation officer's 

assessment that the juvenile had "l.ittle conscience" and had "delinquent 

tendencies." It is difficult, however, to know the extent to which probation 

officers' expectations influenced subsequent decisions to revoke probation. 

Psychiatric evaluations (Hutcheson, 1965) and social worker impressions 
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(Cowden and {'ache, 1965) have also been related to probation failure. 

In all of theBe' studies, however, the ability to successfully predict 

pt'obrJt:1on unu parole outcomcs, using a large number of variables, has been 

very weak. Only between 20% and 40% of the variance 1n probation or parole 

outcome, W£lt~ expltl:tncd by the prediction variables. The art of. prediction is, 

ttH!refore, v<'.ry unsophisticated. Furthermore, it may well be that the success 

or failure of probation or parole is less related to the characteristics of 

the juvenile and lrlOrC n product of the contingencies of the specific situation. 

It mf.lY, in short, be impossible to subeltantially predict the future of a 

j uV('m:i.lc' $ d(.~l;l.nq ucnc.y by his prior behavior and life situation. Eyen if 

this could be done, there are otller effects of institutionalization versus 

c.ofllnlunity tt(Hltmcnt: thl1t have not been measured, such as personal gl'm"th, 

cduclltJ.on, Dcll>·imllgo. llnd so on. Furthermore, the effects of different 

prog'rllms m(), differ among <Iifre,rent types of juveniles. The problem is, 

thc"cf(l)~e'l H very eoulp] j ell ted one. Further research is necessary to understand 

whQ the dong,{'f,ouS delinquents are, as well as the types of juveniles who will 

b{HWfit: ft'ol1l di.f(('rcnt t.n)CS of placements and those \"ho will be harmed by 

theBa plncomcnts. 

One possibilily involves using the available data from this study to 

predict f\H.'Ji:'C'ratl~s of crime and delinquency. What variables of those measured 

hara relate to juvenile parole violation? Is there a difference in violation 

rntca (or juveniles plt\c~d in the community and those who are institutionalized? 

DocQ the leIlgth of institut.ionalization relate to parole success or failure? 

A .t:ututQ foll.ow-up study might be able to relate some of these factors to adult 

criminality ua well as other measures of personal adjustment and success. 

If clumgcs do OCC\IJ: in the staffing process, they should be evaluated. 

On\) of the variables that can be looked at in this regard is the juvenile's 

145. 
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view of the staffing process. Does the juvenile feel that the process is a 

fair one? Does actual involvement in the staffing process influence the 

juvenile's view of its fairness? Will changes in the staffing process influence 

the staff's view of the staffing process? How will any procedural changes 
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effect the c,riteria used to make decisions in staffings? How will changes in the 

type of individuals dealt with by these institutions affect the treatment programs 

in the institutions? How will they affect staff attitudes about the nature and 

treatment of delinquency? These are just some of the questions that should 'be 

looked into as changes are made in the juvenile justice system. 

In summary, then, this report ~as found staffing decisions to be very 

unsystematic and arbitrary. It has found that while offense is looked at more 

often in making dec;isions, it does not itself explain \<rhy some juveniles are 

committed and some are not. Furthermore, once committed, juveniles are all 

exposed to the same treatment and stay in the institution for the same amount 

of time regardless of the seriousness of their offense. Staff were seen to be 

treatment oriented in general, believing that they can help all of the 

individuals who are sent to them. It was suggested that more conservative 

and authoritarian oriented staff are more likely to commit juveniles to the 

institution than are liberal, socially oriented staff, but thi.s interpretation 

'needs more testing and elaboration. Regardless of the treatment vs. custodial 

orientation of the staff, juveniles are likely to be committed by the former 

to be punished and taught to be responsible and by the latter to be helped and 

understood • 

Complimenting the tendency of the staff to institutionalize all 

juveniles for treatment and punishment reasons is the absence of sufficient 

community programs' and the lack of sufficient information about them. 
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thf:n~(Qt('f, lh(~ f(jllcJiJJ.ngr:(!comm(~ndations were suggested: 

l} '~UI,rlJmtUn8 IJtflt,.U8 ofi(!ndetS from the juvenile just.ice 

C )'tH t' fl1 • 

2) lirovJdinl~ m()l';"(! commun:Hy treatment facilities. 

3) Employ1n, a caseworker whose primary responsibility 

ltJ to n(:cut(;: comitlun:l. ty placements and bring them to the 

ntcenLlon of the Gtatf. 

If) COn{!uGting more t'(.>£$(,'l'Irch into the natur.e of decision

IMldng; thQ ftlccor.s rtd.ating to successful outcome of 

purolp tosey. pnd the effects of future changes in the 

iH~~f'HHg Ill;'OCNJI.) • 

, ,~~-----------------~. 

14 7. 
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. ' ;.l"~ i' ." '.;,.....,: : .... ~', ' 

Coding Format 



APPENDIX A 
CONTENT ANALYSIS OF STA}'FING REPORTS 

Card 1 CODING FORMA'r Card 

File # ______________________ _ Case # 

, I. Biogra,phica1 Data Institution 

Name 'Race 
----------------------~---------------------.. 

Address ________________________________________ __ 
Age 

• 
Sex 

Date of Diagnostic EValuation month 

day 

year 

county of commitment 

home conununi ty --------------------------------- .size of home community 

offense community ____________________________ ___ size of offense community 

father's occupation __________________________________________________ __ 

mother's occupation, __________________________________________________ ___ 

father's education 
-----------------------------------------------------

mother's education 
-----------------------------------------------------

• 

• 

(Coder: ____________ ) 

(Date: ) 

Ke Punch 

1 

(2-4) 

(6) 

(8) 

(9-10) 

-(11-12) -

(13) 

(22-23) 
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• 

• 

- 2 -

Offense Related Data 

a) commitment offenses 1. 

2. 

3. 

b) related offenses (alleged 1. 
at time of commitment) 

2. 

3. 

c) prior offenses (mentioned 1. 
in staffing report) 

2. 

3. 

d) number of times prior commitment to this institution 

e) number of times prior commitment to another state institution 

f) number of prior commitments to county institutions 

g) number of prior commitments to group homes, foster homes, private 
residences and treatment centers 

h) known or suspected use of marijuana yes __ _ no ---
i) known or suspected use of LSD or other hallucinogen yes no --
j) knowr!. or suspected use of tranquilizers, barbituates or 

amphetamines yes no __ _ 

k) known or suspected use of heroin yes __ _ no ---
1) known (.Ir suspect.ed problem with alcohol yes ____ no __ 

(26-27) 

(28-29) 

(30-31) 

(32-33) 

{34-35~ 

{36-3,?~ 

(38-39) 

(46-41~ 

(42-43) 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

(liB) 

(li9) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 
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III. School Profile 

.. 

• 

• 

If 

1) I. Q. (teat used ________________ ) 

2) Aptitude: Reading - behind_____ average____ ahead _____ MD -
Math - behind_ average_ ahead_ MD, 

3) Educational counselor's report 
on: a) school performance 

b) behavior 

c) attendance 

d) interest 

poor average good N.M • 

" (53-55) 

(56~ 

(58) 

"(59) 

·160) 

"'1"61) 
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IV. Family-Home Environment 

• 

a) child not living with both natural parents 

b) only one parent in the household (due to 
divorce, desertion, separation, etc.) 

c) parents (step-parents) frequently fight 
or quarrel 

d) parents do not have close affectionate 
relationship 

e) parents rarely home and/or fail to 
.. Bupervise child 

f) parents demand too much from child 

g) child does not get along well with mother 

.h) child does not get along well with father 

i) child does not get along well with siblings) 

j) child fails to receive emotional support 
from 'either parent 

k) poor physical condition of heme 

1) one or both parents child lives with has 
a drinking problem or history 

m) caseworker or probation officer characterizes 
home situation as poor, unworkable or unlivable 

n) coder impression of family/home environment 
as unsuitable 

probation officer or caseworker's name 

probation officer's recommendation 

caseworker's recommendation 

No 
....l:ic... Menti@ 

Other comments 
.--------------------------------------~---------

v. Community feelinss toward juvenile: 
positive __ _ negative _ n.m. -

62 

66 

69 

--rm-j 
~ 

(72) I 

I 
73 

7 

7 

79 

o 



.. 
. . 

Card 2 

VI. ~~B Demeanor, Attitudes and Bohavior 

.. 

• 

• 

• 

a) p/sycb report: 

1) invalid MMPI due to lack of cooperation 

2) doce E.2i coopcrate in psych. interview 

b) educe report 
1) does not cooperate in educe i~terview -

c) social history 
1) does E.2i cooperate in caseworker interview 

a) cottage or group living report 
1) does E2! cooperate with cottage ,staff 

2) picks on, fights, or is aggressive 
with others in cottage 

3) is resistant to authority of cottage staff 

4) has run or attempted to run 

5) neglects appearance (is dirty or unkempt) 

. , 
~J uocs not keep room nea~ ~~d clean 

7) show little or no remorse concerning 
dl"!linquency 

8) fails to accept responsibility for actions 

e) cottaga counselors recommendation 

" 

. , 

---------.-~ - . __ .• ,- . • .. , ...... _ .. _' ... _ .......... '---_--'."""----"----"'- _·_~i..--.......-____ ~_ 

card no. 

case no. 

no -' 

2 
"\IT 

'(2-,~ 

an 

(0) 

1'+ 



," 
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VII. Psychological Profile diagnosis 
examples, ______________________________________________________ ~ __ 

• Name of psychololrist ________ _ 

psychologist!s recommendation 

VIII. a) Recommended Disposition _____________________ ~ ____ _ 

b) Alternate plan, if aIly ________ --:--_________________ _ 

Reasons given for disposition, -------------------------------,------

c) Does ~hild request or prefer institutionali~~tion 
yes no __ n.m. __ 

d) Action Panel Decision 

IX. e) Date of Parole month 

day 

year 
no. of months '---

x. Follow-up data _____________________________________________________ ___ 

XI. Other Coder Impressions or comments ____________ ---______ _ 

(20) 

(26-27 ) 

(28-29) 

(30) 



• 

APPENDIX B 
STAFf' QUEsrl'IONNAIRJ~ 

The Department of Corrections is studying the 'vlay decisions are made by 
staffing teams regarding the disposition of cases. Specifically, we are interested 
in what factors are considered by the staffing teams at the initial or intake 
staffint;; and what factors are considered by thc staffing teams in deciding whether 
or not to recommend that an individual be paroled from the institution. This study 

. is being supported by a grant from the Governor's Commission on Crime Prevention and 
Control. 

Please complete the questionnaire and return it to the collection box as soon 
as possible. Please do not discuss thc ,questionnaire \-lith anyone who has not 
finished filling his out. Please read all directions and answer all questions. 

Vie wish to emphasize that there are no right or wrong answers to these 
. questions.. He \-lant your opinion, so please feel free to answer according to ho'''' 
you feel, and not according to what you thinl{ the Department of Corrections wants 
to hea;, or what you think other staff members would say. 

All answers will be completely confidential. In particular, no questionnaire 
",ill be seen by anyone here in the school, or anyone else outside of the Research 
Division of ~;he Department of Corrections. No names "'ill appear on the questionnaire. 
Instead, a number will be attached to each questionnaire for our record keeping and 
for computer processing. 

We think you will enjoy filling out this questionnaire and thinking about the 
questions. Vle suggest that you use pencil, in case you wish to make any erasures. 
Any comments o;r ideas \oJhich you have '-lill be appreciated; just 'vlri te them in the 
space providec:: at the end of the questionnaire. PLEASE QQ liQ£ ~ lB 1!'~ ~
~ HARGIN. This space will be used for key punching your anS\'lers for computer 
processing. If you have any questions, you can call David Chein at the Department 
of Corrections (296-7023). 

Thank you for your cooperation in our study. Your assistance will be of benefit 
to many agencies working with juveniles. 

nSOOT WRITE 
IN THIS SPACE 

Key Punch 

..,...~---
ID Number 

~~ _____ Institution 

~~ _____ Cottago 

Columns 
2-7 
repeated 
on all 
Cards. 
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DO.NOT 
WIUTE 
IN 
TIllS 
SPACE 

(14) 

(15) 

2. 

PART I - PERSONAL DATA 

1. \Vhnt is your present pos;i. tion at this institution? (e.g. group leader, cottage 
counselor, program director, etc.) 

2. How long have you worked at this institution? 

3. How long have you been working in the field of corrections? 

4. Wbat is your a) sex? Male 

b) age? 18-25 

26-35 

36-45 

46-55_ 

56+ 

5. How much formal education have you had? 

elementary school education __ _ 

some high school 

high school graduate 

. 1-3 years college 

4 years college 

graduate degree 
(please specify degree) 

Female 

- _. - .. - ----- .-----



DO NOT 
~/1UTE 
IN THIS 
SPACE 

• 

I 
I 

PART II - CHITl!-:RIA USN!) BY IN'rAKE STA]'l!"ERS IN l-tAKING INITIAL OR INTAKE 
RECOl1NENDA'rI ONS 

The following questions are designed to discern the criteria which are used by 
the staff at the ini tiul or intDl(e staffing (the Diagnostic J~valuation) in deciding 
to recommend whether a youth be admitted to the treatment program at the institution, 
placed in a community or group home, or returned on probation to the community. 

I Accordingly, we would like you to rate the following factor's ill terms of the 
limportance L~ place on them in making decisions about the disposition of cases • 
I(Please answer in terms of the criteria you actually use to arrive at your decision, 
'and( not in terms of the criteria you think others in the institution might use or 
! criteria you think the Department of Corrections \'lOuld like you to use.) 

I 

I 

PLEASE NOTE: If you play no role at all in making decisions about 
initial or intake staffings, please check the box 
below and do not answer the questions in Part II. 
Skip instead to Part III. 

I IDI play no role in decisions about intake or initial stuffings. 
I 

Please rate the following factors in terms'of the importance you place on them 
in making your recommendations. For each item, circle the number which corresponds 
to the degree of importance. Circle only one number for each item. Do not put a 
circle bebleen numbers. 



DO NOT ,+ • 
\-/HITE 
IN THIS 
SPACE 

(l+ ) (3) (2) (1) (0) 
Not Information 

Very Somewhat Of Little Important Not Available 
Important Important Importance. at All to Ne 

7. TIle psychologist's 
(24) report on the youth's 

personal adjustment 
• problems 4 3 2' 1 0 

B. The psychologist's report 
'(25) on the youth's anti-

so~ial tendencies 4 3 2 1 0 

9. The treatment recom-
(26) mendation of the 

psychologist 4 3 2 1 0 

,-- 10. The youth's grades 
(27) in school 4 ,3 2 1 0 

11. The youth's behavior 
(28) in school 4 3 2 1 0 

112. The youth's school 
(29) attendance record 4 3 2 1 0 

113• The extent to which 
(30) the youth has success-

fully accomplished any 
educational goals that 
were set up 4 3 2 1 0 

i 

14. The attitude of the 
(31) 

! youth to\,lards the 
offense he (she) has 
committed 4 3 2 1 0 

15. The youth's attitude 
(32) i toward the staff and 

I 
other authority figures 4 3 2 1 0 

!16. The degree to which the 
(33) youth is open and honest 

in uealing with problems 4 3 2 1 0 

17. The extent to which the 
(31.) youth has matured and 

exhibited personal 
growth 4 3 2 1 0 

lB. The youth's behavior 
(35) in the cottage 4 3 2 1 0 



. 5 • 
DO NCYl' 
WlUTE 

i IN 'l.'llIS 
SPACE 

(1. ) (3) (2) h) (0) 
Not Information 

Very Somewhat Of Little Important Not Available 
Important .!mport~ Importance at All to He 

19. The extent to which 
(36) the youth has success-

fully accomplished 
• personal goals that 

were set up for him(her) 4 3 2 1 0 
• -,- 20. The general co~dition 

(37) of the youth's home 
environment 

21. The marital status of 
(38) the youth's parents 4 3 2 1 0 

22. The abili ty of the 
(39) youth's parents to 

properly supervise 
the youth 4 3 2 1 0 

23. The quality of emotional 
(40) support received by 

the youth from his 
(her) family 4 3 2 1 0 

24. The recommendation of 
(41) the probation officer 4 3 2 1 0 

25. 'I'he extent to \ .... hich the 
(42) youth has learned to 

accept responsibility 
for his (her) actions 4 3 2 1 0 

26. The extent to which the 
(43) youth has gained insight 

into his (her) behavior 4 3 2 1 0 

27. The size of the community 
(44) in which the juvenile's 

frunily res:i.des 4 3 2 1 0 

• 28. The community's attitude 
(45) toward the juvenile and 

his or her offense 4 3 2 1 0 

9. The availability (or 
(46) unavailability) of 

acceptable community 
placements 4 3 2 1 0 

o. The family's feclings about 
(47) the youth staying at home 4 2 1 0 

~, 



DO NOT 
WRI'rl~ 
IN TIllS 
SPACE 

(48) 

I 

(49) 

(50) 

6. 

(4) (3) (2) (1) (0) 
Not Information 

Very Somewhat Of IJi ttlo Important Not Avni1ab10 
Irn;portant Importar~t Iml)Ortance at All _to Me 

31- The fact that the 
youth has a job or 
school placement in 
the community 4 3 2 1 0 

1

32
• 

Recommendation of other 
members in the youth's 
treatment group 4 3 2 1 0 

33. The juvenile's desire 
for a certain dis-
position or treatment 
plan 4 3 2 1 0 

" 

In the space belm'l, please list any other factors considered in the diagnostic 
evaluation VJhi-ch were not listed above. 
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• 

(54) 

t;6) 
• 

(;'8) 

PMn; III - CHITgIUA USED BY CO'.L"l'AGF.! STAF1" IH YIAKING l)AROLE HECOl1l1ENDATIONS 

The :1'cllo.,/inCj queat:i.ons arc designed to discern the criteria \'1hich are used by 
t.ho l)taJ'£ a.t the cottage otaffing in deciding to recommend whether a youth be paroled 
:!rorrl the insti t;ution. 

AccOrdin!~ly, "'0 .,JOuld like you to rate the following factors in terms of the 
importMco ;:[.0.4 place on them in making decisions about the disposition of cases. 
(PJ.caae rml1W(W in terms of the criteria you actually use to arrive at your decision, 
and !1.2i.intotmo ()f tho criteria you think others in the institution might use or 
cr.itox'itl you think the Dopartment of Corrections would like you to use.) 

l:L1:iAS}i} NCfl'E: If you pluy no role at all in making decisions about parole 
recomm(:ndationo, please check the box below and do not answer 
the questions in Part III. Skip instead to Part IV. 

D ·r play no role in staffings related to parole recommendations • 

. 
PloaOQ x'ute tho following factors in terms of the importance you plac.e on them in 

mrudng Y('Ul' l"ccomUlendutions. (Do' not consult your answers to Part II when answering 
theso quostions.) 

(4) 

Very 
Impo.l'tant 

1. Ij,'he sox of the juvenilo 

2. '1'11.0 uge of the juvenile 

,. Tho ruco of the juvenile 

If. Tho oocupation of the 
juvenile' Q ptrt'onts 

5.. Tho ser.iousness of the 
offcllfiO committed by 
the youth 

6. Tho numbor of court llnd 
inBHt'utiont\1 contacts 
priOt' to thin commi tmont 

4 

4 

4 

Somewhat 
Important 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

(2) (1) 
Not 

Of Little Important 
Importance at All 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

(0) 
Information 

Not Available 
to Ne 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 
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DO.NOT 
wmTE 8. 
IN TlaS 
SPACE 

(1+) (3) (2) (1) (0) 
Not Informntion 

Very Somewhat Of Little Important Not Available 
.Important Important Ir.mol'tnncc at All to }te 

7. The.psycho1ogist's 
(60) report on the youth's 

personal adjustment 
problems 4 3 2 1 0 

• 
8 .. The psychologist's report 

.. (61) 
on the youth's anti-

- social tendencies 4 3 2 1 0 

9. The treatment recom-
(62) mendation of the 

4 
. 

. psychologist 3 2 1 0 

10. The youth's grades 
(63) in school 4 3 2 1 0 

11. The youth's behavior 
(64) in school 4 3 2 1 0 

12. The youth's school 
(65) attendance record 4 3 2 1 0 

13. The ext.:::.t ~- .. , .. .: _\.. 
,-,v "'J~'" """.1.4 

(66) t~e youth has success-
fully accomplished any 
educational goals that 
were set up 4 2 1 0 

114. TIle attitude of the 
(67) youth to'tlards the 

offense he (she) has 
. corr.mi tted 4 3 2 1 0 

15. Tae youth's attitude 
68 toward the staff and 

other authority figures 4 3 2 
~ •. 11 

1 o· 

16. The degree to which the 
9 youth is open and honest 

in dealing with problems 4 3 2 1 0 

17. The extent to which the 
70 youth has matured and 

exhibited personal 
growth 4 2 1 0 

18. The youth's behavior 
(71) in the cottage 4 2 1 0 



.00 f1C11! 9 . 
Wil1/£i; 
11'/ 'rnIJJ 
SPACt! (It) (3) (2) (1) (0) 

Not Information 
. VOl",! So-newhat Of Little Important Not Available 

,1m po r t 11..!.!l Importont Imoortunce • nt All to He 

... , - l? Thd o::l.t,ont to 't/hich 

(72) tho J'(Ju t.ll huo fJUCCCCO-
fully tU;;(lompliohorl 
pO:t'.m;mul g()cUU i;hut , wore tJ(it up i'or hj,mOlct') I. 3 2 1 0 

20 'l."ho f~f,i~1oi'[;I,1 condi tiOJ~ 
(7:S) 

: ,. 
of thf.: you th ' t~ h()Jllc 
cnvironmc;!l t; 3 2 1 0 

. ! <!l. 1£1'10 JIUH'itnl f)to,tUQ of 
t'l'ij tho youth'o 1Xlrcmca l~ :; 2 1 0 

T;;5J .. -.' : 22. !,rho ahUity of the 
you th '(I pur(,Hl to to 
pro}1orly aupal'vicw 

4 tho youth 3 2 1 0 

~3 l'he quality of omotional ( . 
T7b) . ; 

(Jul:lPOl't rocoived hy 
tho youth from hia 
(hor) tmnily 4 :; 2 1 0 

: 211. l110 .t'('H~Oln;l\¢ndt\ tion of 
1(77) I . tho In'QiJl~ cion officor l~ 3· 2 1 0 

I 2,~ 1,'lw oxt<mt to ",hich the 
"(7S) yo\rth hM,t l(!(U'ned to 

t).CCC)I)t; X'QIJpotwibili t.y 
tOl' his (hoY') tlctions 1+ 3 2 1 0 

26. Tho oxtont to which the 
(79)~ you th htv) go.inad. t:hs:lf.~h t 

into hie (hor) bOhnvior 4 3 2 1 0 

?:I. fl'ho t);\. ~~o 01: the conl!l1uni ty 
'UlO> . 

in which tho juvQnilc's 

• frunily t'Qoidoo 4 3 2 1 0 

Oo,rd If .. 
It 

'{l' 

1~.?) 
I 

1 28. Tbo community'a attitude 
(4) I F. 

tOWArd tho. juvonilo and 
hilS ol'hor offon50 4 2 1 0 



DO NOT 
\OOTE 
IN TIllS 
SPACE 

(9) 

• 

(:10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

10. 

(4 ) (3) (2) (1) (0) 
Not Information 

Very Somewhat Of Little Important Not Available 
Important Important ImpOl'tance nt All to t1e 

29. The availability (or Wl-
availability) of 
acceptable community 
placements 4 3 2 1 0 

30. The family's feelings about 
the youth staying at home 4 3 2 1 0 

31. The fact that the youth 
has a job or school 
placement in the 
community 4 . 3 2 1 0 

32. Recommendation of other 
members in the youth's 
treatment group 4 3 2 1 0 

33. The juvenile's desire 
for a certain dis-
pos~tion or treatment 
plan 4 3 2 1 0 

In the space belo, ... , please list any other factors considered in the diagnostic 
evaluation which \oJere no't listed above. 
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PAlrl' IV .. 

1. In y<mr opinion, how much influence do each of the following groups 
or indiv1uuul0 hflve in milking decisions about whether juveniles 
ahould b(J ill!,mittoct to f;ho trontmcnt )2rosrDm of the institution. 
l'lol.wO circle the number which corrcoponds to the different levels 
of import-nneo. Circle only one number for each position. 

(4) 
A Great 
D(~o.l of 

,!!:fluence 

AdminiGtrp.tivo staff (e.g., 
director, Dupedn tendon t, 
assistants, etc. 

Unit ~lup(.Jrvinorst progro.IlI 
directoro 

Cott{.\(~O dll'actOl' or 
group lO(Hlot.'o 

Cuot)wfn'kero or social 
liHH'vic() coul1celoro 

Probation 0 ;'ficcr 

Juvenilo cou,rt judgo 

iJductt tioM.l counsolo);'s 

4 

4 

4 

4 

ortonchCI'S 4 

Chllplnin 
4 

PoycllOlogiat 4 

Puron to of juvonile. 

Vinitors from tho community 
(county IlociaJ. work.ers t ochool 

4 

lllJl"llormol, :frienda, etc .. ). 4 

Juvonilo 

Juvonilo' B trea.tmont 
group' 4' 

4 

(3) 
About 

The Same As 
Anyone ]'16e 

.3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

.3 

.3 

3 

3 

.3 

.3 

.3 

.3 

(2) 
Only a 
Little 

Influence 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

No 
Influence 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

11. 

(0) 

Not 
Applicable 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 



DO NOT 
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• 

<36) 

<38) 

(40) 

(44) 

(PAHT IV.) 

2. In your Ol)inion, ho\,;, much influence do each of the follo\'ling groups 
or individuals have in making decisions about whether juveniles 
should be grantedO parole. 

(3) 
About 

12. 

(0) 

The Same As 
Anyone El[;O 

(2) 
Only A 
Little 

Influence 
No 

Influon,c,e 
Not 

fpplicabl(~ 

'Caseworkers or social 
se~/ice counselors 

Probation officer 

Juvenile Court Judge 

Educational counselors 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

or teachers 4 

Chaplain 4 

: Psychologist 4 

[Parents of juvenile 
I· 4 

,Visitors from the community 
: (county social workers, school 
personnel, friends., etc.) 4 

I 

: Juvenile 
4 

Juvenile's treatment group 
4 

4 

; Other (Specify) 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

2 1 o 

2 
0

1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 
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• 

• 

(48) 

, (50) 

(PAHT IV.) 

'PAnT V. 

3. '.'/ou1e1, you say thnt decioions concernine; initial reviews (diae;nostic 
cvaliwtion) are, for the most pm.'t, determined (circle one): 

a) l~ior to the staffing 

b) At the staffing 

c) At the Action Panel 

I.. ~/ould you say that decisions concerning people are, for the most 
part, determined (circle one): 

a) Prior to the staffing 

b) At the staffing 

c) At the Action Panel 

13. 

There are several alternatives open to the staff in recommending a particular 
disposition for a juvenile. From the standpoint of most juveniles, some of 
those alternatives may seem more severe or harsh than others. Place the number 
8 in the space to the left of the alternative listed below which you thin.lc 
w0t+ld be seen by most juveniles as the harshest or most severe disposition. 
Place the number 7 in the space to the left of the alternative which juveniles 
are likely to perceive as second most SCYel"e, and so on, placing the number 1 
in the space to the left of the alternative seen by juveniles as least severe. 

Probation to a foster home. ----
____ Supervised probation, living at homel. 

____ Unsupervised probation, living at home. 

____ Commitment to Thistledew Forestry Camp. 

____ Probation to a corrunwlity group hClme, or children's home. 

Corruni trnen t to a hospital or treatment center (such as a drug treatment center). 

Commitment to a state juvenile institution (Lino lakes, Sauk Centre, or 
Hed Wing). 

Commitment to a county·home school (such as Glen Lake or Totem Town). 

-----------~~-------- -
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14. 

PAHT VI. 

As you knO\'I, different individuals ha.ve different ideas of what the purpose of 
juvenile institutions should be. We are interested in \~hat you think the purposes 
of this institution should be (rega.rdless of what they actually are). Please l)Ut 
a 1 next to the statement thai best descr.ibes ,,,hat you think should be the main 
purpose of this institution. Put a 2 by the next statement, Dnd put a 3 by the 
'third statement best describing what you feel the institution's purposes should be. 
iJust mark your first three choices • 

---- Our purpose should be to teach them good social habits. 

---- Our purpose should be to punish delinquents for the wrong things they did. 

______ Our purpose should be to train and educate them. 

_______ Our purpose should be to change their social attitudes and values. 

---- Our purpose should be to help them gain an understanding of the kind of 
thing that got them into trouble. 

---- Our purpose should be to protect the home community for a period of time. 

Our purpose should be to teach obedience and respect for authority. 

Our purpose should be to help them learn how to get along better with 
other people. 

Our purpose shoQld be to help them lea.rn to adjust to life in the 
institution. 

Our purpose should be to help them learn to adjust to life in the 
community. 

Our purpose should be to deter other young people from getting into trouble. 

---- Our purpose should be to help juveniles grow and mature as human beings. 

______ Our purpose should be to protect juveniles from a poor environment at home • 
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• 

• 

(16) 

15. 

PAHT VII. 

Thinking about delinquents in general -- that is, children \<Iho get in trouble and 
come to the attention of the authorities _ •• we would like to know how you feel about 
the following statemonts. There are no right or wrong ansvlers. All we want to know 
is h9!!. y'9}~ ~ about the statement. If you strongly agree, circle "strongly agree"; 
if you agree, circle "agree"; and so forth. 

1. Most juvenile delinquents are vicious and destructive and represent a growing 
threat to life and property. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

2. It is often better to put a juvenile in the institution even if a community 
placement is available and the juvenile poses no serious threat to others. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

3. Obedience and respect for authority are the most important virtues children 
should learn. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

4. Indil.lJl boys and girls are more likely to be delinquent than are 'I/hi tes. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

5. Host juvenile delinquents are sick people who need help. 

strongly agree agree disag;'ee strongly disagree 

6. Juvoniles who have not learned to respect authority are likely to get in 
trouble with the law. 

atrongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

7. ~lenever possible, a juvenile should be treated in the community rather than 
in tho institution. 

atrongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

8. A juvenile who is a follower and merely goes along with others in committing 
delinquent acts but do~s not instigate these acts himself (herself) does not 
have n serious delinquency problem. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

9. Most delinquents nre just bad kids who use their unfavorable home situation as 
an oxcuse for their delinquent acts. 

strongly agree agree disagree strQngly disagree 
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10. There is nothing in this institution which really deals (lffecti vely with juvenile 
delinquency. 

st.rongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

11. Society has no right to impose different standards on gLcls than they do on 
boys • 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

12. Just because a judge has recommended that a juvenile be placed in this 
institution, it doesn't mean that there are no better placements in the 
community. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

13. Juvenile crime is usually a manifestation of deeper PGycholosical conflicts. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

l/f. A good number of juveniles 'I'/ho come to this institution are more sophisticated 
in the techniques of delinquency when they leave. 

strongly ~gree agree disagree strongly disagree 

15. Younger delinquents are less responsible for their acts than older delinquents 
who have had more time to learn proper behavior. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

16. Youngsters who get into trouble have to suffer the consequences in order to 
learn that wrong living does not pay and can only lead to punishment and 
suffering. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

17. The trouble with delinquents is tha.t they haven't learned to treat adults 
with respect and obedience. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

18. In general, girls have a greater need than boys to be supervised and protected 
from improper influences. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

19. One of the things a delinquent needs is a ch~ce to express his feelings 
without being punished. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

20. Th.ere is little or no relationship between juvenile crime and psychological 
or emotional disorders. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

21. All in all, the judge usually knows "that is best for juveniles, and it is 
foolish to go against his decision. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 
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22. We are puttinr, too much faith in the psycho10e;ica1 approach to delinquency. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly dinagree 

23. Delinquents ho.ve to be punished if they are going to learn correct behavior. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

21f. Juvenile delinquency cannot be properly understood unless the delinquent's 
home situation is considered • 

strongly agree ac;ree disagree strongly disagree 

25. If a juvenile did not need to be kept in an institution, the judge would not 
have sent him (her) here in the first place. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

26. On the \'1ho1e, juvenile delinquents are not as much unfortunate and helpless 
victims of circumstances as some people think; they know right from wrong and 
can do better if they try. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

27. Thore is no relationship between a juvenile's age and the likeliness of his 
or·her involvement in juvenile delinquency. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

\28. Judges often make mistakes, so it is often necessary to go against their 
recommendations in mru(ing decisions about juveniles. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

29. The chances that a delinquent will straighten out are very slight. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

i30. Delinquents must be held accountable for their actions regardless of the 
i quality of the environment in which they live. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

31. Society is going to have to be a lot tougher than it has been if it is going 
to cut down on delinquency. 

strongly agree agree diSflgree strongly disagree 

32. Just because some juveniles feel sorry about their delinquent acts, it does 
not mean that they are not dangerous delinquents. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

33. Most delinquents will respond to genuine friendship. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

3'+. Moat delinquents are rejected children who need help. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 
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35. A juvenile who aclmowledges his guilt and feels remorse is likely to be less 
seriously delinquent than a juvenile who sho\Ols no remorse. 

strongly ae;ree agree disagree strongly disagree 

,36. It would be difficult, if not impossible, to help the juvenile offender who 
refused to repent and confess his guilt. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

37. Black and Indian juveniles are no more likely to be delinquent than are 
\.fhi tes. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

38. Even if a juvenile doesn't plan or instigate criminal acts, the fact that he 
goes along with them is evidence of a serious delinquency problem. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

39. Most cases of delinquency result from improper care and supervision at home. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

.40. Firmness will help delinquents learn right from \o,rong. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

!4l. The likelihood that a boy or girl "rill become delinquent has nothing to do 
\olith their race. 

I 

I 

42. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

Most of the juveniles 
responsible people. 

who enter this institution leave as better and more 

strongly agree agree 

Host juvenile delinquents are 
day living problems. 

strongly agree agree 

disagree strongly disagree 

not able to make decisions even about every 

disagree strongly disagree 

44. vIe can try, but it is difficult to tmderstand the peculiar behavior of 
delinquents. 

strongly agree agree disafSree strongly disagree 

45. Sympathetic understanding is the key to helping delinquents. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

I 
i 46. Blacks are usually involved in more e:erious delinquencies than Whites. 
I 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 

147. Understanding may be important in helping delinquents, but \'ihat is really needed 
is strictness and firmness. 

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree 
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delinquents, this institution has a good 

disagree strongly disagree 

1~9. There is li ttlc or no relation between a youth's attitude towards authority 
figures DJld his or her invol vament in delinquent acti vi ties. 

strongly agree . agree disagree strongly disagree 

PAHT VIII 

Please rate the following factors in terms of the impression they convey about the 
quali ty and adequacy of a youth's social environment G Circle the number "/hich 

.- corresponds to the appropriate description. Circle only one numbe"r per item." 

(4) 
Very 

Unacceptable 
Environment 

1. There is one parent 
liv~ng at home 

2. The child is not living 
"lith both natural 
parents 

3. The child's parents (or 
step-.l!arents) fight or 
quarrel frequently 

4 

4 

with each other 4 

4. The child's parents (or 
step-parents) do not 
have a close affectionate 
relationship with each 
other 4 

5. The child's parents (or 
step-parents) demand too 
much from the child 1+ 

6. The child's parents (or 
step-parents) fail to 
properly control or 
supervise the child 4 

7. The child does not get 
along w011 with his 
mother 

(3) 

Unacceptable 
Environ!l1ent .. -

3 

3 

3 

3 

·3 

3 

(2) (1) 
Poor but Basically 

Acceptable Adequate 
Environment Environment 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

(0) 

Good 
Environment 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 
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(1. ) (3) (2) (1) (0) 
Very Poor But Basically 

Unacceptable Unacceptable Acceptable Adequate Good 
F~nvironment Jo..1wironmen t Environment Environ~ Environment 

8. The child does not get 
along \-lell ''lith his 
father 4 3 2 1 0 

9. Child does not get alpng 
well "lith brothers and 
sisters 4 3 2 1 0 

I 

.10. Child fails to receive 
emotional support from 
parents 4 3 2 1 0 

111. The home is in poor 
physical condition 4 3 2 1 0 

12. One or both of the 
parents have an 
alcohol problem 4 3 2 .1 0 

PART IX, 

Please rate the following delinquent acts in terms of the imprp-ss1,on they convey about 
the general attitude and behavior of the juvenile and the way he relates to o'\;hers 
and adjusts to the institution. Circle the number which corresponds to the 

I appropriate description of the juvenile's attitude and behavior. Circle only one 
I number for each item. 
I 
i 

(4) (3) (2) (1) (0) 
Juvenile's Juvenile's Juvenile's Juvenile's Juvenile's 

Behavior or Behavior or Behavior or Behavior· or Behavior or 
Attitude is Attitude is Attitude is Attitude is Attitude is 
Extremely Very Poor Poor Fair or Good 

Poor Acceptable 

! 1. Juvenile does not cooperate 
in interviews with 
psychologist or caseworke~ 4 3 2 1 0 

2. Juvenile does not cooperate 
,ath the cottage staff 4 3 2 1 '0 

3. Juvenile frequently picks 
on or fights "lith peers 4 3 2 1 0 

, 4. Juvenile has run or has 
I attempted to run 4 3 2 1 0 

I Juvenile neglects his 15. 
(her) appearance 4 3 2 1 0 

. ____ c...l ~~~~ 
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(4) t~) (2) (1) (0) 
Juvonile'tJ Juvenile's Juvenile's Juvenile's Juvenile's 

Beha.vior or Behavior or Behavior or Behavior 01· Behavior or 
Attitude is Attitude is Attitude is Attitude i& Attitude is 
l!xtremely Very Poor Poor Fair or Good 

Poor Acceptable 

6 .. Juvt1nilc doca not koep his 
(hfH') rOottl neat or clean 4 3 2 1 0 

1. Juvenile J;.hovlo Ii ttle or no 
rO(f)Ql'OO concerning his 
(ho)') df.Jlinqucl1CY If 3 2 1 0 

8. ,1uvtmi1.e fo'ilo to accept 
"o(Jponf;ib~,U ty- for his 
(hoI') clctiona 4 3 2 1 0 

9. J\wooilc 1 (wktl inoight 
into hit) (hox-) bohavio.r 4 3 2 1 0 

10 .. JU"Ion1.1e l s !Ipofile on 
·tiNP! in. invalid due to 
IflCk of c.oop()r~tion 
or defonsiveness 3 2 1 0 

lMltl] X 

.Plc{.I,60 rl\t.e tho following del.inquent acts in terms of their seriousness. For each 
of.fcli:l60. cirolothomvnber corresponding to the degree of seriousness. Circle only 
ono J'lUJnbol' po:};' i torn. 

.(5) (L. ) (3) " (2) (1) 
Not Not. 

Extremely Very Very Serious 
Serious Serious Serious Serious At All 

5 '+ 3 2 1 

5 '+ 3 2 1 

5 4 3 2 1 

5 '+ 2 1 

5 4 2 1 

2 1 
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Not Not 
Extremely Very Very Serious 
Serious Serious Serious Serious At Al1 -- . 

(14) 
Shoplifting 5 4 3 2 1 

, 
Drinking 5 4 3 2 1 (15) 

• Using Marijuana 5 4 3 2 1 (16) 

(17) 
Using Heroin 5 4 3 2 1 

(18) 
Sniffing Glue 5 4 3 2 1 

(19) 
Forging Checks 5 4 3 2 1 

(20) 
Incorrigibility 5 4 3 2 1 

Hurder 5 4 3 2 1 ' T2i)' . 

(22) 
L Using LSD 5 4 3 2 1 

(23) 
Disorderly Conduct 5 4 3 2 1 

124} 
Simple Assault 5 4 3 2 1 

(25) 
,Aggravated Assault 5 4 '3 ,2 '1 

T2'6) 
Absenting from Home 5 4 2 1 

• • Vandalism 5 4 2 1 
(27) 

Automobile Theft '5 4 3 2 1 
(28) 

Arson 
(29) 

5 4 3 2 1 
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5 

5 

5 

5 

(4 ) (3) 

Very 
ScriouG Serious 

It 3 

l. 3 

4 3 

4 3 

23. 

(2) (1) 
Not Not 

Very Seriouc 
Serious At All 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

Pl,f'W,IJ \WO tho CV«(~(l bnln'd to )illlko My ('(')t~m0ntl'l you may have about the questionnaire 
w: cur,' ;('n{,f1 yt)ll \-,ou1d JJ.1w to make about the decision-making process. 
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